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ABSTRACT 

This thesis sets out to examine the viewing behaviour of television audiences 

during advertising breaks. The resu lts reported are based on the analysis of in

home v ideo recordings of 14 famil ies watching television i n  their own homes 

over an 8-day period. 

[n total, the viewing of 60 1 7  advertisements was examined, and the status of the 

viewer was recorded at 3-second intervals .  Each 3-second observation was 

accorded one of four possible states: the viewers were directing their attention 

to the screen (£05 only);  they were directing their attention to the screen but  

engaging in  addi tional behaviours (£05 + behaviour); they were not  d irect ing 

their attention to the screen (No £05); or they were not present. 

Across al l  advertisements, v isual attention to the screen was general ly low, 

despite viewers being present for a high proport ion of the t ime during the ad 

breaks. Viewers were present during the ad breaks for 78% of the t ime,  but  

were only paying attention to the screen ful ly 14% (£05 only), and looking as 

wel l as doing something e lse s imultaneous ly  11 % of the t i me ( £05 + 

behaviour). About half the t ime during the ad break (52%), no one was looking 

at the screen. 

However, more significantly for advertisers, ad-viewing behaviour d iffered by 

programme type. For example, some programmes could command as much as 

eight t imes the proportion of eyes-on-screen t ime than other programmes. 

Moreover, the proportions of part icular ad-viewing behaviour differ in an 

unpredictable way for different programmes. Thus different conclusions might 

be reached when for an example, an advertiser sought to optimise a media  plan 

in  terms of £05 only than when the choice was made to optimise another 

characteristic of ad v iewing,  say eye-on-screen and doing something e l se 

s imultaneously (E05 + behavior). 
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I n  examining three specific methods of classify ing programmes, none of them 

prov ided workable descript ions of ad-viewing behaviour.  This  problem 

man i fests i tse l f  i n  a number of ways, but  primari l y ,  the  aggregation of  

programmes in to  categories masks considerable w ith in-group variation , 

pointing to the need to consider the effect of programmes at a much more 

disaggregate leve l ,  perhaps even to the extent of considering each episode or 

segment of the programme before the ad break separately.  

Thus, th is  research has raised quest ions about programme rat ings and 

demonstrated that the size of an audience may not reflect how attentive that 

audience is .  Even programmes of small  audience sizes may have a h igh 

proportion of attentive ad viewers and may thus be of interest to advertisers 

s ince advert isements placed within such programmes may be equal ly  ( i f  not 

more) effective than programmes with a larger audience size. 
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1 . 1  Background 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

BiJ l ions of doJ lars are spent annually on television advertising. In  the United 

States, the 200 1 television expenditure was projected as over US$50 bi l l ion 

(Coen, 200 1 ) . In the UK, total television adspend for the year 2000 amounted to 

about £3,949m (World Advertising Research Centre, 2002). As Asia's fastest 

growing television market, China spent about US$7 bi ll ion on TV advertising 

in 2000 out of its total advertising budget of US$ l l bi l lion (Green, 200 1 ) . New 

Zealand advert i sers paid a total of  around NZ$479m for te levis ion 

advertisements in  200 1 (Admedia, 2002) .  

Individual advertisements can also be  costly .  For example, the most expensive 

advertising space in 2000, was sold for US$2 .2  mi l l ion for a 30-second 

commercial during the screening of SuperBowl games in  January (Lealand & 

Martin,  200 1 ) . I n  New Zealand, the cost of placing an ad on the main national 

channel , TV One, is at least $8,500 for a 30-second ad during primetime (6 pm-

1 0 . 30 pm). Adverti sements rates vary, depending on the popularity of the 

programme in which they are to be placed and the time of screening. However, 

regardless of how much advert isers are charged for their advertisements on 

television, the investment in television advertising is unequivocally  substantial .  

This worldwide multi-bi l l ion-dol lar expenditure on televis ion advert is ing 

underlines the importance gi ven to this part of the marketing mix .  It a lso 

indicates the reasons why advertisers want to know whether the advertis ing 

used is effective and justifies the considerable investment they have made. For 

any particu lar advertisement to be successfu l ,  it must undergo the complex 



process of being screened, attended to and processed by the consumer to have 

some u l t imate effect. As a consequence, an important television advert is ing 

decision concerns when to screen advertisements so as to obtain the best results .  

Tradit iona]]y, these dec is ions have been based on TV audience programme 

viewing ratings. 

The standard technique currently used worldwide to obtain television audience 

viewing ratings i s  the Peoplemeter. With this device, data on television viewing 

are co]]ected electronica]]y, based on viewers' sel f-reports of their televis ion 

viewing. V iewers in  the Peoplemeter panel " log in" and "log out" by pressing 

buttons on a remote control l inked to the television set as they enter or leave the 

viewing room. This measurement gives an i ndication of the number of people 

present in the room as the programme is being screened. 

There are, however, several major crit icisms of Peoplemeter data. One concern 

is that People meter data cannot report on the actual number of attentive viewers 

during the screening of the advertisements. The Peoplemeter does not provide 

data on the qual ity of ad viewing - an aspect which many advert isers are 

interested to know. Another crit icism is that the data may be inaccurate because 

of the l imitations of the methodology. A major concern is that the technology 

rel ies entirely on partic ipants to press a button to i ndicate their viewing, and 

this introduces the possib i l i ty of human error. But perhaps the most i mportant 

concern is that because the Peoplemeter provides measures of programme 

viewing, this might overstate the size of audiences viewing the advertisements 

within any given programme. 

I t  is w idely acknowledged that people often avoid advert isements e ither 

physicaJJy by leaving the room or mechanica]]y by channel flicking. According 

to some media commentators (e.g. , Moriaty & Everett, 1 994; Qunter, Furnham 

& Beeson, 1 997) ,  this trend wi l l  become more s ignificant as modern l i fe 

becomes more and more technological ly complex wi th the advent of sate l li te 
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televis ion and digi tal media technology. This has negative impl ications for 

advert i sers . The huge i nvestment adverti sers put  i nto their  te lev i s ion 

adverti sements would be wasted i f  opportunities to  see their advert isements 

were greatly reduced. A key issue, then, i s  whether the Peoplemeter provides an 

accurate estimate of ad avoidance. 

So far, the evidence of ad avoidance is confl icting. Abernethy ( 1 99 1 )  reported 

an overal l 32% commercial avoidance norm, and Clancey ( 1 994) found viewers 

avoid commercials 3 1  % of the time. By contrast, Danaher ( 1 995) reported that 

90% of the audience watched commercials in  New Zealand. Danaher's ( 1 995) 

study investigated the behaviours of participants for a week and was based on 

data col lected via the Peoplemeter. 

S imilar findings have been reported by Lynch and Stipp ( 1 999). B ased on data 
... - -

obtained from Nielsen Media Research in  the US and the S MART laboratories 

in Phi l adelphia ( via  the Peoplemeter system), they reported that on average, 

over 90% of viewers stayed for the commercials during primetime programmes, 

and there was evidence that ad avoidance was even less frequent during the 

h ighest rated telev i sion programmes .  These confl ict ing est imates of ad 

avoidance are of concern to TV adverti sers. 

However, even if ad avoidance is not a major problem, the Peoplemeter system, 

at best, simply records presence in the room, and gives no indication of the 

range of viewi ng act iv i t ies that take p lace when the adverti sements are 

screened. Even when people are present in the TV room, the quality of the 

viewing behaviour may vary enormously, ranging from attentive viewing or 

engaging in complementary activities (such as eating or doing household chores 

or hobby crafts) ,  through to competit ive activities (such as reading, talking or 

sleeping) that directly compete with TV viewing. I t  is thus qu i te possible that 

the gross audience size suggested by ratings figures is far greater than the 

number of viewers who actually attend to any particular advert isement. This 
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rai ses the question whether or not the measure of " presence" provided by 

Peoplemeter provides a valid surrogate measure of "attent ion" to television 

advertising. 

As Peoplemeter technology cannot measure "attention", a number of studies 

have spec ifical ly used measures of v isual attention to investigate viewers' 

involvement with programmes and ads (Anderson, 1 986;  Krugman, Cameron 

and White, 1 995) .  One commonly used measure is eyes-on-screen (EOS): the 

measurement of how long individuals looked at the screen .  To determine the 

amount of time viewers were actual ly looking at the screen, trained observers 

timed and recorded the duration of each continuous eyes-on-screen event and 

the number of such events (Anderson, 1 986 ;  Krugman, Cameron & White, 

1 995) .  Although this method is not without l imitations, according to Thorson 

( 1 994),  visual orientation to the screen is highly correlated with the in ternal 

processes of the viewers' minds and provides a val id measure of involvement. 

Whi le  V Iewer behaviour i s  an important considerati on, the vIewmg of 

adverti sements does not happen in i solation; it is always within the context of 

programmes. Different programmes have different impacts on viewers, and this 

may in turn i nfl uence the amount  of attent ion viewers pay to the 

adverti sements. Thus from an advert iser' s  perspect ive, it  wil l  be important to 

know what effects programme characteristics have on viewers ' attention to the 

advert isements. In  this way, it would be possible to ident ify the types of 

programmes where advert isements are most likely to be effective. To know the 

relationship between programmes and advert isements, one needs first to be able 

to differentiate between types of programmes. In  studies of television viewing, 

different approaches to classifying programme types have generally been used. 

The most common groupmg method is to c lass ify programmes of s imi lar 

content or programme format characteri stics in to "genres",  such as news, 
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si tuation comedies, movies and so on. This type of classification was used by 

Danaher ( 1 995),  and i s  used by Peoplemeter studies. 

Genres are most commonly used in the TV industry .  As television audiences 

increased in  size over the years, and programming output increased, there was a 

need to group and describe similar programmes in  terms of their "shared stories,  

narrative and visual styles, and intention" (Lealand & Martin ,  200 1 ,  P 60) . This 

also helped the audiences to know what to expect from each type of genre.  For 

example, a half-hour sit-corn is expected to be a funny and rel ax ing type of 

l igh t  enterta inment .  Howe ver, a l though genre c l a s s i fica t ion  cou ld  

systematical l y  categori se programmes, i t  i s  i ncreasingly more d i fficu l t  t o  

dist inguish between genres a s  television programming changes to  cater to 

differing audience tastes. 

There are now new strands of genres that have the characteristics of two or 

more types of " tradi t ional"  genres .  Real i ty TV is c i ted as an example .  

According to Lealand and Martin (200 1 ) , Real ity TV is a new "hybrid"  genre 

that i s  "a  combination of a game show, soap opera and nature documentary, 

wi th a delicate balance of predictabi l i ty (someone wi l l  be e l iminated) and 

unpredictabil i ty (who will it be?)" (p. 1 4 1 ) . Even within each category of genre,  

there are d i fferences. Different Real i ty TV programmes, such as "The 

Osbournes", "Big Brother" or the "The Amazing Race" have different country 

sett ings, different themes, and attract different target markets. These differences 

show how programmes within the same genre category may sti l l  be intrinsically 

d ifferent and how difficul t  it is to assign the diversity of programmes to 

appropriate or "correct"  genre categories. Such difficulties also demonstrate that 

programme classification is inherently problematic. 

In another study about televis ion audiences, Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 987 ,  

1 988)  studied programmes by  the way they made "demands" on viewers . For 

example,  according to them, news and documentaries were demanding 
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programmes, while entertainment programmes such as situation comedies were 

Less-demanding. 

Other researchers measured a programme's " impact" i n  terms of how much the 

programme made viewers fee l  aroused, active, suspensefu l  or tense. For 

example, action-adventure programmes were assumed to be more " involving" 

than situation comedies ( Kennedy, 1 97 1 ;  Soldow & Principe, 1 98 1 ) . Similarly, 

Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 )  suggested programmes could be grouped in  terms of 

how viewers fe lt each programme had involved them via programme-rat ing 

scales. 

Thus, despite the problems associated with programme classifications, different 

approaches have been used. In studying the behaviour of ad v iewers and the 

effects of programmes have on viewers, i t  is also necessary to find out whether 

different programme classification methods affect viewing behaviour. If they 

do, th is  w i l l  shed some l ight  on the value of buying air space for TV 

advertisements during spec ific programme types rather than during i ndividual 

programmes. 

Some issues about the val idity of the information provided for adverti sers have 

been raised. There are doubts about the val idity of the present ratings system as 

one cannot assume that ratings for programmes are s imi lar to ratings for ad 

breaks. Moreover, rat ings do not show the number of attentive viewers actually 

watching the advertisements .  In other words, qual i tative measurements are 

needed to identify the different levels of attention viewers pay to the screen .  A 

common measure used in many "attention" studies is eyes-an-screen (EOS) ,  

which can be used to investigate the actual attention paid to advertisements 

during differen t  programmes. This measure would provide data about the types 

of programme characteristics that involve viewers. Information about how 

viewers behave in  different programme contexts would further assist advertisers 

to make effective media placement decisions that would maximise the return on 

6 



their investment. Thi s  thesis aims to cover this gap by providing detail s  to show 

how viewers pay attention ( using EOS as the measurement) and whether their 

ad-viewing behaviour differs as a result of the programmes that del ivered the 

ad verti semen ts. 
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1 .2 Objectives of Study 

The general aim of this study is to deepen our understanding of the relationship 

between te levi s ion programming and advert i s ing in terms of v iewing 

behaviours during commerc ial breaks .  To achieve the general a im,  speci fic 

objectives were formulated and are outl ined below. 

1. To compare the proportion of t ime viewers spend visually attending and 

not attending to advertisements during ad breaks. 

2 .  To examine the relationship between different levels of visual attention 

and presence during ad breaks. 

3 .  To  compare ad-break viewing behaviour across d ifferent programme 

classification methods used to group programmes. 

4. To examine the relationship between visual attention and viewers' self

rated level of involvement with programmes. 
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1 .3 Outline of the Chapters 

Chapter Two reviews the l i terature on the dominant methods in measuring 

television audiences, the importance of measuring attention to commercials,  the 

relationship between programme environment and ad viewing, and whether 

different types of programmes affect the viewing of commercials. 

Chapter Three detai ls the methodology used in this study. This chapter contains 

a detai led descript ion of the equ ipment used to collect data on v iewing 

behaviour, as  wel l  as  the procedure used to code and analyse the data. 

Chapter Four outlines the research findings. This chapter presents the resu l ts i n  

terms of  the viewing behaviours displayed by  viewers during the advertisement 

breaks. I t  presents findings on the attention levels paid to advertisements and 

the qual ity of the viewing. The remainder of the chapter describes whether the 

qual i ty of the viewing di ffered in d ifferent programmes and d iscusses the 

val id i ty of three programme c lass i fication approaches used to group TV 

programmes. 

Chapter Five d iscusses how the resul ts  compare and contrast wi th earlier  

studies on attention to commercials  and what the i mpl ications for advertisers 

are . This  chapter also points out the l im i tations of th is  s tudy and the 

implications for future research in  this area. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This section introduces and reviews the main methodologies employed i n  the 

measurement of television audiences. I t  discusses first the advantages and 

criticisms of these methods, and then how "attention" to commercials could be 

measured and is re lated to various aspects of the viewing environment, i n  

part icu lar to  d ifferent types of  programmes.  The chapter then provides an 

overview of earl ier research on the effects of programme involvement on the 

receptivity of audiences to commercials .  I t  looks also at some methods used by 

different researchers to group programmes. 

2.1 Introduction 

[n just about every developed country in the world, te levision broadcasters, 

med ia owners, advertisers and their agents invest large sums of money every 

year in measuring the s ize and compos i t ion of their audiences .  This  

information i s  normally provided by media research agencies that attempt to 

provide an accurate measure of the numbers and type of people who have an 

"opportunity to see" (known in the industry as OTS) an advertisement placed 

by an advertiser. "Opportunity to see" is usually measured in  terms of the 

number of people present in  the room during the t ime the te lev is ion 

adverti sement was be ing screened. This information may also include the 

description of the audience, and what they think about the programmes. 

In general, audience measurement methods can be ei ther continuous studies or 

independent studies conducted periodical ly .  Continuous studies recru i t  a 

constant stable panel and monitor these homes over a period of time, mainly to 

1 0  



measure viewers being present in the VieWing room. Periodic stand-alone 

studies involve independent samples for each measurement period, and are 

conduc ted main ly  to acqu ire a clearer picture of audience attent ion to 

programmes and to commercials. 

Data on media audiences are normally  obtained by using one or more of 

three main instruments ( Kent, 1 994) : 

• questionnaires, 

• diaries, 

• electronic recording devices. 

While questionnaires may be completed either by the respondents or by the 

interviewer, diaries rely solely on the respondents. In the diary method, 

respondents make an entry about their viewing behaviours over a fixed t ime 

period. As for electronic recording devices, the earliest types used in  the 

television industry were "TV meters"-devices wired to individual TV sets, 

which provided information about the status of the television at various t ime 

periods. 

"TV meters " were at t imes used in combination with diaries .  These two 

methods (ei ther on their own or in combination) continued to be used in 

many countries until the middle of the 1 980s. After about 1 985 ,  a more 

advanced technology, known as the People meter, was introduced in Europe. 

This  device recorded televis ion set data e lectronica l ly  and requ i red 

part icipants to  indicate their viewing by pushing pre-designated buttons on 

remote control handsets. S ince i ts inception, th is  methodology has replaced 

most convent ional  d iaries and has become the dominan t  audience 

measurement method adopted in many countries. 

The next section traces the development of audience measurement methods 

until the advent of Peoplemeter type technology . 
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2.2 Television Ratings Measurement 

2.2.1  Diary method 

Most continuous audience measurement provides information on the rat ings of 

different programmes. This is the estimated size of its audience expressed as a 

percentage of the population size .  For many years, self-completed diaries were 

used in the United Kingdom and in the United States as the principal method to 

record the day-to-day telev ision viewing of adu lts and to provide information 

on programme rat ings. There were two kinds of diary-based panel households:  

the continuous meter-controlled diary panel and the non-meter diary pane l .  I n  

the U K ,  non-metered diaries were first used i n  the early 1 950s, while metered 

diaries started after 1 956 (Gane, 1 994). 

In non-meter diary panels,  viewers record in  the weekly diary which channel 

they v iewed, as well  as their presence in  the room when the set was switched 

on. In  meter-controlled diary panels, "TV meters " report information about the 

changes to the status of the television set ( i .e .  on or off and the channel being 

viewed) ,  while at the same time, family members record their behaviours in  the 

household's weekly diary . 

2.2. 1 . 1  Non-meter diaries 

All  diaries have the capacity to record behaviour that is repeated at intervals .  

They may be structured or unstructured. Fully structured or pre-coded diaries 

contain ful l  l istings of al l  the channels and programmes of a particular area that 

are provided for each family .  Entries by t ime segment on a daily basis ,  often 

I S-minute or 30-minute periods, are pre-printed for the entrant .  The respondent 

may then be asked to tick off columns on the page to indicate the channel and 

the programme watched. In contrast to structured diaries, unstructured ones 
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reqLlIfe the respondents to write m detai ls on the channe l s, stat ions or 

programmes as appropriate ( Kent, 1 994). 

There were, however, a number of criticisms of diary-based methodologies. I t  

was found that people usually did not fi l l  in their diaries whi le they watched 

televis ion (Rubens, 1 978 ) .  They often reconstructed their activi t ies ( from 

memory) a couple of days after the viewing or even just before sending off the 

diaries. The diary might also be del iberately fals ified ei ther by "omission of 

some media use or by the inclusion of imaginary uses" ( Kent, 1 994) .  I n  

addit ion, the diary method suffered from "fatigue" because o f  the repet i t ive 

nature of constantly recording actions (Bennett, 1 983) .  All of these factors may 

bring about inaccuracies in  the reporting. 

Moreover, as channel switching became more frequent as a resul t  of the 

increased number of channels, parts of the individual 's viewing also did not 

enter the processed record. The diary completion exercise had the fundamental 

problem of having to work in fixed, usually I S-minute periods, and information 

less than 1 5  minutes was not entered. Furthermore, only viewing of more than 

hal f  (ei ght minutes) of the IS-minute block needed to be recorded. If the diary 

was correctly fi l led, an individual watching from 7 .55  to 8 .05 did not "count" .  

S imi larly, someone viewing from 7 .30 to 8 .02 was not deemed to have seen the 

8 . 0 1  commercial . Conversely, the viewer watching from 7 .00 to 7 . 1 0  then 

switching to another channel was recorded as having seen the 7 . 1 4  commercial .  

This incomplete gathering of viewing information was further aggravated by 

the wide use of remote control sets, which made channel switching and zapping 

eaSIer. 

There were also doubts about the quality of diary keeping for the other sets i n  

multi-set households. The housewife ( in  the household) was usual ly the "main 

custodian " of the dairy and the main person to ensure accurate completion of 

the diaries. In mult i-set homes, the knowledge of the "main custodian" about 
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other television sets in the house might not be as good as for the main set. The 

main custodian might not know what was being watched in  the other viewing 

rooms, so could not ensure the diary entries were always accurately entered. It 

was thought that about 6-7% of the decrease in ratings (dur i ng autumn) could 

be attributed to "this measurement gap" (Bennet, 1 983) .  

Other more general comments about the te levision audience data gathered by 

diaries were that they were not comprehensive enough to aid media planning, 

not speci fic enough to permit accurate media buying, and not fast enough to 

track changing patterns of the viewer (Bennet, 1 983) .  

2.2.1.2 Metered diaries 

Electronic measurement devices have been used to monitor television audiences 

for over 50 years (Gi l l ,  2000). TV meters were first introduced in the US as 

early as the late 1 940s. In 1 956, the UK adopted this methodology , and became 

the first country in Europe to use electronic audience measurement devices 

(Gane, 1 994) .  These TV meters (also known as " set meters " )  were attached to 

the TV set in  the panel household and automatically recorded minute-by-minute 

whether the set was swi tched on and to which channel it was tuned. In addition, 

panel members were required to record their presence in  the room in  I S-minute 

periods in the household's weekly diary manual ly (Ehrenberg & Twyman, 

1 965) .  In the 1 960s and 1 970s, the combination of the " set meters " and the 

diary ( metered diary method) was used in  many parts of the world, and was 

considered a good measure of viewing behaviour (Buck, 1 987) .  

By the early 1 980s, however, changes in  the technical television environment 

also meant changes had to be made if television audience measurement was to 

maintain its credibi l i ty .  These changes inc luded the introduction of more 

channels  on TV, the increasing popularity and use of the VCR, multi-set homes, 
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and out-of-home viewing when portable television sets were used. These 

changes posed problems for the exist ing system because the meters were 

designed to work in  a simple single-set home environment, and where the 

family unit was expected to be watching television together. 

By the middle of the 1 980s, newer types of meters were instal led in the UK .  

The bulky old meters were replaced by  smaller "slave" meters capable of  being 

placed on ei ther static or portable television sets (Buck, 1 987) .  These newer 

sets transmitted information to a master meter in the home, which then passed 

the day's data to a central i sed computer. The development of these types of 

meters opened the way for today ' s  more advanced electronic methods. 

However, due to the changes in meter technology, the sel f-completed diary and 

the meter systems of col lect ing data became over t ime more and more 

incompatible. Rawlings ( 1 983) commented that the meter, as a new technology, 

was able to measure television set data qui te accurately, while the diary was a 

"rather primitive "  method used to record the accompanying audience data. The 

electronic meter method was also able to record a very high sampl ing of  

television "viewi ng" (e.g., every 20 seconds), while the manual diary method 

included information only when it was longer than eight minutes of each 1 5-

minute block in the hour. In other words, the meter (providing information on 

the televi sion set onloff status and channel tuned) was able to show data by 20 

second, but the diary method still provided information on individual viewing 

by 8 minutes. Furthermore, the information provided by the d iaries i n  th is  

format, was of  l imited use to some advert i sers. For example, adverti sers 

interested in a 30-second commercial spot found diary entries ( measured by 1 5-

minute blocks) too general and lacking in precision (Buck, 1 987) .  

Together with the i ntroduction of more channels ,  there was also the growth of 

the VCR. The VCR could be used to view " l ive "  broadcasts (programmes 

viewed as they were being screened) and " t ime-shi ft "  viewing (programmes 
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viewed at a later t ime after it was screened) .  According to Bennet ( 1 983) ,  about 

1 3% of the half-hour drop in individual viewing in the October to December 

1 982 quarter, was due to the non-reporting of " l ive" viewing through the VCR 

tuner. A further 5% was due to t ime-shift viewing of broadcast programmes 

( Bennet, 1 983 ) .  This was large ly because the set meters that recorded the 

changes in the televis ion set had not been designed to process information from 

the VCR tuner. As a result ,  al l  VCR viewing had been "discarded" during the 

processing. However, in subsequent years, even when the problem was rectified 

and VCR information could be included in the analysis, the meter technology 

was sti l l  unable to distinguish which channel was being watched during the 

VCR viewing. Thus while it was possible to detect " t ime-shift "  viewing, this 

informat ion was not inc luded in  the rat ings ca lcu lat ion for recorded 

programmes. 

There were also problems with recording the viewing in homes that had more 

than one television set. In multi -television sets households, about 1 0% of total 

viewing, around half an hour per day on average, a second television set was 

turned on, yet the same diary editing rules as for the main set were used. If 

there was a mismatch of half an hour per day or two and a half a week, then the 

viewing records were discarded (Bennet, 1 983) .  

Lind ( 1 984) had three crit icisms about the U K  metered diary method. The first 

was that the conversion of data into relevant usable results was always slow. 

For example in  the UK, the results were publ ished weekly in  two densel y  

packed volumes, fi l led with minute-by-minute information o n  the viewing o f  

four channels and a quarter-hourly viewership o f  commercia l  breaks. The 

second criticism was that the system also did not ful ly measure the audiences of 

newer channels such as cable TV, which tended to have smaller audiences. For 

example, in some cases, the data for such audiences were only based on as few 

as thirty sets. The third cri t ic ism is that BARB ( B roadcaster's Aud ience 

Research Board) who was responsible for the research, was not prepared to 
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discuss the resul ts openly,  and this caused increased suspicion of the actual 

value of the resu lts. As the users of these results became more suspicious of the 

accuracy of the figures, the credibility of the results lowered. 

2.2.2 Peoplemeter research 

The diary-based audience measurement systems reviewed i n  the previous 

sect ion have l argely  been supplanted by what has become known as 

Peoplemeter technology. This has come about as a response to the changing and 

more complex television viewing environment, for example, i ncreases in mult i

set homes and channels (Gane, 1 994) .  According to B i l let  ( 1 985) ,  the d iary 

method was satisfactory when viewing choices were simple and audiences not 

so fragmented. By the 1 980s, as the television environment and technologies 

became more complex and technologically sophisticated, i t  became increasingly 

difficu l t  to use, admin ister and defend the s imple sel f-completion d iary or, 

indeed, any manual measurement system. 

2.2.2.1 Historical overview 

The first Peoplemeter system was installed in the UK and in Italy in 1 984, and 

in Ire land, Switzerland and West Germany in 1 985 (Gane, 1 994) .  France was 

perhaps the only country in Europe, which thoroughly debated and tested the 

accuracy of the Peoplemeter approach .  I t  eventual ly adopted this system 

nat ional ly in 1 987 .  By the end of 1 995 ,  48 Peoplemeter systems were 

operational in 4 1  countries of the world .  By 2000, it was being used in 70 

countries (G i l l ,  2000),  inc luding newly developing countries such as the 

Republic of China and countries in  the Eastern B loc. 
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2.2.2.2 The Peoplemeter technology 

In a Peoplemeter system, the equipment generally comprises a meter fitted on 

top of the TV known as the meter display uni t  ( MDU),  a remote control 

handset, and a central data storage unit (CDSU) (Sharot, 1 994) .  

The MDU records the station and channel selection and the status of al l  other 

viewing equipment such as the VCR or cable, and also d isp lays who i s  

watching the set. The system includes a smart probe, a device l i nk to  the 

household ' s  VCR, which records the channel to which the VCR is  tuned and 

whether the VCR is playing a tape, in pause, search or fast-forward mode. The 

system can also detect whether the VCR is in playback, as wel l  as all other 

types of recordings played on the recorder. 

Unlike the diary-based methods, where respondents had to fi l l  in a diary of their 

television viewing, in this method respondents simply press a button on a 

remote control handset that signals viewers have started watching; when the 

viewers stop watching, they " log-out" by again pressing a button. 

The CDSU is  located in an inconspicuous corner of the house and contains a 

modem located near the telephone point .  I t  may act as the main meter for al l  

other M D  Us in  the house.  T t  commun icates,  i nterrogates and copies al l  

switching records or changes in viewing status i nto its own memory . The 

agency ' s  central computer then dials up for the information in the early hours of 

the morn ing. The modem is programmed to go on-l ine at pre-spec ified t imes 

during the night, and the unloading takes between 30 and 60 seconds each time. 

During the mid- 1 980s, on-l ine results were offered and subscribers dial led in 

for overnight results .  In the 1 990s, subscribers could take the entire database on 

tape and download for processing in their own mainframes and PC systems. 
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Further deve lopments of the methodology have attempted to remove the need 

for panel l ists to " indicate " watching via the remote control handset. Techniques 

tried by AGB and N ielsen have included image recognit ion using neural 

networks. In this system a computer identi fies the people in the room and can 

maintain that image as they move around the room, or for example, change 

places on the couch. It can even detect faces hidden behind a book or 

momentarily turned away (Baron, 1 995) .  However, there have been problems 

with the device being able to work accurately in different home environments, 

and concerns that it  might be costly to maintain (Sharot, 1 994) .  To date, there is 

very l ittle publ ished information on its development. 

Another advancement is a wristwatch with a microphone, a movement monitor 

and a thermometer that measure the wearer' s physical reactions to indicate 

l isten ing to or watching (Lindsay, 2000). Deve loped by the Swiss Company, 

Telecontrol ,  this technology apparently has been successful ly tested in Europe. 

The cost of the watch is around NZ$ 1 500 and is currently worn by 22,000 

Swiss each week. 

The Portable Peoplemeter is yet another measurement device in  its introductory 

stage in the United States. The PPM is a small device that uses in-built encoders 

to detect and store inaudible codes embedded by television broadcasters in the 

audio portion of their programmes. Panel l i sts carry the meter with them for the 

day. At the end of each day, the partic ipants place the meters into base stations 

that recharge the device and send the col lected codes to a central processor. The 

data would then be processed to indicate the viewing of the partic ipants .  

According to Purdye and Harvey ( 1 994), this technology has been successful ly  

demonstrated in  Canada, al though its introduction may require many more 

years of trial ing. In the United States, the second and final trials of the Portable 

People Meter (PPM) were conducted in June, 2002 in the Phi ladelphia region 

(Market Research News, 2002) .  The potential for the concept behind the 
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technology is  promising and, if successful ,  would el iminate many l imitations of 

the push-button Peoplemeter system. As this technology is sti l l  in  its infancy, i t  

w i l l  be interesting to fol low its future developments .  

Clearly the latest passive Peoplemeter technology has the potentii:ll to register 

the presence of the viewer without requiring any effort from the participant. But 

it may st i l l  be years before its fu ll use can be real i sed. The current form of 

Peoplemeter system wil l  probably remain as the main measurement system for 

many more years . 

2.2.2.3 Peoplemeter use in New Zealand 

The present Peoplemeter system in New Zealand is operated by ACNielsen, 

who introduced the device in  May 1 990. The current system has a sample s ize 

of 470 households spread over 220 clusters with approximately 1 1 50 panel l i sts .  

The panel was assembled in  two phases. The first phase was a nationwide 

stratified random sample of 1 ,760 homes where the head household shoppers 

were interviewed. At the end of the session, the respondents were shown 

brochures of the Peoplemeter system and i t  was explained that their household 

might be picked to take part (Danaher & Beed, 1 993) .  At the second stage, one 

in four of these households was selected for panel recrui tment. The panel was 

stratified by a three-way control matrix determined by four region levels ,  three 

household size levels ( 1 ,  2-3 & 4+) and three viewing levels (heavy, medium 

and l ight) .  At  present, twenty-five percent of Peoplemeter homes are i n  

Auckland, and ten percent in  Christchurch .  The rest o f  the panel i s  located 

around the country but their "whereabouts remain anonymous and concealed" 

(Lealand & Martin, 200 1 ,  p .  1 33 )  

Individual household members have their own number on  the remote control 

handset. There is even a "pet" button for those who leave the set on to keep 
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their pet dog company while they are out (Zwaga, 1 992a). Telephone checks on 

the audience compl iance levels are conducted regularly.  These checks are 

usually made in the evenings where panel lists are asked what they are watching, 

and which channel they are tuned to. This information is then used to val idate 

s imilar information about the household and their viewing choices from those 

obtained via the Peoplemeter. 

The AGE McNair Peoplemeter in New Zealand is programmed to note any 

changes in set status that lasts for at least 1 5  seconds. A switch from one 

channel to another that lasts at least 1 5  seconds is  recorded, whi le  if the 

switching is  al l  done within the 1 5  seconds, the change is not recorded. 

2.2.2.4 Criticisms of Peopiemeter 

The advent of the Peoplemeter system ha not al together overcome the 

cri t ic isms of the rating data provided. There are three main criticisms of the 

Peoplemeter system. The first cri t ic i sm q uest ions the accuracy and 

representation of the data that forms the rat ings for the programmes. The second 

crit icism maintains ratings provide the "wrong" information about the quality of 

the viewing. I t  was suggested that rat ings could not report on the "more critical 

factors of attention, interest and enjoyment" of programmes (Lealand & Martin, 

200 1 ) . A third cri t icism is that the results provided by the Peoplemeter system 

focus on programme ratings rather than ad-break rat ings. Yet this is  often the 

"currency" used in the buying and sel l ing of advert is ing airt ime. These 

criticisms are now examined in more detail .  

Worldwide Peoplemeter household panel s izes are small because the system i s  

costly (Syfret ,  1 995) .  The cost o f  i nstal l ing one i n  a household was between 

US$3000 to US$5000 in 1 995 (McDonald, 2000). Only n ine of the thirty-five 

Peoplemeter countries surveyed by Purdye and H arvey ( 1 994) have sample 
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s izes of 1 000 households or more .  Because of the h igh cap i ta l  cost of 

installation, the large expense of having to maintain the panel and the l arge data 

files they produce, sample sizes have to be kept relatively low. For this reason, 

al l results are prone to sampl ing errors. This is particularly true for low-rated 

programmes and when the target groups aimed at by advertisers are small .  For 

instance, in the Netherlands, where the sample panel consists of 2300, a rating 

of 1 0% would mean that 230 people were watching a programme (Boon, 1 996). 

But if  an advertiser is interested in  a target group that is  30% of the sample, and 

the rat ing for the show is 5%,  the size of the audience for this wi l l  only be 35  

people (0.05 * 0 . 3  *2300 =35) .  Furthermore, a s  the number of channel s  has 

i ncreased over the years, rat ings per channel have dropped. This means that 

there wi l l  be even fewer viewers on which to base media decisions. The rat ings 

for a programme that attracts, for example, 5% of the population might be based 

on as few as 50 households. I n  the Uni ted States, Ephron and Gray (200 1 )  

reported that the standard error of the Peoplemeter panel i n  the Phi ladelphia 

area ranged from 33% to 1 20%, largely due to its small panel size of only 270-

panel households. These large sampling errors due to small sample s ize indicate 

a need for caution when interpreting the estimates in terms of precision. 

There is  a lso concern, over accuracy (in terms of b ias) associ ated wi th the 

make-up and the maintenance of the Peoplemeter panel . Peoplemeter panels are 

difficult  to recrui t  as most people find the device i ntrusive and the pushing of 

buttons a troublesome chore (Ephron & Gray, 200 1 ) . In the Netherlands, this 

non-response rate is  as high as 70% ( Boon, 1 994) .  This could mean that the 

viewing of the panel would differ from the average Dutch viewing behaviour. 

According to Lealand and Martin (200 1 ), the Peoplemeter famil ies recru i ted i n  

New Zealand are "conservative in  their habits and very fixed and predictable i n  

their viewing choices" .  There may also be a poor representation of the diverse 

v iewing habits of the mult i -cu l tural televis ion audience of New Zealand. 

However, even though sub-cul tures may be represented, they would constitu te a 
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small number; too smal l to be relied on to make good estimates .  Lealand and 

Martin (200 1 )  maintained, "the number and distribution of Peoplemeter devices 

in New Zealand cannot adequately represent the range or the divers i ty of the 

New Zealand audience" (p. 1 36). 

Other l imitations of the Peoplemeter are assoc iated with maintenance of a 

rel iable panel and control over its turnover rate. According to Gi l l  ( 2000), panel 

members should be mot i vated to remain in  the panel for several years, and 

incentives used to make sure they stay . If these factors are not well control led ,  

they can lead to bias. Mi lavsky ( 1 992) reported that the turnover rate for the 

Peoplemeter panel in the US was estimated to be 62% annual ly .  Of those who 

left ,  one-third left because of the agency ' s  scheduled "deactivation" of panel 

households while the other two-thirds left on their own accord. Half of the 

unscheduled losses ( 30%) resul ted from members shifting away, and another 

30% s imply dec ided to drop out. M i lavsky ( 1 992) warned that such h igh 

unscheduled turnover rates might bring about  scepticism of the adequacy of the 

data, especia l ly if  the replacements who were recrui ted did not match the 

original intended sample. 

Gane ( 1 993)  also commented that s ince the introduction of the Peoplemeter, 

there has been considerable variation in the implementation. For example, in the 

US,  Nielsen ( the research agency responsible for collecting the Peoplemeter 

data) does not use an establ ishment survey as the basis of sample select ion ; 

rather they use random probabi l ity selection to maintain the correct balance. 

There i s  also no standardisation to determine the panel area and how often the 

panel i s  rotated. In Europe, only natural rotation is employed. This refers to 

those who have moved, refused or are poor co-operators . In some countries 

( l ike the Chi lean market), a 6-month rotation is used. As the television medium 

is used more international ly ,  there i s  an i ncreasing need to be able to compare 

across different countries, which calls for greater harmonisation in the method 

used to measure television audiences (McDonald, 2000). 
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In the mid- 1 980s there was great scepticism about the abil i ty of Peoplemeters to 

provide audience data with sufficient accuracy. In its developmental stages, the 

Peoplemeter system had d ifficu l ties measuring households that had v ideo 

recorders or cable television. B i l let ( 1 985) commented that Peoplemeters could 

not collect data fast enough to be able to track the changing patterns of video 

viewing. The current system has expanded and became more sophisticated i n  

order to catch up w ith the complex i ty o f  electronic technologies, different 

methods of funding TV channels and the restructuring and deregulation of the 

media industry in many countries (Gane, 1 993) .  Peoplemeters can now identify 

whether the programme is being recorded and when the v ideo i s  used i n  "play 

back" .  But  i t  is stil l  impossible to know what is being played back or whether i t  

i s  a self-recorded or  a pre-recorded programme (Buck, 1 987) .  There are also 

problems re l ated to homes with mul t i -set te levis ions ,  cable channels ,  

households with TV games, and wi th out-of-home viewing (such as those in  the 

pubs) that the system cannot measure. 

Another l i mi tation of the Peoplemeter technology has been the i ssue of  

"compliance" .  This refers to  the fact that i t  was often difficult to  know for sure 

whether the viewer who claimed to be viewing the TV real ly  was watching .  

This begs the question whether the panel l ists d id i ndeed "push the buttons" on 

the remote control faithful ly  to ensure that accurate data were col lected. Over 

t ime, there is  also the worry that there may be a drop in button-pushing due to 

reduced i nterest . According to Gane ( 1 994),  the need for each respondent to 

push the button on their handset at the start of each viewing session and again at 

the end " . . .  is sti l l  a source of panel burden and reporting inaccuracy which 

would be desirable to avoid" (p .  86) .  

Ever s ince the early days of the Peoplemeter system, the problem of compliance 

has been deal t  with by conducting "coincidental surveys" designed to test the 

val idity of the data gathered. These studies involve interviewers contacting a 
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sample of households to determine whether the television was switched on and 

what viewing is taking place at the moment of contact. For each  set, the 

respondent is  asked who is watching and may be encouraged to validate the 

response by actually checking who is in front of the set. These results are then 

contrasted with the data collected via the Peoplemeter. 

The method may be carried out over the telephone or during face-to-face 

interviews. There are two disti nct ways of performing such a study ( Kent, 

1 994). The first i s  to conduct i t  on the exist ing pane l ,  whi le the second is to 

select a stand-alone sample not in  the People meter panel. The two methods may 

have different objectives and provide differing insights into the validating of the 

panel measurement.  However, despite the careful p lanning of such studies, 

d ifferen t  researchers have obtained differing ( and somet imes contrast ing) 

results from such surveys . Some of these studies are discussed i n  greater detail 

in the paragraphs that follow below. 

Purdye and Harvey ( 1 994) reviewed eight studies that addressed the issue of the 

compliance level of the panel lists. The technique used for these coincidental 

studies was a telephone check that asked respondents to report their viewing at 

the moment of contact .  This reported viewing was then compared w ith data 

col lected by the Peoplemeter. In most of the studies, i t  was found that there was 

a range of between 73% to 92% compliance rate. Despi te the high compl iance 

rate, they suspected the methodology used overlooked the point that " most 

people (in the studies) are canny enough to deduce the purpose of the telephone 

calls . . .  " and that " the bulk of the viewers whose buttons are not in  "accurate 

posit ions" misreport their v iewing . . .  " to back up their earlier reports about their 

button press ing task. If th is  were true, the compli ance leve ls in such 

coincidental studies would be over-estimated. 

I n  New Zealand, Danaher and Beed ( 1 993 ) were commissioned by the 

Television Broadcasters Group (TBG) " to study the level of compliance of the 
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pane l l ists as part of the audit process required by the television networks in  

New Zealand " .  They conducted coinc idental telephone survey dur ing 

programmes over four t ime periods : 4 .00-4.30 pm;  6.00-6.30 pm;  7 .00-7.30 pm 

and 8 .00-8 .30 pm,  with a stratified random sample of 400 pane l l i sts .  They 

concluded that non-compl iance did occur among their panel l i sts but that it was 

"not serious" .  The compliance rate found in  this study was 9 1 .5% and supported 

s imi lar studies in other countries. I n  addit ion, they commented that non

compliance did not seem to be related to the length of t ime on the panel . They 

suggested that overall programme ratings seem unaffected by non-compliance. 

A s imi lar study in Germany (Merz, Schumacher & Sudholt ,  1 99 3 )  a lso 

concluded that their Peoplemeter panel "provides a very accurate p icture of TV 

usage" .  This study was commissioned to measure television ratings through an 

external sample by coincidental telephone interviews, and compared its resu lts  

with those obtained by an internal coincidental check on a sample of the 

Peoplemeter panel .  The study reported that there was considerable consistency 

between the external sample and the Peoplemeter panel .  

But  a common criticism of such val idation studies i s  the way the in terviews are 

conducted. In  the New Zealand study (Danaher & Beed, 1 993) ,  i nterviewers 

identi fied themselves as representing AGB McNair, the company operating the 

Peoplemeter service. As a result there is a likelihood that the panel lists felt they 

were being checked on by the agency that recruited them. They would tend to 

give responses that they thought matched the data recorded by the Peoplemeter 

device rather than their actual behaviour. Furthermore, the information provided 

by the respondent about other family members within the household might not 

be as accurate as about their own behaviour. 

Another issue is that Peoplemeter data sometimes cannot prove that v iewers 

who claimed they were viewing were actually watching their advert isements. 

Poltrack ( 1 998) reported on the "phantom viewing phenomenon " in which he 
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suggested that a s ignificant number of v iewers of a particular programme 

(Suddenly Susan ) were perhaps "not there" (both physically and mentally )  

despite it bei ng reported as  a high-ratings programme. Thi s  programme was 

screened in between two other highly rated programmes (Seinfeld and ER) .  

From the ratings information provided, i t  appeared that 80% o f  the viewers of 

Seinfeld and ER were also watching Suddenly Susan. 

However, results from a paral lel custom tracking study that surveyed v iewers 

via telephone interviews, found contradictory evidence. According to Poltrack 

( 1 998) ,  this study showed that only about 32% stated they were "aware" of 

Suddenly Susan . An even lower percentage, j ust over 1 5%,  stated they had 

actual l y  viewed it . As the programme was placed between two highly rated 

programmes, Poltrack ( 1 998) questioned whether this was a resu l t  of viewers 

"taking a break between Seinfeld and ER without logging out " .  Even i f  the 

viewers were there, the rat i ngs data were unable to show the lack  of 

"awareness" ,  the viewers had of this programme. Moreover, only about 4.5% of 

the viewers indicated they "would watch" this programme in  the future. 

Interestingly, when the station moved Suddenly Susan to another t ime slot, the 

programme lost 60% of its viewers. Therefore, the ratings for this programme 

must have been " wrong" and even if the ratings were accurate, many viewers 

did not relate to the programme. According to Poltrack ( 1 998) ,  rat ings data are 

quant i tative in nature and cannot provide rich enough qual i tative data that 

would give advertisers clear indications about the communicative effectiveness 

of programmes.  

Anderson, Field,  Col l i ns, Lorch and N athan ( 1 985 )  also noted that chil dren 

spent 1 3 .4 hours a week in  a room with the television turned on. This was lower 

than the national rat ings provided by Peoplemeters for viewers aged 2 to 5 

years old, which averaged at 27 . 8 hours per week . As Peoplemeter rati ngs 

record presence data, this study suggests that the viewing data for children were 
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over-rated.  When attention ( looking) measures were used, the resul ts  were 

different. 

Another major crit icism of the system is that i t  does not provide enough 

qual itat ive information about the viewers in  front of the set (Baron, 1 995) .  The 

system merely records "bums on seats" (Svennevig & Wynberg, 1 986). I t  g ives 

the characteristics and the number of the people in  the room but not necessari ly 

who i n  the household is actually paying attention to the set. Morley ( 1 990) 

suggested that it i s  the vary ing levels of attention that would be of in terest to 

adverti sers and broadcasters al ike. He sees Peoplemeter panels as producing 

data that do not reflect viewing. Perry ( 1 995) also pointed out that the nature of 

Peoplemeter panels made it possible to measure only overal l behaviour. When 

viewing di ffers in  different c ircumstances, the panel was unl ikely to reflect 

correctly all the viewing elements. 

This concern over the lack of information is not new. For example, Lloyd and 

Clancy ( 1 99 1 )  commented that information on the size of an audience reflected 

" . . .  only exposure opportunit ies . . .  " but fai led to consider " . . .  the effects of 

contemporary viewer behaviour. . .  " . The au thors quoted a study by Television 

Audience Assessment, Inc. ( 1 98 1 ), which indicated that 40% to 50% of a given 

programme's audience were engaged in al l  manner of di stracting activ i t ies 

whi le " watching" and as much as half the audience left the room repeatedly 

during both programmes and commercia ls .  In addit ion, more than 50% of 

v iewers between the age of 1 8  and 30 watched more than one prograrnmme 

during an hour-long programme . Another 20% watched three or more 

programmes.  Lloyd and Clancy ( 1 99 1 )  concluded that the Peoplemeter systems 

could not "guarantee that viewers were actual ly "watching" ,  partial ly distracted, 

fu l ly  d istracted, or even in the room . . .  " .  In other words, another major 

shortcoming of the Peoplemeter data is that they do not reflect the quality of the 

viewing ( in  terms of viewers' behaviour displayed when they were present 

during the programme) .  
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For many years, starting from the beginning of the 1 990s, Peoplemeter agencies 

have been test ing "passive meters " in order to reduce "human errors " brought 

about by Peoplemeter pane l l ists not correct ly pushing their buttons .  These 

passive devices were designed to detect automatically who was viewing as wel l  

as the channel being viewed without requiring respondents to push buttons or 

be consciously involved with any manual recording system. Moreover, Purdye 

and Harvey ( 1 994) reported that al though most countries are "moderately 

satisfied" with Peoplemeters, some of the countries (eleven countries out of 

thirty-four) studied would support a move to passive meter measurement. One 

reason given was that despite the efficacy of the push-button system, many 

countries had doubts that the present Peoplemeter system would be able to cope 

with the future problems caused by the increasing introduction of channels ,  a 

fragmented market (due to the audience now have more media choices, such as 

sate l l i te and cable TV), and other "people problems" (related to the motivation 

of the panel to provide accurate data) .  However, the development of passive 

meters requ ires sophisticated software and other advanced technologies that 

would take t ime to deve lop and test. Even if they are successfu l ,  these 

improvements will only bring about a more accurate measurement of who is i n  

the room not bu t  w i l l  not ident ify more accurately the programme or  

advertisements being viewed. 

Much of the previous work reported has focussed on providing ratings data for 

part icular television programmes. However, the immediate problem for most 

media planners i s  not the rat ings for programmes but the l ikely rat ings for 

particular commercials screened in conj unction with particu lar programmes, for 

which programme rat i ngs are only a surrogate. This i s  yet another major 

crit ic ism of the Peoplemeter, because although, i t  may provide the ratings for 

the programmes, what is more important for advertisers i s  the number of people  

who saw their advert isements and whether the viewers were attentive or  not  to 

the advert isements. 
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[t would be more beneficial for advertisers to know how many viewers actually 

reacted to their advertisements than be provided with information about the size 

of the audience. According to Boon ( 1 996), direct responses about commercials 

w i l l  g ive more and better ins ight in  the value of the money invested by 

advert i sers than wil l  rat ings.  Studies on direct responses include those that 

measure the effects of brand awareness and the change of attitude of viewers 

after viewing the advertisements screened. 

Other types of studies directly probed viewers about what they were doing 

during the screening of commerc ials .  I n  New Zealand, Colmar Bru nton 

Research ( 1 992) ,  us ing a telephone survey, asked respondents about their 

viewing activities before the phone cal l .  They found that "46.5% of the viewers 

reported physical ly leavi ng the room during commerc ial breaks, one-third 

talked or did something else, 1 1 .7% zapped the set (changed channels or muted 

the sound) and only 8 . 1 % watched and l istened" .  These findings suggested the 

attention paid to commercials was generally quite low. 

Such  findings are however contested by Peoplemeter companies who have 

reported that the drop in ad ratings during programmes is often not very high, 

perhaps only about 1 0%, (Danaher, 1 995 ) .  I n  a study carried out  over 

November 1 992,  commissioned by the Telev i sion Broadcast ing Group,  

Danaher and Beed analysed the data collected by 1 000 pane l l i sts in  the New 

Zealand People meter base and concluded that audience figures only drop by 4% 

on average during prime-t ime breaks. This figure was consistent with surveys 

conducted in the United States where there was a maximum drop of around 5 %  

during ad breaks . Danaher and Beed ( 1 992) also showed that viewers were 

exposed to 90% of the advertisements on the channel to which they were tuned 

before the ad break. In addition, they reported that for 9 1  % of the t ime the TV 

set was tuned to the same station for the ad break, as it was 30 seconds before 

the break. This meant viewers switched channels less than 1 0% of the t ime.  
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I n  the United States, Cook ( 1 995)  gave details about a small-scale observation 

study conducted to collect data on push button accuracy and the eyes-on-TV 

screen data of their Peoplemeter pane l .  These eyes-on-TV data were recorded 

by passive image Peoplemeter technology that tracked the presence of the 

viewers and whether their faces were facing the screen.  Observations included 

every person's presence in the room, their button pressing activit ies and eyes

on-TV screen status coded during a 30-minute "viewing study" .  The author 

reported that 95% of the audience in the room there for the programme were 

also there for the commercials .  However, Cook ( 1 995) also pointed that there 

was a great deal of other activity happening. Viewers were talking, reading, 

play ing, doing chores and even asleep. 

Despite the sophisticated technology it could be said that the Peoplemeter 

system current ly used in  many countries is st i l l  unable to record many 

quali tative aspects of ad viewing. Danaher ( 1 995) concedes that some viewing 

behaviours cannot be measured by Peoplemeters. Such behaviour includes 

whether viewers are looking at the advertisements, muting the sound, or reading 

and talking during the viewing. 

There has been much scepticism about the accuracy of the method by which 

ratings were obtained using Peoplemeters and if indeed Peoplemeters measure 

the "right" picture of television viewing. The system has many shortcomings, 

ranging from the small panel size used to represent a country 's large and diverse 

population to the accuracy with which participants actually comply with the 

technology . The Peoplemeter measuring system may therefore be subjected to 

many human errors. 

There is also the issue that the information provided is only a "s l ice" of the 

whole action in  the television room. Ratings may report "who is  pre ent" and 

what they are doing with the television set, but televis ion viewing is  often 

accompanied by a variety of other act ivities, and viewers pay varying degrees 
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of attention to what is being screened. Being present does not therefore mean 

that attention to the material on televis ion i s  guaranteed. Peoplemeter data 

cannot report on the attentiveness and different responses of the viewers to the 

screen ( i .e .  the quality of the viewing). 

These points together suggest that advertisers are provided with information on 

the ratings of the programme ( in  terms of the size of the audience) but what is  

of greater importance is to know the qualitative aspects of how much attention 

was paid to the advertisements. 

Most advert i sers fear that lack of attention to programmes causes  their 

advertisements to go unnoticed. The point i s  that measurement of the attention 

to the advert isements in  which adverti sers invest large sums of money to 

produce and air on TV, is often neglected in the information provided to 

advertisers. This information would be more usefu l  for media planners than 

information on the ratings of individual programmes. This point i s  one of the 

main arguments of the present thesis. 
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2.3 Television Audience Viewing Research 

The previous sections discussed the different audience measurement methods 

used in the television industry and examined their major flaws .  One suggestion 

is that it  may be unwise to rely solely on ratings, as they provide an incomplete 

and somet imes "wrong" measure of audience viewing.  This i s  part icu larly 

frustrating when audience measurement data represent a vital currency central 

to the sale of advertising. There are, however, a number of studies that report on 

how viewers behaved during the ad breaks and whether there were specifi c  

factors that caused viewers to avoid seeing the ads .  These studies are examined 

in greater detail in the sections that fol low. 

2.3. 1 Introduction 

Many social scientists have argued that it is important to study how people 

behave in  their natural environment in  their normal everyday l ives. This view 

has been supported by researchers studying televi sion-viewing behaviours 

(Ang, 1 99 1 ;  Lul l ,  1 979) .  Such studies investigated the effects of television on 

the audience and how the viewers behaved. 

Clearly, telev i sion watching i s  a complex behaviour and happens amidst a 

diverse range of conditions that either i ncrease or distract attention from the 

screen .  This should be of importance to televis ion advertisers who are 

interested to know when and how the qual i ty of their advert isement exposure 

was heightened or reduced. 

There have been a number of ways of responding to this problem and these are 

reviewed in the next sections. 
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2.3.2 Peoplemeter studies 

2.3.2.1 Introduction 

Despite questions asked by media critics about the value of programme ratings 

(provided by Peoplemeter data) for advertisers, Peoplemeter agencies have 

repeatedly investigated ways to provide more descriptive data about v iewers . 

They have realised the importance of providing information on the behavioural 

effects of the viewing for advertisers and of developing ways to measure 

responses to commercials .  For example, Danaher ( 1 995 )  i nvestigated the 

factors that affected ad viewing, whi le Danaher and Lawrie ( 1 998)  reported 

how Peoplemeter data could be used as a surrogate behavioural measure of 

v iewers' involvement in / appreciation of programmes. 

2.3.2.2 Ads 

Danaher ( 1 995) analysed ad-break ratings for 325 ad breaks during prime-time 

programmes aired by three te levision channels in  New Zealand. His  overall 

conclusions were that ad avoidance by the New Zealand televis ion viewing 

publ ic is  low and mainly done at random. I n  other words, viewers did not 

deliberately avoid adverti sements. According to Danaher ( 1 995) ,  there were 

also few personal or household characteristics that correlate with ad-avoidance 

behaviours. I n  general ,  people of h igher incomes, l arger households and 

younger people tended to watch more ads than other demographic groups. 

The audience attention was sustained particularly during the first ad of the ad 

break but thereafter, i t  dropped. At the mid-point of the break, some audience 

might return from switching channel s  or might have returned to the room. 

During the entire show, i t  was common to see simi lar variations i n  the ratings 

for the programme. Danaher ( 1 995)  suggests that such "comings and goings" 
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(such as viewers coming back to and going out of the programme or room) 

during the advertisement break were not unusual but rather part of the larger 

pattern of television viewing. He also suggested that viewers tended to switch 

channels during programmes and not during the ad breaks. 

Furthermore, Danaher ( 1 995)  also reported that the proport ion of viewers who 

were watching the programme and who also stayed on for the ads was high for 

most programmes. Primari ly interested i n  the relationship between programme 

rat ings and ad-break ratings, Danaher computed the rati ngs for ad breaks as a 

proportion of the programme in the programmes, a measure that he cal led 

ADRA TIO. The formula for this calculation was the ratio of ad-break ratings to 

programme rating. 

ADRA TIO = Ad break rating 

Programme rating 

Ad breaking rat i ng = average rat ing over a l l  the ratings i n  the ad break 
Programme rat ing = average rati ng for programme minus NPM 
NPM = station promotions,  pub l ic  serv ice announcements and commercials  (Non-programme 
material ) 

The resul ts of that study showed the average ADRATIO to be 95%.  This  

suggested that during the programme, the proport ion of viewers who had 

"dropped off" (not viewing) during the ad break averaged only about 5%.  I n  

terms o f  the relationship between this ADRA T I O  and programming, the study 

also reported that programme duration and programme type may affect the way 

viewers react to advert isements. The results of ADRA TIO by programme type 

is reproduced in  Table 1 . 
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Table 1 :  AD RATIO by programme type 

Programme types ADRATIO 

Game / quiz 1 0 1 .4 

Soaps 95.5 

News / documentary 95. 1 

Comedy 94.5 

Sports 94.4 

Drama 94.3  

Movies 89.6 

Shorter programmes such as game shows, which were usual ly half an hour 

long, had higher ADRA TIOS than movies, which were normally aired for more 

than two hours in length. In other words, ADRA TIO varied by type and length 

of programmes. But Danaher argued that it  would be difficult  to separate the 

effect of  programme duration and programme type s ince most programmes 

usually have " fixed formats"  and t ime constraints. However, he reported that 

Movies had the lowest ADRA TIO and Soaps the highest . Soaps tended to have 

high "audience loyalty " within the show as well as across episodes .  Movies, on 

the other hand, tended to attract "grazers " from other channels who were 

channel-surfing (switching) during the ad breaks and had stayed on to watch the 

programme. 

In addition to ADRA TIO, Danaher ( 1 995) also investigated the actual number 

of minutes viewed during the ad break. The author developed a measure termed 

as PROPVIEW, which was calculated as: 

Number of seconds v iewed duri ng the ad break 
Number of seconds of potential viewing during the break 

The author found that, on average, PROPVIEW for households was as high as 

90. 5% .  He concluded that ad avoidance was a random act iv i ty not common 

during ad breaks. Ad avoidance increased main ly  because people recorded 
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programmes on the VCR and tended to " fast forward" the advert isements 

during playback. Households with higher incomes also tended to avoid the 

advertisements more often than other income groups. In addition, v iewers also 

tended to avoid ad breaks that were long and consisted of many ads. The author 

concluded that while viewers did avoid ads and there was a drop in the rati ngs 

during the ad breaks compared with the programme ratings, this drop was not 

alarmingly serious (shown by ADRATIO for programme types) .  

Danaher' s ( 1 995)  overal l conclus ions were that ad avoidance by the New 

Zealand television viewing publ ic i s  low and mainly done at random. In  other 

words, viewers did not del iberately avoid advert isements. There were also few 

personal or household characterist ics that corre late wi th  ad avoidance 

behaviours. The only ones noted were that younger people and people of higher 

incomes avoided ads more often than other popu lat ion groups .  Larger 

households watched fewer ads while non-European New Zealanders and rural 

dwellers tended to watch more ads .  

Although this study shed some l ight on the relationship between ad viewing and 

programmes,  the data was sti l l  based on the size of the audience and not on 

actual details of viewer behaviour activities. Even though there was information 

on what ads were effect ive,  i t  was based on the number of viewers who had 

pressed a button on the Peoplemeter device and not based on whether they were 

actually looking at the ads . Even when v iewers returned to the programme or 

the room, it was only an assumption that they were watching. In reality, they 

might be in the room but doing something other than paying attention to the 

ads. The instances of channel switching may under-report ad avoidance as these 

findings may only represent a smal l proportion of v iewers who chose to change 

channels .  There are other ways to avoid ads. There may be a larger group of 

viewers who did not switch channels but were engaged in other competing 

activit ies that took their attention from the TV. In conclusion, i t  would be better 

to know the actual types of viewing behaviours that happened during the ad 
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breaks rather than know how many people had been present during which parts 

of the ad break. 

2.3.2.3 Programmes 

In Danaher and Lawrie ( 1 998),  the main objective was to use Peoplemeter data 

to develop behavioural measures of programme involvement and appreciation. 

For that study, the authors developed another two measures: PMV and P80+. 

PMV represented the percentage of minutes viewed and was calculated by: 

Number of minutes programme viewed 
Number of minutes programme aired 

The PMV score for the whole sample would be the average proportion of 

minutes viewed by all viewers . However, a more stringent criterion was that a 

viewer must have at least viewed 20% of the available minutes to be inc luded 

in the average. Another measure was therefore developed (P80+). The measure 

P80+ represented the proportion of viewers who watched 80% or more of the 

programme . The authors argued that this would show the viewers' commitment 

to the show. 

Danaher and Lawrie ( 1 998) reported that there was high appreciation for most 

programmes :  PMV averaged 78% and P80+ averaged at 60% .  These 

commitment scores were also cons istent across episodes of the same 

programme types, except for comedies and magazine shows. There was also 

posi t ive correlation between programme ratings and commitment scores .  

Popular shows had more viewers and the viewers ( measured by PMV and 

P80+) were more committed. The correlations were also higher for information 

type programmes than entertainment ones. In particular news and soap operas 

had higher than average commitment scores than other programme types. 
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Although Danaher and Lawrie ( 1 998)  stressed the importance of us ing 

behavioural measures, their study rel ied on presence data ( i .e .  the number of 

seconds or m inutes viewed) .  As the study did not spec ifical ly examine ad

viewing behaviours, there was no guarantee that high PMV and P80+ scores 

meant high ad attention. 

2.3.2.4 Summary 

According to the proponents of the Peoplemeter system, research on ad-viewing 

behaviours examined by Peoplemeter data have shown consistent results that ad 

avoidance was not a serious matter for advertisers. In most cases, the ad ratings 

were just as high as the programme ratings. Ad avoidance was mainly random 

and there are a few personal, or household characteristics or programmes that 

correlate with ad-avoidance behaviour. These factors may be age, income levels 

and location of dwel l ing. There was no particular reason why people chose to 

watch ads or not but it was common that v iewers swi tched from one channel to 

another or left the room during the ad breaks. Ads p laced at the beginning of 

the ad break were more often "watched" than the other parts. In addit ion, 

alternative TV viewing devices such as the VCR and remote controls meant 

there were increased opportunities for viewers to avoid ads. Nonetheless, 

channel switching was mainly carried out between programmes rather than 

during the ad breaks. 

With regard to programme types, viewers of Soaps had the h ighest proportion 

of ad viewers and high audience loyal ty .  But  programme type must be 

considered in  relation to programme duration. I t  was difficult  to separate the 

effects of programme types and programme duration. Nonetheless, most high 

ratings programmes have high ad ratings. In  fact the drop in  ratings during the 

ad break from the programme rati ng in most cases was very small (5%).  
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Peoplemeter research also showed that popular shows had more viewers and 

that these viewers were more committed to the show. Among programme types, 

news and soaps have higher than average commitment scores. In terms of age 

d ifferences, older viewers showed higher programme commitment than 

younger VIewers . 

But  Peoplemeter research on viewing behaviours suffers from the l imitations 

imposed by i ts technology and methodology .  Some of the cri t ic isms of 

Peoplemeter technology are also relevant here; there are doubts that the data 

accurately reflect ad-viewing behaviour. Although pertinent and informati ve 

details about the ads and viewers' involvement levels for different programmes 

were given, the data were derived from est imates of the number of people  

present and assumed to be watching. As the information was based on presence 

data, the question is also whether presence could be a substitute measure of 

attention (paid) to the ads and how truly it reflected what the viewers did during 

the ad break. 

2.3.3 Observational research 

Television viewing is a complex process that includes mult iple activit ies and 

varying levels of attention. Viewers could range from attentively viewing to 

engaging in competit ive behaviours (such as reading, talking or sleeping) 

during which they are not at a l l  orientated to the set .  Alternatively, they could 

also be engaged in  complementary activities (such as eating),  where they could 

be simultaneously engaged in more than one activity during the viewing. Such 

data on different viewing patterns often go undetected by Peoplemeter research 

but could easily be measured by observational research. 

While Peoplemeter research shows data about which channel was being 

watched and how many viewers were present, a number of other studies report 
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the activities of the v iewers during the ad breaks. For example, there are studies 

that investigate the amount of attention v iewers paid to the TV screen, and how 

programme involvement affected viewing and viewers' responses to ads. These 

studies can be classified into three categories : studies where observers recorded 

viewers' behaviours watching TV; in-home fil ming where the researchers were 

not present ; and studies where viewers were asked to rate their perceptions of 

programmes or their behaviour on attitude scales. The observational studies are 

examined in the following sub-sections. 

2.3.3.1 Historical overview 

This section provides a historical reVIew of the major research that used 

recordi ng devices to collect data on television audiences . The methodology 

used in  these observational studies is described here and their key findings are 

discussed in the next section (see 2 .3 .3 .2) .  

The earliest of the recording methods used in audience research involved setting 

a camera near a television and periodically taking pictures of the audience. 

Allen ( 1 965 ) reported on four "Dynascope" studies done in Oklahama and 

Kansas that used photographs to observe television viewing at home. This was 

conducted in a total of 95 homes for two weeks. These studies covered the 

period from 1 96 1  to 1 963 .  The Dynascope took pictures of the normal fami ly  

viewing area on 8 mm,  16  mm or  35 mm fi lm. Another study, carried ou t  by 

Bechtel and Akins in  1 972 (reported in  Collet, 1 986),  used two c ine cameras 

placed in the room.  One faced the viewing room and the other faced the 

television. They studied 20 families in Kansas City, Missouri, in  1 970 over a 6-

day period. The videotapes, recorded in real t ime, were coded according to the 

amount of time people attended to the television. In 1 985 ,  using videotape, a 

pioneering study was carried out by Anderson, Field, Coll ins, Lorch and Nathan 

in the Uni ted S tates. They measured children ' s  attention to televis ion by using 
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t ime-lapse video camera technology to record their viewing behaviours. These 

studies show low levels of attention paid to television. 

Another important development of the technology for audience recording is  the 

so-called C-BOX developed by Col lett at Oxford University in  1 986. The C

BOX was a cabinet that housed a television, a half-concealed camera situated 

above the TV, and a v ideo-recorder. The video recorder also recorded the 

te levision picture and soundtrack. In this way, it was possible to see what was 

happening i n  the room as well  as what was screening at that t ime.  This 

information was prov ided as a miniaturised inset on the tape . The whole 

equipment was tested in 20 homes i n  the London area. Sample households also 

completed diaries while the device recorded their actual behaviour. Coders then 

assessed the amount of t ime each adul t  in  the household had been present in  the 

room during each programme viewed, and the amount of t ime they had spent 

looking at the screen.  

The C-Box provided long-term continuous observation that would measure 

both presence and attention as well  as provide information about the type of 

programme in which commerc ials are being watched, the characteristics of the 

audience who watch commercia ls  and other population parameters . The 

behaviour of the v iewers could be passi vely taped without requir ing the 

audience to comply w i th any equ ipment measures .  S i nce there was no 

researcher present during the taping, the effects of interviewer bias were also 

reduced. S ince the respondents were not required to take any action such as 

pressing buttons over time, the problem of respondent fatigue was also avoided. 

Then, in 1 987,  Svennevig, funded by the I B A  ( Independent Broadcast ing 

Association, UK)  reported the use of H .O .M .E .  (Home Observation and 

Monitoring Equipment). The equipment was a further extension of Collett ' s  "C

box " .  This device used two VCRs for the recording: one for the camera and one 

for the television p icture . Only nine North London households participated i n  
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this study. This study provided descriptive transcripts of the tapes and broad 

generalisations about viewers and their use of television. 

Gunter, Furnham and Lineton ( 1 995) produced further more detai led findings 

of the I B A  observational research conducted by Svennevig ( 1 987) .  According 

to Gunter et al .  ( 1 995),  the original analysis was superficial and i mpressionistic 

and more systematic analysis of the data was necessary. In  total ,  230 hours of 

videotape were coded and analysed. The researchers analysed the proportion of 

t ime viewers were present in  the room whi le the TV was on and the amount of 

attention given to the screen whi le it was on. They also reported on the 

distribut ion of t ime present and spent looking at the screen across d ifferen t  

television channels and different programme types, and provided an  account of  

other activities performed during the viewing. 

2.3.3.2 Viewing patterns 

Using the methodologies in the previous section, one common conclusion from 

observational studies is that even when the set was switched on, it did not mean 

viewing was taking place. 

Al ien ( 1 965) reported that on average, depending on the type of programme, 

the televis ion set was ignored between 25% and 50% of the t ime it was 

swi tched on . Bes ides support ing the findings of A l ien ( 1 965) ,  Bechte l ,  

Achelphol and Akins ( 1 972) also confirmed the notion that there was often "no 

audience" in front of the television. According to Gunter, Fur"ham and Lineton 

( 1 995) ,  about 50% of the t ime the television was on there was no one present, 

and even if they were, they did not look at the set al l  the time. Anderson, Field, 

Collins, Lorch and Nathan ( 1 985) also reported that the amount of t ime children 

were observed to be " looking" at the set was around 67% of the t ime the 

television set was on. 
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Col lett ( 1 986) commented, "presence cannot be equated wi th  attent ion " .  

According to this study , on average, the amount o f  t ime someone was i n  the 

room when the television was on was about 80% of the time. But  the amount of 

time people spent " looking at the screen "  was only around 65%. This meant a 

proportion of viewers were "present" but not paying attention to the screen .  

Moreover, according to Svennevig ( 1 987), viewers often " left and returned" to 

the programme. Thi s study reported that, al though, on average across a l l  h is  

fami l ies ,  viewers were present for around 70% of the t ime, v iewers paid 

varying degrees of attention to the TV screen.  They divided "attention" into two 

categories, " fu l l "  or "part ial " .  Full attention was when viewers were judged to 

have paid total attent ion to the TV.  When there were other forms of  

involvement besides ful l  attention, i t  was judged to  be  "partial attention" .  There 

was also " ful l  inattention" ,  when viewers were judged not to be attending at a l l .  

According to the authors , ful l  inattention accounted for 33% of the v iewers 

t ime ,  whi le v iewers were part ia l ly attending around 20% of the t ime and, 

viewers paid full attention around 27% of the time. 

Televis ion viewing is  also often accompanied by act ivi ties other than " pure 

watching" . Alien ( 1 965) found that 25% of the t ime when the set was turned 

on, viewers were engaged in activities other than watching the TV. Anderson, 

Field, Col l ins, Lorch and Nathan ( 1 985) reported that children spent one-thi rd 

of the t ime doing things i n  front of the television other than looking at the 

screen. 

Zwaga ( 1 992a), using the video recording method, also used a C-Box to study 

eight households and obtained 275 hours of v ideo taped television viewing. His  

custom-made cabinet contained a 2 1 "  television, a low-l ight camcorder and 

several video recorders. Although he was interested i n  the relationsh ip  of 

television and the social l i fe of viewers, he claimed that television was a form 

of "moving wallpaper" with v iewers tuning out as soon as the commercia l  
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breaks come on. He analysed the tapes qual i tatively by merely monitoring the 

famil ies '  actions, and produced descriptive viewing "vignettes" about each 

family .  He reported case study extracts of the family-viewing day. 

Zwaga ( 1 992b) commented that television watching could not be considered as 

a "prolonged, sustained effort requ iring ful l  attention " (p .  1 3 ) .  Dur i ng ad 

breaks, TV viewing "osc i l l ates between i t  being a primary and secondary 

activ i ty " .  He concluded that while programmes were watched more attentively, 

ad breaks were signals for talking and doing other things. Famil ies often 

avoided ads by switching channels or by total ly ignoring them. V iewers tended 

to tune out as soon as the ad breaks came on. Clearly there are many different 

opportun i ties ( for a change of action) open to the viewer as soon as the 

advertisement break comes on.  

Examin ing the effect of programme type on viewing behaviour, according to 

Betchel ,  Achelphol and Akins ( 1 972), v iewers paid more attention to movies 

and factual programmes than other programmes. Betchel , et al .  ( 1 972) reported 

that during the time viewers were present, for movies, there was at least one 

person looking at this programme 76% of the time. Viewer attention to other 

programme types was: chi ldren's programmes (7 1 %) ,  suspense series (68%),  

rel igious programmes (67%),  fami ly  series (66%), game shows (66%),  talk 

shows (64%),  melodramas (59%),  sports events (59%),  news (55 %), and 

commercials (55%).  

However, S vennevig ( 1 987) reported that soaps and serials attracted the largest 

audiences but viewers paid l i ttle attention to these programmes even though 

they were present in the room. By contrast, viewers spent less actual t ime 

watching factual programmes, but while they were present, they watched more 

attentively.  This was also supported by Gunter, Furham and Lineton ( 1 995) ,  

who reported that  factual programmes such as news,  documentaries and 

rel igious programmes "commanded" the greatest visual attention. However, the 
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viewing behaviour tended not to be continuous and v iewers were looking away 

from the screen for substantial periods of t ime the programmes were shown.  

These findings again highlight the point that being present i n  the room did not 

mean that there was continuous attention. The question i s  at which point during 

the programme did the attention decl ine. Furthermore the relationship between 

"being present" and " looking" may also vary across different programme types. 

Visual attention was also found not to correlate with the total amount of t ime 

viewers spent watching televi sion . This means that both heavy and l i ght  

viewers of television could be just as  attentive to programmes and commercials .  

According to Anderson , Field,  Col l i ns, Lorch and Nathan ( 1 985 ) ,  heavy 

viewers (those who spent l arge amounts of t ime with the televis ion) d id not 

necessari ly  spent more t ime paying attention to the screen. For instance, their 

heaviest child v iewer spent 39.8 hours per week with the TV turned on, and yet 

was only visually attending 3 .4 hours per week to the screen.  

Attent ion has also been shown to vary w ith age and gender. In  comparing 

chi ldren and adu l ts, Anderson, Lorch,  Field,  Col l i ns and Nathan ( 1 986)  

reported that chi ldren spent about an  average of  1 2 . 8  hours per week i n  the 

room with the TV turned on and adults spent around 1 1 .5 hours. Adult females 

paid s ignificantly less visual attention than chi ldren ,  54% versus 70%. Male 

adults on the other hand, spent around 63% of their t ime watching television. In 

terms of visuaJ attention paid to the screen (measured by the frequency of t imes 

they had looked at the screen), the authors found there was a large increase i n  

percent visual attention from ages 0-5 years (averaging around 70%),  w hich 

levelled out during school years and then decreased during adul thood. 

Betchel el al . ( 1 972) had also reported such a declining trend in attention among 

adults but further commented that housewives were most inattent ive to the 

screen. Anderson et al . ( 1 986) suggested that for adult viewing, television was 

an easi ly learned act iv i ty and could be t ime-shared w ith  other on-going 
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act ivi ties. Less visual attention was needed for ful l  comprehension, especial ly 

since the correlation between looking and l istening to television decreased wi th 

age. These findings suggest that different viewers (of different ages and gender) 

used d i fferent strategies when watching televis ion,  and d i fferen t  v iewers 

experienced d ifferent forms of i nvolvement wi th the media. Anderson et al . 

( 1 986) concluded that attention to television varied s ignificantly w i th the 

content of the programmes and with age and individual viewing styles. 

2.3.3.3 Relationship between programme and ad viewing 

Krugman ( 1 983)  suggested there is a general consensus amongst researchers 

and industry practitioners that television viewers (generally) pay more attention 

to programmes than to commercials. But Krugman, Cameron and White ( 1 995) 

also pointed out that many of the studies on visual attention tended to report 

more on programme-viewing act iv it ies rather than on commercia ls .  They 

suggest that much more information about on-the-spot viewing activities during 

the commercial  break is needed to substantiate research on the qual i ty of 

viewing and advertising responses. 

One early study, Steiner ( 1 966), employed in-home observers ( " spies " )  to 

examine the amount of t ime viewers spent watching television. He reported that 

while 76% of the v iewers paid ful l  attention to the programme j ust before the 

ad break, only 47% of the viewers paid ful l  attention to the ads. Another study, 

Becthel ,  Achelpohl and Akins ( 1 972),  reported that whi le 76% of the viewers 

watched movies,  only about 5 5 %  watched the advert i sements in the 

programmes. More recently, Abernethy ( 1 99 1 )  concluded that viewers were 

"exposed " to ads only 68% of the t ime while ads were screened and by 

comparison with programmes, this exposure was much lower. These studies 

c learly show there is  a di fference between attent ion to programmes and 

attention to ads. 
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In  a study using in-home participant observers, Moriaty and Everett ( 1 994), 

reported that ad breaks st imulated v iewers to change channels (9 1 %) more 

often than programme content ( 50%). In addition, they reported that v iewers 

avoided advertisements more frequently by "physical avoidance" such as 

ignoring the ads, leaving the room or talking (58%) than by using " mechanical 

avoidance" such as the remote control to switch channels or mute the sound 

(53%) .  By contrast, viewers who were uninterested in  a programme were more 

l ike ly  to use the remote control than physical avoidance. The authors suggest 

that ad v iewers tended to create a greater psychological d istance between 

themselves and commercials than between themselves and programmes. These 

findings suggest the viewing behaviours differed during ad breaks and during 

programme viewing.  The next question is  whether programmes encourage 

viewers to watch ads or not. 

A study conducted by Krugman and Shamp ( 1 992) using in home observers 

examined the relat ionship between programmes and ad v iewing .  They 

measured "visual orientation" as the proportion of eyes-on-screen (EOS)  t ime 

v iewers spent w ith TV . Of subjec ts who were v i sual ly  oriented to the 

programme, 62% were also vi sually oriented to the set during the commercial 

break, whereas viewers who were only partial ly or not visual ly  oriented to the 

programme paid less attention to the advert i sements. These observations 

suggest that there is a strong correlation between programme and ad viewing. 

In another study, also employing in-home observers recording the behaviours of 

viewers as they watch television, Krugman, Cameron and White ( 1 995) fou nd 

an average of 33% eyes-on-screen time for commercials as compared with 62% 

for programming. Less than 50% of the viewers had their eyes on the screen 

more than 50% of the time. The authors explained that the drop in the attention 

paid to commerc ials was mainly due to today ' s  mult i -channel televis ion 

environment and the increased use of the VCR and the remote contro l .  The 

suggestion is that viewers tended to switch channels during the ad breaks. 
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I n  addi t ion ,  th is  study also concluded that v iewers engag ing I n  more 

"competit ive" act iv i ties, such as reading, hobbycraft and conversations not 

related to the programme, during the programme paid lower attention to both 

programmes and advertisements than other v iewers who were engaged in less 

competit ive activit ies .  This  further supports the suggestion that when attention 

is more concentrated during the programmes, attention to the ads may be h igher 

than when the concentration is lower. This reiterates the point that attention to 

programmes positively influences attention to the ads. 

In summary, the above observational studies have indicated that attention to 

advertisements may be lower than attention to programmes. These studies also 

reported a posit ive relationship between programme attention and ad attention, 

Viewers who paid high attention to the programmes are more l ikely also to pay 

high attention to the ads. 

However, the quest ion i s  whether ad VIeWIng I S  a s imple funct ion of 

programme viewing or whether there are more complex factors involved, 

According to Bogart ( 1 989),  the surrounding programme content i s  rarely a 

neutral backdrop (p .  89) .  Thus viewing of commercials must be considered in 

the context of the programme that del ivered them. The suggestion i s  that some 

programmes are "better vehicles" for advertising than others. 

Over the years, different studies have emerged that have tried to determine the 

factors contribut ing to favourable programme contexts that encourage 

favourable advert i s ing viewing.  Many of these studies i nvest igated how 

programme types  which d i ffered i n  content, i mpact and attract iveness 

infl uenced viewers' recall and responses to the advertisements.  However, 

researchers have not been able to identify what makes one programme context 

"good" or "bad" (Non'is & Colman, 1 994) . 
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I t  has been suggested that some programmes create an overal l i mpact on 

viewers and that this impact often affects the way v iewers evaluate advert is ing. 

For example, Broach et al . ( 1 995) reported that evaluations of advert isements 

were enhanced after pleasant programmes and depressed after unp leasant 

programmes. Goldberg and Gom ( 1 987) suggested that commercials viewed i n  

a happy programme were perceived more posit ively, were recalled better, and 

even el ic i ted a higher purchase i ntent than those seen in sad programmes. 

Furthermore, Kamins, Marks and Skinner ( 1 99 1 )  found that those commercials 

c lass ified as happy placed in programmes that were classified as happy, were 

more well- l iked than the same ones placed in programmes classified as sad. To 

make the distinction between a happy and sad ad, the researchers subject ively 

pre-selected two set of commercials they thought represented "upbeat and 

happy"  commercials and "sad and depressing" ones. These commercials were 

then tested again by respondents who rated the commercials on a five-point 

l ikert scale on the dimensions of happiness and sadness. Their conclusions were 

that a sad commercial was better l i ked in a sad programme than the same 

commercial viewed after exposure to a happy programme. 

Research done by Schumann et al ( 1 990), Murray, Lastovicka and S ingh ( 1 992) 

found that p lac ing advert isements in l iked programmes resu l ted in more 

posit ive product impressions. Viewers formed more positive thoughts about the 

product when they watched programmes that made them fee l  good. They 

suggest that programme l ik ing was a high i n volvement condi t ion that 

influenced viewers to respond positively to the ads. 

These findings show that viewer involvement with programmes influenced their 

assessment of the advertisements in the programmes. It may be that a positive 

mood evoked during the programme brought about a corresponding posit ive 

fee l ing for the ads. There i s  a possibil i ty that feel ings (such as l iking) e l icited 

during the programmes could be " transferred" to the advertisements, especial ly 

when the viewer involvement with the programme i s  high. Thus, the factors 
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that influence programme involvement may have a corresponding effect on the 

response to the ads. 

2.3.3.4 Summary 

Various ways have been used to study viewing patterns of ad viewers. 

Observational research methods (Al len, 1 965 ; Betchel et al .  1 972 ;  Collett 1 986;  

Andersen et al . 1 986;  Svennevig 1 987 ; Krugman et a1 1 995;  Gunter et al . 1 995) 

have proven to be more appropriate i n  collecting such data than Peoplemeter 

studies. An important issue is  that being present in  the room does not te l l  

enough about the actual behaviour of v iewers and the attention paid to 

adverti sements .  Attent ion has also been known to vary across d i fferen t  

programme types, as  a result  of  t ime of day , sex and age. I t  is  known that 

presence does not necessari ly correlate wi th attention. These two concepts 

(presence and attention) need to be measured simultaneously. 

Attention to ads has also been found to correlate with attention to programmes. 

Factors that i nvolve viewers during programmes may also affect v iewers 

watching the advert isements i n  these programmes. B ut there are opposing 

views about how programme involvement affects ad i nvolvement.  Some 

researchers maintained that high involving programmes are more effective for 

advertising than low involving ones. Others maintained that ad v iewers who are 

moderately involved react more favourably to advert is ing.  Differing resul ts 

may be due to differences in  the methods used to measure involvement. 
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2.3.4 Effects of programme impact on viewing behaviour 

2.3.4. 1 Introduction 

Over the years, programmers and television producers have added to the 

compl icat ion of programmi ng by produc ing many d ifferen t  types of 

programmes intended to keep their audiences entertained and to satisfy a whole 

range of viewers' tastes and needs.  In  the fie ld of media and advert is ing 

research ,  programmes can be grouped by the ir  general content and 

characteri s t ics  ( e . g . ,  s i tuat ion comedies ,  sports, e tc . ) ,  or by v iewer 

demographics (e.g. , children, teens, adul t  programmes, etc . ) .  

A refi nement of genre c lass ification i s  that  developed by B arwise and 

Ehrenberg ( 1 988)  where programmes are differentiated i n  terms of the demands 

they make on the v iewer. B awise and Ehrenberg ' s  ( 1 988)  main contention i s  

that rather than there being many genres, these reduced to two categories 

namely categories demanding and less-demanding ( a l so refe rred to  

entertainment programmes). 

An addi tional approach uses (e .g . ,  Hoffman & B atra, 1 99 1 ;  Clancy and Lloyd, 

1 999) personal evaluation of programmes to determine the level of involvement 

a programme generates.  Often this involves a self-completed q uestionnai re 

where viewers give their responses immediately  fol lowing the viewing of the 

programme. This last method differs from those based on genres because it i s  

based on  a personal, subjective evaluation of  specific programmes. I t  is  entirely 

based on viewers' responses, and researchers ( Hoffman & B atra, 1 99 1 )  do not 

make any assumptions about the programmes or their content. 
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2.3.4.2 Demandingness according to Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988) 

Although not explici tly studying television advertis ing, Barwise and Ehrenberg 

( 1 988)  found differences in the viewing patterns between what they classified 

as demanding and less-demanding (entertainment) programmes. Demanding 

programmes were defined as ones that involve the viewer and required the 

v iewer to put in effort to watch them. B arwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988)  developed 

these two major types of programmes based on the effect programmes have on 

the viewers. They measured the demandingness of the programmes by getting 

viewers to indicate if  each programme either "helped (them) think" or "helped 

(them) relax I f .  Based on this, informational programmes (news, public affairs, 

documentaries), heavy drama and cultural programmes were termed demanding 

programmes.  Entertainment programmes such as l ight entertainment, l ight 

drama, fi lms and sports programmes were less - demanding programmes. 

According to Bm"wise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988) ,  about 1 0% of the viewers said 

entertainment programmes "make them think" and 55% said that they " helped 

them relax " .  For demanding programmes, about 60% of viewers said they 

"make them think" ,  and 1 5% said they "helped them relax" .  

Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988)  were interested in  the way T V  was considered i n  

the UK.  One of  their major findings was that although the tastes for television 

programmes differed widely, viewers generally preferred to watch a variety of 

programmes of diverse types. Using programme ratings (presence in  the room 

with the set on) data as the basis for their research, they reported there was l i ttle 

variation in  the way di fferent groups of people divided their viewing across 

different programme categories. However, viewers in Britain spent 60% of their 

t i me on enterta i nment programmes and around 30% on demanding 

programmes. B m'wise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988)  suggest the proportion of viewing 

for the two categories did not vary with income levels, sex differences and age. 

Moreover, this proportion also did not vary by user type. Light or heavy TV 

viewers spent the same proportion of  their viewing t ime on  demanding and 
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less-demanding (entertainment) programmes as the rest of the sub-groups. The 

impl icat ion is  that th is  assessment of d e m a n di n g  or less-demanding 

programmes did not vary with viewer type. 

As a result , Bm'wise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988)  suggest the television market could  

not be  segmented. According to  them television has a universal or  mass appeal, 

and they concluded that TV advertising aimed at specific target groups would 

be un l ikely to be very cost-effecti ve .  However, despi te television audiences 

being unsegmented, they may sti l l  react to different programmes differently .  

Viewers watched a variety of programmes; some demanding and many relaxing 

ones. Programmes that demanded deep instruct ive and emotional involvement 

were described by Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988)  as "high impact" .  General ly,  

people tended to l ike watching "high impact" demanding programmes more 

than entertainment programmes and this did not depend on how often viewers 

watched them. 

The authors claimed that earl ier research (Barwise, Ehrenberg & Goodhardt, 

1 979;  Ehrenberg & Goodhardt, 1 98 1 ;  Meeneer, 1 987 ;  Stewart , 1 98 1 ) a lso 

reported s imi lar findings . Although fewer v iewers watched demanding 

programmes, these programmes had a longer lasting effect on the viewers. 

V iewers of these programmes expected them to be more interesting and/or 

enjoyable than the more relaxing ones. Otherwise, the v iewers would choose to 

watch a less-demanding (entertainment) show or not watch at al l .  

The authors also suggest that a demanding programme had more frequent 

v iewers who l iked i t  better than some other programmes. Normal ly ,  

programmes that were watched less frequently (measured by the number of 

epi sodes watched in  the series) were less wel l - l iked by their v iewers. I n  

particu lar, low-rating entertainment ( less-demanding) programmes tended to 

get lower l iking scores than programmes that had more viewers. But within the 

range of demanding programmes, there was no clear (Double Jeopardy) effect. 
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Although there was a wide variation between individual programmes, high

rated demanding programmes tended to be as well  l iked by their respect ive 

viewers as lower-rated demanding programmes were .  I n  other words, in  

different si tuations, demanding programmes sti l l  have a higher liking impact on  

viewers than the less-demanding ones. 

The explanation was that only viewers who were genuinely interested in these 

programmes watched them.  Watching these demanding programmes also 

required more intellectual and emotional effort, and viewers involvement was 

heightened. This in turn made the viewing experience rewarding for the 

viewers. The suggestion is that demanding programmes differed from the more 

relaxing programmes because of their abi l i ty to impact on viewers, and that 

viewers sought different levels of grati fication from the viewing experience. 

Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988 )  argued that the requirements of advertisers, 

broadcasters and viewers di ffered. Whi le  v iewers wanted variety (of 

programmes) i n  the ir  v iewing,  adverti sers p laced the ir  ads over a few 

programmes but wanted the largest proportion of viewers to see them. Viewers, 

however, did not restrict their viewing only to popular shows. In fact according 

to the authors, viewers only watched two or three of the top ten programmes in 

the week . As a result ,  many less popu lar shows had been pul led from the 

weekly schedu le at the expense of viewer choice. As demanding programmes 

tended to have smal ler audiences, broadcasters often replaced them with higher 

rat ings (entertainment) programmes . This example i l l ustrates that there are 

l imitations in the use of rat ings data. Clearly, if demanding programmes have 

more attentive viewers who pay more attention to the ads shown during them, 

this would not be detected by ratings data. Perhaps other measures of viewing 

(such as viewing behaviours) may be warranted in  order to investigate more 

ful ly  the impact programmes have on ad viewers. Whi le rat ings data suggest 

that i t  was not viable to segment the television audiences, i t  may be possible to 

do so on evidence of how viewers behave during certain programme types. 
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I n  conc lus ion ,  Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988 )  d i s t ingu ished between 

programmes on the basis of how much viewers " invested" in  the programme ( in  

terms of mental and emotional effort) .  Demanding programmes tended to  have 

greater impacts on v iewers but i t  i s  not clear how they would affect actual 

viewing behav iours .  The authors, of course, were not examining attention (and 

their data were based on presence). Instead, they were describing the effects of 

" l ik ing" and "repeat viewing" of programmes in  two categories of viewing 

situations: demanding versus Less-demanding. Nonetheless, how viewers react 

to these programmes would have important impl ications for advert isers. 

2.3.4.3 Involvement 

A number of studies suggest that the level of involvement a viewer has with a 

programme wi l l  affect the way ad messages are received (Bryant & Comisky, 

1 978 ;  Lloyd & Clancy, 1 99 1 ;  Park & McLung, 1 986; Soldow & Principe, 1 98 1 ;  

Thorson & Reeves, 1 986 ;  Hoffman & B atra, 1 99 1 ) . Thi s  observation has 

prompted some researchers to focus on quantifying viewers ' involvement wi th 

individual programmes rather than relying on genre derived classifications. 

Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 )  suggested that B arwi se and Ehrenberg ' s  ( 1 988 )  

categories serve a s  a good starting point but that more empirical work w as 

needed. They pointed out that most media research tends to equate involvement 

wi th v iewer arousal , and suggested there was a need to study programme 

involvement as a multi-dimensional con truct that should include cognitive and 

affective factors . They criticized earlier studies as manipu lating the viewers ' 

response by showing viewers programmes that were already pre-classified by 

the researchers. They proposed "programme i mpact is the measure of how 

much the viewer must give to the programme in  order to get something back" 

and argued that i t  was therefore important to measure the viewers ' actual 
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response to the programmes. They developed a rating scale that measured how 

viewers were involved with programmes cognitively and affectively.  

Their analysis of viewers' personal evaluation of 39 programmes led them to 

believe that programmes involve viewers both in how they felt as well as how 

they processed information to suit their own purposes. In a study using several 

different programme types, the authors obtained individual ratings via phone 

interviews of programmes viewers had just watched. Their questions i ncluded 

asking viewers how they fel t  individual programmes had impacted on them, 

how each programme rated among other programmes, and how v iewers graded 

these programmes. Using the v iewers' evaluat ion of the programmes and 

canonical discriminate analysis to examine the d imensional i ty of programme 

impact,  the researchers then grouped the programmes into three categories:  

High Cognit ive, High Affective and Low Impact programmes. 

High Cognit ive programmes were programmes that viewers "watch to learn 

from" and " to get more from them" .  H igh Affective programmes were those 

that " touch ( v iewers ' )  fee l ings " .  They noted, however, that some H igh  

Cognit ive programmes also touched the feelings of  v iewers .  In  contrast ,  Low 

lmpact programmes were those viewers "watch to pass t ime" ,  from which they 

"do not learn anything" and which "do not touch ( their) feel ings" . 

However, they did not ful l y  e laborate how the variables of cogni t ive and 

affective impact would " involve" the viewer s imul taneously .  I t  was unclear 

how speci fic programmes were classified; some programmes were described as 

belonging to more than one category (e .g . ,  a particular programme could be 

high affective as well  as high cogni ti ve) . Moreover, i t  was unc lear how the 

authors came up with two categories of "high i mpact" programmes ( i .e .  H igh 

A ffect ive ,  H igh Cogni t ive) ,  and j ust one labe l for a l l  " Low I mpact "  

programmes. 
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According to the authors, High Impact programmes are those that affected 

viewers ei ther affectively and cognitively or  both affectively and cognitively. In  

general, H igh Impact programmes were described as  enabl ing the viewers to get 

more and learn from them, whi le Low Impact programmes mainly aroused their 

feel ings. 

I n  addition, viewers of each programme type were described as displaying 

varying degrees of attention to the programmes and were involved w ith the 

programme somewhat d ifferently .  Three main measures were used i n  their 

evaluation of the v iewers '  behaviour: "attention " ;  " if viewers left the room 

(presence) " ; and " talking" . Four levels of attention were also included in their 

analysis :  "al l  attention" ;  "most attention" ;  "some attention" and " low attention" .  

I f  viewers left the room, this was measured by when i t  had happened:  "only 

during the adverti sement " ;  "only during the programme" ;  "at any t ime whether 

during the advertisement or the programme" ;  " that they did not leave at al l " .  A 

third category , " ta lking" ,  inc luded whether the talking was " about the 

programme" or "about something else " .  

Hoffman and Batra ( 1 991 ) concluded that viewers gave the highest level of  

attention to  H igh Impact Cognitive programmes, and were less l ikely to  talk or 

leave the room during the programme. V iewers watching H igh Affect i ve 

programmes were reported to have paid some attention to the screen and left the 

room during the programme and the advertisements. When they talked, it was 

about the programme . The authors suggested v iewers left the room during the 

adverti sement break to free themselves from the emotional tensions bu ilt-up 

during the viewing of these intense programmes . In contrast, viewers of Low 

Impact programmes paid l i tt le attention to the screen, talked about other things 

besides from the programme, and were more l ikely to leave the room during the 

programme itself. 
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The authors suggested the probabi l ity of the viewer staying in  the room and 

watch ing  the advert isement would be highest during H igh Cogn i t i ve 

programmes and lowest during High Affective programmes. The probabil ity of 

viewers seeing the adverti sements during H igh Affective programmes was not 

very high as viewers tended to leave the room during the ad break to release the 

emotions aroused by the programme. As for Low Impact programmes, viewing 

behaviour was "random" . The authors suggested these v iewers were unl ikely to 

assimilate the programme or the adverti sements. 

L10yd and Clancy ( 1 99 I )  also examined viewers' personal eval uat ion of 

programmes to measure the programme i nvolvement level of viewers . They 

showed part i c ipants four d i fferen t  programmes that carried the same 

advert isements .  They were all popular prime-t ime weekly shows and included a 

comedy, a drama, a mystery and a Sunday evening news. After the viewing 

sessions, viewers rated the programmes on a sel f-rating scale based on 30 

items. A factor-analysis of  the data uncovered three dimensions which they 

labe l l ed :  programme in vo lvemen t ;  va lues  i ncongruence ;  and mood 

enhancement .  The first of these dimensions, programme involvement, measured 

the abi l i ty of the programme to influence the emotional and informational 

i mpact on v iewers and the viewers' levels of i nterest ,  involvement and 

concentration . This d imension encompassed the "entertainment "  value of 

programmes that viewers sought and that involved the viewers . I t  measured 

how viewers found "personal connect ions"  with the " s t imu lus "  i n  the 

programmes such as empathising wi th the main characters or "being touched" 

by the events in  the show. According to the authors, this "entertaining" value of 

the programmes had the h ighest degree of rel iabi l i ty and val id i ty among the 

three dimensions in measuring viewers' involvement. 

After obtain ing the level of i nvolvement of v iewers wi th each type of 

programme, L10yd and Clancy ( 1 99 1 )  then analysed viewers' responses to the 

advert isements they saw during the programmes.  The programmes were then 
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divided as low, medium and high i nvolvement based on the part ic ipants '  

responses. To measure the responses to the advertisements, the authors tested 

five aspects:  v iewers' recall of the ads, us ing unaided brand recal l ;  aided copy 

point recal l ;  copy point credibi l i ty for each message recalled; purchase i nterest 

( us ing a 5-point rating scale) ;  and pre-post exposure change in brand purchase 

intentions. They found that in all measures, h igh involv ing programmes had the 

highest scores. As programme involvement increased, the ad response scores 

increased. For example, in terms of behavioural intentions, the mean change of 

viewers who had watched a low involvement programme was 6.4% compared 

with 1 4 .4% among those highly involved. With purchase interest, 1 3 .2%,  the 

mean change among viewers with low involvement rises to 1 8% for viewers 

with high involvement. 

One of their major conclusions was that programmes differed in  their abi l i ty to 

involve the viewer. Unfortunately, al though the authors tested the relationship 

between programme involvement and a range of ad responses, only three broad 

impact categories were developed : high involvement, moderate involvement 

and low involvement. There are, however, problems with the way each impact 

category was defined as being d i fferen t  from one another,  and what 

programmes fi t in  which i mpact category . I t  was unclear how and at which 

point each impact category "graduated" to another. For example, i t  was unc lear 

how the authors had decided what the cri teria for " Iow involvement" was and 

how they were different from the criteria for "moderate involvement" .  This may 

have had to be arbitrarily determined by the researchers . In addition, i t  was also 

unclear how the three impact categories affected actual ad-viewing behaviour. 

The authors were more interested in post-viewing advertising responses and did 

not collect data on actual viewing behaviours. While they commented that 

viewing might be less restless and distracted in  high involvement s ituations, 

they did not fu l ly  investigate that . They merely gave examples of earlier  

research (Leach , 1 98 1 ;  Rust, 1 987) that supported th is  hypothesis; they d id not 

val idate it from their own research. 
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2.3.4.4 Summary 

Three approaches of differentiating between programmes were presented in this 

section. The first approach was to classify programmes into genres of s imi lar 

programme characteristics (e.g. ,  news versus situation comedies) and to assume 

they have s imi lar effects on v iewers . The second approach d ifferent iated 

programmes by the effort v iewers put into viewing programmes (Barwise & 

Ehrenberg,  1 988 ) .  Demanding programmes were l iked more and found to be 

more reward ing to watch by v iewers . These were main ly information 

programmes such as news ,  documentaries and heavy dramas. These 

programmes might have smaller audiences who watched them frequently and 

l iked watching them more. Entertainment programmes were found to have less 

impact on v iewers and they l iked these programmes less as wel l .  However, the 

two categories of demanding and less-demanding (entertainment) were mainly 

Llsed to investigate l iking and repeat viewing as an analysis of how people used 

TV as a medium. Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988) did not specifically investigate 

viewing behaviours during the programme or the advertisement break. 

Another approach to di fferentiate between programmes was to ask v iewers to 

rate them on pre-determined cri teria. These studies attempt to measure how 

viewers were cognitively and affect ively (e.g. , Hoffman & Batra, 1 99 1 ;  L loyd 

& Clancy, 1 99 1 )  involved wi th the programmes. A major crit icism of this 

approach is  that the categories may have been arbi trari ly and subject ively 

determined. I t  was not clear from their methodology exactly how each i mpact 

category was derived and at which point one impact category became different  

from the next. Some of the labels used, such as  " low involvement" ,  " moderate 

involvement" and "high involvement" (as used in Lloyd & Clancy, 1 99 1 ), were 

not defi ned and explained ful ly .  In part icul ar, it was poss ible that some 

programmes belonged to more than one i mpact category . For example, there 

were programmes that were could be in both high-cognit ive and high-affect ive 
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(as in  Hoffman & Batra, 1 99 1 ) , and a separate category may be needed for 

these. 

Next, although these studies were examining viewers' responses to advert is ing 

and the relat ionship between programme involvement and ad involvement, 

information on actual v iewing behaviours was often insufficient and too 

general ised. Information on viewing behaviours could not be quantified as i t  

consisted mainly of  descriptions of  what v iewers reported they d id  during the 

ad break or how viewers had responded to the products advert ised. Although ad 

responses were measured, information was lacking on attention and actual 

viewing behaviours during different programmes that involved the v iewers. 

The moti vation for comparing the viewing behaviours with the different ways 

programmes have been grouped (e .g. ,  into high or low involving programmes), 

is an attempt to measure not only how viewers behave in  differen t  programme 

situations but also whether the ways programmes have been categorised affect 

these outcomes.  In other words, i s  i t  possible to make c la ims that certain 

programme types do involve v iewers more than others . If so, what are the 

criteria for grouping programmes that would accurately differentiate between 

them? 
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2.4 Summary and Conclusions 

The development of television audience measurement technologies was i n  

response to rapid changes i n  the technological advances of television (such as 

digital TV) and other related forms of media such as VCR inventions, cable and 

satel l i te introductions and computer innovations. These new technologies a l l  

have an impact on the way television is  used today i n  the same way trends i n  

te levi s ion continue to  evolve w i th modern l i fe .  From the days where 

part icipants had to keep s imple dairies, information about viewing is now 

recorded electronically and collected by state-of-the-art technologies that in the 

middle of the n ight " l i ft "  information from the "black box" (actual ly a very 

small computer and modem) located in the participant's home without requiring 

any assistance from the participants. But  this system is not without problems. 

The Peoplemeter system measures mainly how many people are present during 

a programme and for how long. A programme's rating is  mainly an i nd ication 

of the size of its audience. Even so, there are suspicions that this information 

may be inaccurate . Although the retrieval of the information is  carried out 

without human interference, the system is st i l l  highly rel iant on participants to 

indicate their viewing and press the buttons ( in  the system) accurately enough 

to reflect "real " viewing. In other words, despite the large investments made i n  

instal ling the system, the quality of  the information may be overrated. 

The Peoplemeter technology and the rati ngs provide quick and easily available 

information for advertisers. With very sophisticated smart software and a stroke 

on the keyboard, overn igh t  second-by-second i n format ion on the i r  

advertisements' performance provides instantaneous results .  The trouble is  this 

information does not show how many viewers were actually "paying attention" 

to the advertisements. 
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The problem for advertisers i s  that the ratings for programmes could have very 

l i ttle to do with whether viewers are actually attentive to their advertisements. 

At present, advertisers pay for the cost to screen their advertisements by the 

rat ings of the programme. Using Peoplemeter numbers and the ratings system, 

this would mean advertisers are also pay ing for "dis tracted viewers, rap id 

channel-changers, those missing from the room, and those tired of pushing the 

Peoplemeter buttons" (Clancy & Lloyd, 1 999). 

One method of knowing what is actually happening in  the viewing room and to 

examine the qual i ty of the viewing is to employ methods of recording 

audiences as  they watch televis ion.  Many of these in-home observation 

techniques have been tested successful ly ,  and have reported that ad viewing 

was accompanied by many different activit ies (Al len ,  1 965 ; Col lett , 1 986 ;  

Anderson, Field, Coll ins, Lorch & Nathan, 1 986; Krugman, Cameron & White,  

1 995) .  An important finding is that the percentage of presence differed from the 

proport ion of attention viewers paid to the screen. Nonetheless, although the 

measure of presence did not correlate with attention, there was a pos i t ive 

correlation between attention to programmes and attention to ads .  Attention has 

also been known to vary with different programme types, t ime of day, sex and 

age . 

It i s  c lear from these studies that the context in  which the advert isements are 

screened, and the type of programming that surrounds the viewing of the 

advert isement, both play an important role in determining the extent to which 

viewers watch or do not watch the advert isements. However, the precise 

relationship between programme characteristic, content and ad viewing is  stil l  

far from clear. If  involvement with programmes leads t o  greater attention t o  the 

advert i sements ,  adverti sers would benefit by knowing exact ly  which  

programmes these are. 
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One measure of involvement is the use of eyes-an -screen (EOS) .  This i s  the 

measure of the proportion of t ime viewers pay to the screen .  This thesis 

proposes that it  i s  a better measure of involvement than the measures based on 

Peoplemeter rat ings .  However, th is  method of obtain ing a measure of 

" involvement " is t ime-consuming and not practical for everyday use. Several 

methods have been used previously yet none of these classification systems 

have examined whether viewers' actual behaviours match the predictions made 

for these programme c lassifications on the basis of viewer ratings. 

One approach, developed by Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988) ,  d i fferent iated 

programmes by the level at which they make demands on the viewers. Another 

procedure, developed by Hoffman and B atra ( 1 99 1 ) , is based on individual  

personal rat ings of programme impact .  And a third classification i s  s imply the 

system of grouping according to spec ific programme genres such as news, 

comedies and sports programmes . This method had been used by researchers 

who support Peoplemeter results, such as the studies carried out by Danaher 

( 1 995 ) .  

[ n  the context of  this study, the question i s  whether the differences in  v iewing 

behaviours for different types of programmes crossover into how people watch 

the advert isements embedded in  these programmes.  To do this ,  the present 

study first examines the proportion of t ime v iewers spend v isually attending to 

the screen. I t  focuses on how viewers behave during different programmes as a 

measure of involvement wi th advertisements. To investigate this thoroughly, 

v iewing behaviours are then examined in  relation to the three d i fferent 

programme classification systems discussed above. 
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3. 1 Introduction 

CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHOD 

The focus of this chapter describes the methodology adopted in this research 

project, which sought to collect "qual itative" data about the television viewing 

population. The approach draws on and replicates earlier in-home observational 

studies by videotaping viewers in their own homes. The study was conducted in 

Palmerston North and the data col lection covered the years between 1 998 and 

1 999. 

Subsections of this chapter examine in  greater deta i l :  a brief description of the 

members of the sample; the recruitment method; the equipment used to record 

the part icipants ; the procedure that the research took to obtain the data; the 

coding system and how the data were analysed. 
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3.2 Sample 

A l ist of participants wi l l ing to participate in the research was first obtained by 

plac ing a request in an Omnibus survey conducted by the Department of 

Market ing in 1 998 .  This is a face-to-face survey of Palmerston North 

households .  The question asked whether respondents were w i l l ing to be 

contacted again to take part in  a television-viewing study about the viewing 

behaviours of people in general .  This l i s t  was then used to generate start ing 

points for a snow-bal l sample. As the researcher found someone wi l l ing to take 

part, the participant was then asked to refer his or her friends and neighbours 

who might also be wi l l ing to be contacted. As the videotaping took p lace, 

simultaneous recrui tment of the panel was also taking place. 

Zwaga ( l 992a) also used the "snow bal l "  technique to recrui t  participants in his 

research and mentioned the difficult ies of "finding enough fami l ies to ful fi l  

what was original ly intended a s  a study o f  fifteen t o  twenty famil ies" ( p .  66). 

Some of the famil ies who initially expressed an i nterest in Zwaga's ( 1 992a) 

research decided not to take part after they were told that the study involved 

video-taping their activities for a period of 7 days. In the present study, a total 

of 30 fami l ies were contacted and the family who recommended the "next" 

family (to the researcher) were told to tel l  their friends and neighbours about 

the videotaping device. This  meant that al l  the fami l ies who agreed to take part 

were ful ly aware that their viewing behaviours would be recorded and studied 

by an observer. Despite this knowledge, none of the 30 famil ies withdrew from 

the study once the recording started. 

At the end of the recording phase, useable taped recordings of 30 fami l ies had 

been col lected ;  1 6  fami l ies  with ch i ldren ;  two s ingle member household 

( working profess ionals) ;  e ight two-member households (couples w ithout 

chi ldren) ;  one three-member household (flatmates with no children) ;  and three 

four-member households (fami l ies and flatmates w ithout chi ldren) .  
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I n  order to provide statistical variab i li ty, it was original ly intended that data 

could be col lected from 30 famil ies. But the effort to code and analyse all 30 

fami l ies proved to be too difficult as the data files accumulated. The coding 

method required an observer to view the videotapes and a coder to input the 

data e l ectron ica l l y .  This meant that  cons iderable t ime and financ ia l  

commitments were required. As such, i t  was decided to  i nvestigate whether a 

random sample of 1 4  fami l ies (which had already been coded) would provide a 

reasonable database for the analysis . From the 1 4  famil ies, approximately 350 

hours of recordings were obtained. This  rendered a dataset which contained the 

viewing of over 6000 advertisements across a range of different programmes. I t  

was then dec ided that the data set would be able to  provide a sound analytical 

base for the study. 

Although there were fami l ies with chi ldren who took part in the study, this 

research only examined the behaviours of adult viewers. I t  was thought that the 

impact of advert is ing on chi ldren is a very important social  i ssue and would 

warrant a separate major study on i ts own. There i s  also a strong l ikel i hood that 

adu l t  v iewing behaviours would d iffer from chi ldren 's  viewing behaviours. 

Thus, i t  was hoped that this study coul d  become a starting point for other 

studies using a similar methodology and coding procedure. 

Zwaga ( 1 992a) provided socio-demographic profi les of the eight famil ies who 

took part in his research .  In  Zwaga' s study ( l 992a),  there was a brief 

description about each family ' s  age and occupation as well as a drawing of each 

family' s  house-plan. In addition, the location of the television in the house and 

where the family normally v iewed television were discussed in some detail .  I n  

the present study, demographic data such a s  the participants' age, occupation 

and household income were collected. This information was used to check the 

variabi l ity of the sample and to provide brief explanation of the background of 

the family members. However, it was not the i ntention of the present study to 

provide detailed descriptive viewing profiles of the participants, as the focus of 
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the analysis was to quant ify incidences of ad-v iewing behaviour across 

different programme types. 

Yet, i t  is bel ieved that a representative sample of a diverse background of 

people was recruited i n  this study. The sample consisted of a wide range of 

people of different ages, income levels and occupations. There were an almost 

equal number of males (45%) and females (55%) .  Most people (36%) in  the 

sample were between thirty to forty years of age . Regrettably ,  none of the 

participants were older than 55 years old suggesting that older people may be 

under-represented in the sample. The oldest adul t  participants were 5 1  years old 

and the youngest 1 6 . Seven of the part icipants were below the age of 30, 1 1  

were between 3 1  and 40 years old, seven were 4 1  to 50 years old, and three 

were above 50 years old. Three participants did not give details  of their age. 

In terms of occupation, there was a good representation of people involved i n  

professional or highly ski l led jobs and i n  less qua l i fied o r  semi-skil led 

employment. Professional employment included jobs i n  managerial posit ions, 

teach ing, banking, adminis trators, market ing and sales, l and developers, 

surveyors and valuers. A smal l  n umber of part ic ipants (6%) were unemployed 

and around 1 0% of the participants were engaged in  some sort of communi ty 

service work. The majority of the partic ipants, 23% ( the largest group), were i n  

the teaching o r  education profession. Whi le 1 9% (the second l argest group) 

worked in  the banking industry, 1 6% of the participants ( the third largest group) 

were employed in  admin istrati ve pos i t ions .  I t  could be seen from th is  

description that people of the same occupational group tended to recommend 

their friends in the same industry for this research .  

Most of the participants belonged to the middle to h igher i ncome group (wi th 

household annual i ncomes above NZ$50,000. The except ion was one 

partic ipant who had an i ncome below NZ$20,000. She works as a part- t ime 

caregiver. There was also "a bias towards middle-class status" in  Zwaga' s 
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( l 992a) study . But  this was dismissed as he argued that his study was "largely 

concerned with analytical generali sation" and that "representat iveness is hardly 

the major issue at stake" (p 66). This is also the case here w ith regard to 

differences i n  socio-economic status.  I n  addit ion, many of the part ic ipants 

(45%) in the present study were reluctant to divulge their household i ncome 

levels .  Bu t  as most of the fami l ies were friends and neighbours, one could 

expect the families in the sample to come from a s imilar social class level . 

The sample in  the present study consi s ted mainly of New Zealanders from 

European descent who share common cultural traditions and l ifestyle patterns. 

I t  is possible that different ethnic groups use television in  different ways and 

often this is related to their socio-economic status .  For example in  cases where 

there is poverty or lack of economic opportunities (due to ethnicity), television 

may be the only source of entertainment for some poorer famil ies .  Such 

fami l ies would therefore spend more t ime watching televis ion.  At  least one 

household in the sample was from an ethnic minority group ( Indian) in New 

Zealand. One European family also hosted a Japanese student as  a boarder. In  

this respect, the sample contained some variation i n  terms of ethnic differences . 
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Table 2 : Summary details of participants 

No. of  participants 

Gender: 
Male 1 5  

Female 1 6  

Age: 
Below 30 7 

30 to 40 I I  
4 1  to 50 7 

above 50 3 

Unknown 3 

Occupation: 

Managerial 3 
Teaching / lecturing 7 

Admin istrative 5 

Bank ing 6 

Marketing & sales 2 
Land deve lopment 3 

Community workers 3 

Home Executives 2 

To/al househoLd income level: 
< $50,000 I 
$50,000 to $69,000 6 

$70,000 to $79,000 2 
$80,000 to $90,000 2 
$90,000+ 6 

Unknown 1 4  
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3.3 Equipment 

To videotape the viewers, two devices known as C-Boxes ( fi rst developed by 

Collett in 1 986) were constructed . Each C-Box consisted of a 25- inch colour 

televis ion,  a cabinet that housed up to four v ideo recorders and a hidden,  

outwards facing, video camera. The television sat on top of the cabinet, above 

one of the video recorders that was available for the use of the partic ipants. The 

other three recorders were placed on top of each other in the locked part of the 

cabinet to prevent the household members from interfering with them. These 

were used to record viewers' activities while they watched TV. 

The three research v ideo recorders were rewired and programmed, to record 

continuously, so that when one tape ended, it  triggered off the recording in the 

next recorder. As each recorder was capable of recording for a maximum of 8 

hours, continuous recording of 24 hours was possible before the tapes needed to 

be changed. The researcher therefore did not have to v i s i t  the fami ly  too 

frequently to change the tapes. This was an attempt to minimize part icipants 

feel ing they were being v ideotaped and therefore remain conscious of their 

behaviour in front of the television set. The cabinet also concealed a small 

video camera installed behind a piece of t inted glass placed across the top shelf. 

This h idden camera recorded the activit ies in the room, part icularly those of 

people in  front of the TV set. 

A t ime and date generator was also wired to the recorders so that t ime and date 

detai l s  were superimposed on the recorded tapes .  This generator was first 

programmed to set the start ing t ime and date of the recording for each fami ly .  

Thereafter, every t ime the te lev is ion was swi tched on ,  the generator 

automatically recorded the time and date on to the tapes. Coders later used the 

date and t ime detail s  on the tapes to identify the changes in the behaviour of the 

viewers for each programme and advert isement. The v ideo recorders were also 

re-engineered to include a picture-in-picture faci l ity from the TV so that what 
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was being screened on television at the t ime of the recording was also included 

in the tapes. When the recorded tapes were played, this information appeared as 

an inset on the lower right hand side of the frame. This enabled the researcher 

to know what programme and advertisements were being screened during the 

taping. 

I t  was thought perhaps some viewers might encounter occasions when they 

wanted to stop the taping, for example when guests vis i ted the fami l ies and 

might prefer not to be in  the study . To stop the recording momentari ly,  there 

was a small whi te button at the back of the cabinet wired to contro l  the 

recorders. When pressed, this would discontinue the recording. The recorders 

reset, and taping resumed as soon as the television was switched on again.  

Within the range of the camera lens, each C-Box recorded the viewers and what 

they were doing. The set was wired in such a way that as soon as the television 

was turned on, the recording started . When the television was switched off, 

recording continued for 30 seconds. 
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3.4 Programme Involvement Rating Scale 

A rat ing scale consisting of 1 8  questions was devised to measure respondents' 

involvement wi th differen t  programmes .  This scale was adapted from a 

combination of Hoffman and Batra's ( 1 99 1 )  and Lloyd and Clancy's ( 1 99 1 )  

questions used in  their respect ive studies. A copy of the scale i s  provided i n  

Appendix B .  

These rat ing scales were used as they have already been wel l  tested i n  other 

research contexts. The Hoffman and B atra ( 1 99 1 )  scales were used to classify 

the recorded programmes as high or low impact. According to Hoffman and 

B atra ( 1 99 1 ) , the questions from their scales were able to draw out both 

cognitive and affective responses from the v iewers. They measured the viewers' 

involvement in terms of their intentions to watch,  appreciation for and the 

impact of the programme. The scale i ncluded i tems that asked viewers how 

they fel t  about the programmes, whether they had learned anything, and the 

amount of effort they had i nvested watching the programmes. The respondents 

graded the programmes in terms of whether they thought the content and 

programme del ivery were successfu l  and appeal ing, how their emotions were 

aroused and whether they wanted to get more from the viewing experience. 

The questions adapted from Lloyd and Clancy ( 1 99 1 )  evaluated the value of the 

programme in terms of how the programme was able to "entertain "  the v iewers. 

According to them, the success of this entertainment function would bring 

about higher levels of viewer involvement with the programme. The questions 

included items that measured the viewer's personal empathy with the main 

characters of the programmes and how the programme's content created 

enjoyment and personal meaningful experiences for viewers . 
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3.5 Procedure 

Record ings of the fami l ies started in October 1 998 and continued unt i l 

December 1 999. The C-Box and TV set were placed in  each participants' homes 

over a period of around 8 days. 

Household members were given an information sheet to read that provided 

information about the equipment, the contact detai l s  of the researcher, the 

purpose of the investigation and the process of the research .  In l i ne with the 

New Zealand Market Research Soc iety Code of Ethics, part icipants were 

assured the information they provided would be treated as confidential and they 

could withdraw from the study at any time. They could also have any part of the 

tapes erased ( if they so wished), and had the right not to agree to the tapes being 

archi  ved by the researchers . They were also gi  ven the assurance that the 

information on the tapes was to be used only for the purposes of the study or 

teaching and that the tapes would only be v iewed by the researcher and her 

assistants .  A consent form was presented to the fami ly  where all adu l t  

participants (over 1 6  years old) gave their agreement. A copy o f  the i nformation 

sheet and consent form are provided in Appendix C and Appendix D. 

The researcher visited the household the day fol lowing the instal lation to check 

the equipment as well as to judge whether the tapes needed to be changed. This 

was also to estimate the amount of viewing the family did in 1 day and then use 

that to estimate the number of days needed before the tapes "ran out " .  The 

researcher then, upon her discretion, visited the family again to col lect and to 

change the tapes. 

Wi th in  1 week after the removal of the cabi net from the household, the 

researcher vis i ted the family again. In i nterviews with family members, some 

demographic detai l s  were recorded. But the main purpose of the visi t  was to 
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obtain ,  Lls ing the I 8- i tem scale, the partic ipants' personal evaluation of the 

programmes they had watched during the research period. 
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3.6 Coding 

The coding process consisted of two parts. In  the first part of the process, the 

researcher coded information about the household's overal l  viewing over 8 

days .  This cod ing was s imi lar to a v isual d iary of what programmes and 

advert isements the family  members had watched, the channel s  to which they 

had tuned, who was "watching" ,  and the lengths of t ime viewers were present i n  

the room. The second part of  the coding process included a more detailed log of 

what viewers were observed to be doing during the ad breaks. 

3.6. 1 Coding overall viewing behaviours 

The process of viewing the tapes took a long t ime as the tapes were recorded i n  

real t ime (not t ime-lapsed) .  As  soon a s  each tape was fi l led, the researcher 

col lected i t  and the data were coded. The tapes were first "watched" to identify 

any irregularities of the taping and to record the fami ly 's overal l  v iewing.  

Information on who was watching, what channel was being watched and what 

programme and advertisements were screened was manually coded. 

In i t ia l ly ,  each tape was v iewed to ident ify the names of the programmes 

watched by the household.  Then observational data of the viewing were 

transposed onto a record sheet that registered the date, t ime and name of the 

television programme watched, its channel ,  the number of people and who was 

in the room. Each viewer in  the household ( including chi ldren and guests) was 

g iven a coded number. Time and date detai ls  of the fol lowing events were 

entered onto the log sheets: 

• every t ime the channel was changed 
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• every t ime the te levis ion material changed (e .g . ,  programmes to 

commercials) 

• every t ime someone entered or left the room. 

For programmes, start time was measured from the beginning of the opening 

music sequence. Likewise, the fin ish t ime was recorded after the music and 

credits had ended. Where possible, the name of the programme was identified 

and recorded (using publ ished television schedules) .  If not possible, it was 

treated as an "unknown programme" .  Advertisements were also recorded on a 

separate column. 

When it was possible to know which posi tion the ad pod had appeared in within 

the programme, i t  was recorded. The first ad pod was taken as the first set of 

advert i sements that appeared after the starting t ime of the programme being 

screened, the second position ad pod was the second set of advert isements to be 

screened, and so on. Within each ad pod, the position of each advertisement 

within each individual ad break was also recorded. 

To d ifferentiate between advert isements, the brand of the product or the name 

of the advertiser was identified and coded. In addit ion, other information such 

as announcements, trai lers, promotions for up-coming programmes for the 

station, music interludes and so on were also included in  the coding sheet. 

In coding the members of the fami ly ,  "P"  s tands for " Person" .  Odd numbers 

were used for males, and even numbers were used to distinguish females : " P I "  

was the oldest male participant in  the family,  " P2 "  was the oldest female; the 

next oldest male was "P3" ,  and the next oldest female was "P4" .  
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3.6.2 Ad pod selection 

As one of the objectives of this study was to describe the relationship between 

programmes and ad v iewing behaviours,  i nformation on v iewing of  

programmes preceding the ad  pods was necessary. To determine whether the ad 

pods analysed were relevant, i t  was important to consider whether v iewers were 

actual ly watching the programme preceding the advertisements. There would be 

l i tt le j ust ification for studying the effect of the programme on ad-viewing 

behaviour if the person was only there for a few seconds during the programme 

directly preceding the ad pod. This would show that the v iewer was not directly 

" involved " with the programme and would devalue any assessment of ad 

viewing behaviours displayed during the programme. 

This  problem was also evident to earl ier researchers i n terested i n  the 

rel at ionship between programme involvement and ad i n volvement .  After 

evaluating the assumptions used by earl ier research, three cri teria that would 

show there was involvement during the programme preceding the ad break 

(analysed) were developed for this study. In comparisons between programme 

behaviour and commercials behaviour, Krugman et a1 .  ( 1 995)  argued that 

because the average commerc ial break t ime (in the United States) was about 3 

mi nutes long, the data for programme view ing behaviour shou l d  be 

comparable .  Therefore ,  they had observed v iewers watch ing a certa in  

programme for 3 minutes . The average commercial  break i n  New Zealand is  

around 4 minutes .  As a start ing point, i t  was dec ided to use this 4-minute 

criterion in  the same way . This was the first criterion used in  this study i n  

selecting ad pods to be analysed: that the person must be in  front of  the TV 

watching the programme 4 minutes before the start of  the commercial break. 

But being there at the 4-minute "cut-off" t ime did not mean that the person was 

there all  of the 4 minutes. Danaher and Lawrie ( 1 998),  suggested the amount of 

t ime a person spent watching a programme showed the commitment the person 
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had for the programme. To be a committed Viewer, he or she must have 

watched at least 80% or more of an entire programme. A second criterion was 

therefore developed in  the present study, that a v iewer must be there for at least 

80% out of the 4 minutes preceding the ad pod. This would show the person 

was somewhat "committed" to the programme. In another study, Danaher 

( L 992) selected the channel ( i .e .  the programme) to which viewers were tuned 

for the majority of the 30 seconds before the ad break (p. 4 1 ) . 

A third criterion developed for this study was to consider only continuous 

viewing before the ad break. For this ,  i t  was decided that a viewer must be 

continuously watching for at least 30 seconds preceding the commercial break. 

This method was also used by Danaher ( 1 995) to determine the pre-ad-break 

channel to which a person was tuned to before an ad break. 

Clearly, there were a number of criteria that could be used to select the relevant 

sample of ad pods to be analysed. The important issue was whether the use of 

one criterion would result in a different outcome from another criterion used. A 

comparison of the data obtained using the three sets of criteria, ( i . e .  present 4 

minutes before ad pod; present for at least 80% of the 4 minutes before the ad 

pod, and watched at least 30 seconds continuously before ad pod) ,  showed 

negl ig ible differences in  the results ( see Appendix F for detail s ) .  For this 

reason, the fol lowing analys is  uses the cri terion that the v iewer must be 

continuously watching 30 seconds before the start of the ad pod. 

3.6.3 Behaviours during ad breaks 

For each selected ad pod, the behaviour of each viewer was coded on coding 

sheets at 3-second intervals .  Thus a 30-second advertisement resulted i n  1 0  

separate observations of behaviour for each person appearing i n  the tape. A 2-

minute long advertisement generated a total of 40 observations, and so on. 
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For each observation, the researcher noted whether the viewer's eyes were 

oriented towards the screen (EOS) and whether the viewing was accompanied 

by another activity.  

The activ ities that accompany looking at the screen may include activities such 

as eating and drinking, doing household chores, sewing, feeding ch i ldren, 

stroking a pet or smoking. These activities have been noted as "complementary" 

activit ies by Krugman, Cameron and White ( 1 995) .  Other act ivit ies, such as 

attending to others (e .g . ,  chi ldren or pets), playing games, muting the sound, 

reading and wri ting, s leeping, taking part in conversations, and doing things 

around the room, are known to be "competing" for attention with the set. The 

complete l ist of coded activities is provided in Appendix G. 

3.6.4 Programme codes 

All the ad viewing observations occurred within programme environments. I n  

te levision research, di fferent researchers with different research objectives had 

used d ifferent ways to group programmes. In this study i t  was decided to make 

comparisons of viewing behaviours using the three programme classification 

systems below: 

• the way programmes make "demands" on viewers 

• common genre type categories, such as news, comedies and sports 

programmes 

• the impact viewers reported the programme had on them. 

The fi rst category of programmes was coded fol lowing the class ification 

developed by Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988) .  Programmes such as news and 

information programmes (documentaries and current affairs)  were grouped as 

demanding programmes. Other programmes such as l ight entertainment, films, 
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l ight drama and sports were categorised as less-demanding. Within the l ight 

entertainment category, programmes included comedies, variety and music 

shows, games and chat shows. Movies were included in  the category of fi l ms.  

Light drama i ncluded mini -series, s i tuation comedies,  p lays and weekly 

dramas.  Sports were actual sporting events that were broadcast. Chi ldren 's  

programmes were excluded from the classification. 

The second c lass ification system, that of grouping by common genre 

characteristics, was adapted from Danaher ( 1 995) .  In  grouping the programmes 

into genre categories, 1 1  programme types were developed for this study . They 

were chat shows, comedies,  game shows, news / documentaries, drama, 

informat ive interest shows, musicals ,  soaps and min i-series, compet i t ive 

entertainment shows, sport, and movies. As only a smal l number of chi ldren's 

programmes were watched, they were coded but excluded in  the final analysis. 

For the third category, programmes were grouped into how they had i mpacted 

on the viewers, based on the involvement rating scales administered during 

post-research interviews. Fol lowing the example of Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 ) , 

each individual programme was assigned to an impact type category. 

Hoffman and B atra ( 1 99 1 )  developed three c lear categories of programme 

impact :  High Affective, High Cognitive and Low Impact. Three variables were 

used as measures of these impact dimensions: "FEELING" ,  "GET MORE" and 

" LEARN" .  FEELING measured the fee l ings evoked by the programme. GET 

MORE measured whether viewers watched the programme to get more out of 

the experience or merely to pass the time. LEARN measured whether viewers 

learned anything from the programme. 

To reduce the difficulties in the measurement, only two variables of the three 

original variables in the Hoffman and Batra study were included in the present 

study. I t  was thought the variable defin ing FEELING correctly measured the 
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affective aspect of involvement and was used. The other two variables, GET 

MORE and LEARN had very close co-efficient results in  Hoffman and Batra 

( 1 99 1 ) . Therefore, it was decided that one variable would sufficiently represent 

this d imension. The variable LEARN was chosen because i t  was thought that i t  

was a more accurate measurement of  impact than GET MORE. The l atter 

variable was perhaps more relevant in  measuring the i ntention of watching the 

programme (as an indirect indication of involvement) rather than in assessing 

its direct impact on viewers. LEARN, on the other hand, implied viewers were 

cognit ively involved if  they had learnt from the programme. For this study, on 

the basis of the two variables, FEELING and LEARN, programme rating scores 

were obtained. 

Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 )  maintain that some programmes have the abi l i ty to 

involve both cognit ively and affec tive ly .  According to them, H igh Affect ive 

and H igh Cogni tive programmes are High I mpact programmes. They did not 

devise a separate category to represent these programmes. The present study, 

however, sought to group programmes clearly by all  the ways in which the two 

impact  types, affect ive and cognit ive,  could have affected the v iewers. This 

resulted in the fol lowing four categories: 

High Cognitive : 

High Affective : 

Low Impact : 

High impact : 

where viewers rated the programmes as those that did not 

touch their feel ings but which they had learnt from 

where viewers rated the programmes as those that 

touched their feel ings but which they did not learn from 

where viewers rated the programmes as those that did not 

touch their feel ings and which they did not learn from 

where viewers rated the programmes as those that both 

touched their feel ings and which they also learnt from 
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Due to different methodologies used, the coding of the v iewing behaviours i n  

the present study differed from that of  Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 ) . For instance, 

the act iv ity of " talking during the ad" was analysed in relation to whether this 

act iv ity accompanied visual attention. Therefore, when viewers were talking 

and had eyes-on-screen, this act iv i ty would be analysed as "E05+behaviour" . 

[ f  there was talking but no v isual attention, this would have been classed as "No 

E05" . 
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3.7 Analysis 

3.7.1  Complete ad pods 

Before the coding could be carried out, a prel iminary decision had to be made. 

The amount of information on the tapes recorded was formidable, consisting of: 

different forms of viewing patterns ;  lengths of viewing t imes ;  and i nterrupted 

commerc ial viewing (due to switching channels and turning off the television 

set) .  I t  was therefore decided that only continuous commerc ial breaks ( fu l l  ad 

pods) were to be analysed. These conti nuous ad pods were "complete " in the 

sense that each ad pod contained the ful l  set of advert isements screened during 

the ad break . While this introduces a potential b ias in  the results, this b ias i s  

likely to be posi t ive in  the sense that incomplete viewing might suggest a 

response to television advert is ing.  Other incomplete ad pods could not be 

analysed since there was incomplete information recorded on the tapes about 

the advertisements. Using the criterion of the complete ad pods, i t  was possible 

to work out the types of advertisements screened, how long each advertisement 

lasted, and the number of advertisements in  each ad pod. It was then possible to 

analyse the proport ion of t ime during which viewers were attending to the 

advert isements and, i f  they were not, how long they spent on other act ivi ties 

during the complete ad break. This analysis was not possible for incomplete 

pods.  

There were a total of 869 complete ad pods in the in itial analysi s .  Each ad pod 

ranged from a minimum length of around 2 minutes to a maximum length of 

around 5 minutes. 

Viewing behaviours were analysed i n  terms of the degrees of visual attention 

paid to the screen during the complete ad pods using four categories :  " fu l l  

attention" to  the screen ,  coded as  EOS only; "partial attention" when viewers 

were watching but concurrently doing something e lse (coded as EOS + 
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behaviour); "no attention" to the screen (coded as No £OS) ; and left or not i n  

the room (coded a s  "not present" ) .  The categories were a l l  calculated i n  the 

same way . The data used in  the analysis is the proportion of time spent in  one 

of the categories. A measure of "presence" (measured as the sum of the scores 

of EOS only, £OS + behaviour and No £OS) was also computed. 

These four viewing behaviour categories were used to examine the different 

programme classification systems of Danaher ( 1 995) ,  B arwise and Ehrenberg 

( 1 988)  and Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 ) .  

While i t  was possible to  analyse the viewing behaviours directly for programme 

types using Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988 )  and Danaher ( 1 995) ,  a s l ight  

modi fication was made to the categories proposed by Hoffman and B atra 

( 1 99 1 ) . The analysis included examining viewing behaviours in an addi tional 

impact category not included in Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 ) . As a consequence, 

it is not possible to make a direct comparison with Hoffman and Batra 's  ( 1 99 1 )  

findings on viewing behaviours during programmes. 
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4. 1 Introduction 

CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

The previous chapter outl i ned the major steps taken to collect data for this 

research, and described briefly the participants who agreed to take part and the 

equipment used to videotape them. It also e laborated how the taping, the coding 

and the analysis of the data were carried out. This chapter reports the results of 

the study. It  gives detai ls  of the proportion of t ime v iewers spent watching 

television, and how much attention they paid to advertisements. 

The first part of the chapter describes the overa l l  viewing patterns of the 

families, including the amount of t ime each member of the family was seen i n  

front of  the TV ;  the types of  programme most often watched (by each person) 

and the amount of attention paid to advert isements in general . Subsequent 

sections of this chapter report on ad-viewing behaviour organi sed by three 

programme type c lassification systems used by other researchers described i n  

section 2 . 3 .4. 

The resu lts reported in  this chapter show the effects programmes have on 

viewers' attention to the advertisements and whether these behaviours differed 

when different programme classification systems were used. 
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4.2 Overall Viewing Patterns of the Participants 

4.2. 1 Viewing time 

Table 3 shows a breakdown of household televis ion viewing time for each 

fami ly .  I t  shows the total t ime the TV was on, the total t ime when there was no 

one in  the room, and the total t ime the household spent in  front of the TV.  

Table 4 presents data on the amount of  t ime each member of  the  fami ly was 

observed as being present when the TV was on, ei ther by themselves or with 

other family members. 

Table 3 is sorted by total household viewing. 

Table 3:  

Family I I  

Fami ly 1 3  

Fami ly  I 

Fami ly 2 

Fam i ly 6 

Fami ly  1 2  

Fami ly 1 0  

Fami ly  3 

Fami ly 1 4  

Fami ly 4 

Fami ly  8 

Family 7 

Fami ly 5 

Fami ly  9 

Average 

Household television time 

Days 

TV set in house 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

8 days 

Time 

TV set turned on 

36:  1 9  

40:59 

34:09 

28:52 

28:55 

26:09 

23 :02 

26:52 

2 1  : 1 7  

1 8 : 1 2  

24:2 1 

1 7 :08 

1 5 :57 

1 1 :49 

25: 1 7  

Time 

no one in  view 

2:50 

8:54 

5 :02 

3 :09 

5 :43 

3 :03 

1 :36 

6:48 

2:4 1 

0:36 

7 : 1 2  

0:32 

2 :35 

2 :  1 1  

3 :47 

Total 

household viewing 

3 3 : 29 

3 2:05 

29:07 

25 :43 

23 : 1 2  

23 :06 

2 1 : 26 

20:05 

1 8 :35 

1 7 :36 

1 7: 1 0  

1 6:36 

1 3 :23 

9:38 

2 1  : 3 1 
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The amount of t ime the television set was on varied from family to family,  

ranging from approximately 1 2  hours to 41 hours . On average during the 8-day 

observation period, over all the households, the average time the television set 

was switched on amounted to s lightly above 25 hours. 

Not a l l  viewers were always present when the TV was on. Again there are 

variations across the fami lies. The time when the TV was playing to no one, 

ranged from as much as 9 hours to as l ittle as 30 minutes. The average time 

where no one was around during the screening was just under 4 hours (3 :46). 

Table 4: Time individual household members were present 

Presence when TV set was on 

P I  in view P2 in  view P3 in view P4 in  view 

Fami ly 1 1  8 :35 9:00 

Fami ly  1 3  1 1 : 20 5 :58 

Family I 1 0:54 1 3 :38 

Family 2 1 3 : 1 1  1 0:30 

Fami ly  6 1 9: 1 8  1 6 :37 

Family 1 2  1 0:57 1 0:26 

Family 1 0  2:26 

Fami ly  3 8 :34 6:23 

Fami ly  1 4  1 2:05 7 :57 

Family 4 6:39 0:2 1 9:56 6:45 

Fami ly  8 7: 1 8  9 : 1 3  1 0: 1 1 

Fami ly 7 5:57 9: 1 0  1 0:39 

Fami l y  5 7 :46 1 0:05 

Family 9 7 :20 6:43 

Average 1 0: 1 0 8 :20 1 0: 1 5  6 :45 

P I  :Oldest male P2:0ldest female P3:Next oldest male P4:Next oldest female 

Note: The rows of this table do not add to the row total in Table 3 because children's viewing is excluded and because 

of dupl icated viewing. 
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As shown i n  Table 4, there are small differences in  the proportion of t ime each 

fami ly  member was seen in front of the TV. During the week, ind iv idual 

members of the family tended to spend similar amount of time "watching" TV. 

4.2.2 Types of programmes 

Overal l ,  v iewers spent more of their  t ime watch ing News than other 

programmes. These programmes accounted for 1 5% of the t ime viewers spent 

in front of the TV. Table 5 shows the percentage of t ime family members were 

present during different programmes. 

Table 5: Proportion of time v iewers were present during different 

programmes 

Programme Type % 

News 1 5 

Chi ldrens' programmes 1 1 

Comedy 1 0  

Soap 9 

Movies 8 

Cu rrent affa i rs 6 

Popular Drama 5 

Sports 4 

Documentaries 3 

Story dramas 3 

Reality TV 3 

Musicals 3 

Quiz & game shows 2 

Chat shows 2 

Sci-fi 2 

Personal interest 2 

Lifestyle IHome 

Police True Stories 

Va riety Entertai n ment 

U nclassifiable programmes � 
Tota l 1 0 0 
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As most of the family members tended to watch TV together as a family,  there 

were many occasions where adul ts were present during chi ldren's programmes 

( 1 1 %) .  Other types of programmes most "watched" were comedies ( 1 0%) ,  

soaps (9%) and movies (8%) .  
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4.3 Behaviour during Advertisement Breaks 

This section reports the viewing behaviour observed during the advertisement 

breaks .  These behaviours were examined in  four ways : eyes-on-screen only 

(£05 only),  meaning the person was seen looking at the screen;  eyes-on-screen 

and engaging in one or more simultaneous act ivi ties (£05 + behaviour) ; not 

looking at the screen (No £05) ; and not present. Table 6 shows the results of 

the four v iewing behaviours in  which viewers were observed to be engaged 

during the complete ad pods. 

Overa J J ,  v iewers were not present for 23% of the t ime complete ad pods were 

playing. Viewers spent around 1 4% of the t ime with their eyes-on-screen only 

and around 1 1  % of the t ime they were looking while at the same t ime doing 

something else. Just over half the t ime (52%), they were not looking at the 

screen at a J J  (See Table 6) .  
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Table 6 :  Viewing behaviours during complete ad pods 

Present Not present Total 

% % % 

No. of ads EOS EOS + behaviour No EOS 

observed % % % 

60 1 7  1 4  I I  52 23 1 00 

Note: Viewer must be present for 30 seconds before the ad breaks. 

I n  order to make possible comparisons with Peoplemeter data and v Iewmg 

behaviours, an index of presence was developed. The previous section analysed 

ad-v iewing behaviours in a s ingle variate way ( i . e . ,  EOS only, EOS + 

behaviours, No EOS and Not present ) .  

A number of new variables were computed, adding EOS only. EOS + 

behaviour a n d  No EOS, to g ive the proport ion of t ime i n  the room or 

"presence". Total EOS shows the proportion of t ime when there was v i sual  

attention regardless of whether i t  was the sole act ivity or not .  Furthermore, 

computing the rat io of EOS only:Presence or Total EOS:Presence gives indices 

of ad-viewing quahty. For example, EOS only : Presence shows the proportion of 

time when viewers had their eyes-on-screen only during the time viewers were 

present. On the other hand, Total EOS:Presence shows the proportion of t ime 

viewers had their eyes-on-screen including those t imes when they were a lso 

engaged in other activities. 

The two ratios enable comparisons to be made between visual attention to the 

ads and "presence" .  They provide information on how viewers pay "attention" 

to the advertisements during the t ime the viewers were present. 

Table 7 shows detai ls of the total attention paid to the screen, and the total 

amount of t ime viewers were present dur ing the ad breaks. In addition, i t  also 
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reports the t ime viewers paid to the screen as a proportion of the time they were 

present. 

Table 7: Attention during complete ad pods 

E05 only Total E05 Presence E05 only Total 

(EOS + (EOS + E05 : 

No. of ads EOS + EOS + behaviour Presence Presence 

observed behaviour) + No EOS) 

% % % 

60 1 7  1 4  25 77 1 8  32 

Note. Viewer lIlust be present for 30 seconds before the ad breaks. 

Viewers spent only 25% of the t ime the ads were on, engaged in some sort of 

eyes-on-screen (Total E05), which was just slightly greater than the t ime spent 

not present at all  (23%) .  Even when present, viewers spent only 1 8% of the 

t ime eyes-on-screen (£OS only:Presence) and only 32% of the t ime engaged in 

some eyes-on-screen attention (Total E05: Presence). Thus, for the time viewers 

were present dur ing the ad breaks,  only for around one-third of the t ime, was 

some sort of attention paid to the screen. The figure was even lower when 

considering ful l  eyes-on-screen attention. 
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4.4 The Relationship between Programme Involvement and Ad 

Involvement 

A major aim in this study was to investigate whether the proportion of t ime 

v iewers paid attent ion to telev i s ion advert i s ing was affected by how 

programmes influence the  v iewer. To investigate the relationship between 

programme involvement and ad involvement, ad-viewing behaviour was 

observed over a large range of different programmes. These programmes were 

grouped in three di fferent ways, using three programme classificat ion systems. 

The three ways were developed or used i n  the research by Barwise and 

Ehrenberg ( 1 988) ,  Danaher ( 1 995) and Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 ) . 

For each programme classification system namely those developed by Barwise 

and Ehrenberg ( 1 988) ,  Danaher ( 1 995) and Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 ), a series 

of chi-square tests was performed to find out whether the programmes differed 

in terms of ad-viewing behaviour. These tests were carried out to determi ne 

whether the programme categories were val id i n  predict ing ad-v iewing 

behavi our. I f  the behaviour duri ng ads d iffers for di fferent  programme 

class ifications, then the programme classification could be used as a surrogate 

for behaviours during the ads within those programmes. 
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4.5 Ad-break Behaviour  by Program me Type Us ing  the  

Classifications Developed in Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988) 

Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988)  suggested that the viewer as "an investor of 

effort " would put more effort into watching programmes that had a greater 

impact on them. They c lass ified informational programmes as demanding 

programmes, and entertainment programmes, which viewers watched mainly 

for relaxation, as less-demanding programmes. While Barwise and Ehrenberg 

( 1 988) reported on general telev ision viewing behaviour, the present study used 

these two categories to test whether there was a relat ionship between 

" investment of effort " in watching a programme (using the B arwi e and 

Ehrenberg ( 1 988)  classifications) and the attention paid to ads .  One possibi l i ty 

is that one might expect that more attention would be paid to ads shown during 

demanding programmes. Converse ly, demanding programmes might be 

assoc iated with less attention to the ads s imply because viewers need a break. 

Table 8 shows the viewing behaviours broken down by the two sets of 

programme categories used in Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988 ) .  Informational 

programmes such as news, documentaries and current affairs programmes were 

included as demanding programmes while al l  other programmes that mainly 

provided entertainment value were grouped as less-demanding. 

The results reported in this section include all  programmes recorded in  this 

study except for chi ldren 's  programmes (which was not part of B arwise and 

Ehrenberg's ( 1 988) original l ist of programme types) .  
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4.5. 1 Comparison of behaviour during demanding a n d  less

demanding programmes 

According to B arwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988) ,  there were marked differences 

between "de m a n ding " i n format ion programmes and "less-demanding" 

entertainment programmes in terms of both c laimed repeat viewing and l iking 

for programmes. They suggest that the characteristics of these two programme 

types differ in the way they make the viewers "think" or "help them relax". 

Ehrenberg and Goodhardt ( 1 98 1 )  suggest that viewers general ly regard 

demanding programmes as more involving than the less-demanding ones.  

However, in the present study, in terms of actual viewing behaviours observed 

during the ad break, the results did not indicate that the differentiation between 

the two programme type classifications was useful when applied to ad-watching 

behaviours (See Table 8) .  The difference in  the averages between ad-viewing 

behaviour for demanding and less-demanding programme types was not 

significant (X]= 5 .5677, df = 3 ,  p > 0.05) 
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Table 8 :  Ad-break behaviours by programme type using Barwise a nd 

Ehrenberg ( 1 988) categories 

Present Not present Total 

% % % 

EOS EOS + No EOS 

Programme 
No. of ads 

only behaviour 

type 
observed 

% % % 

Demanding 

I nformation 1 067 1 7  1 5  49 1 9  1 00 

News 1 1 35 1 5  1 0  4 1  34 1 00 

Average 1 6  1 3  45 26 1 00 

Less-

demanding 

Light Ent 6 1 9  1 4  5 54 27 1 00 

Light drama 2 1 22 1 4  1 0  60 1 6  1 00 

Fi lms 752 4 6 67 23 1 00 

Sports 23 1 4 20 60 1 6  1 00 

Average 9 1 0  60 2 1  1 00 

Overal l  

average I 1  1 1  55 23 1 00 

Note: V iewer mllst be present for 30 seconds before the ad breaks. % is subject to rounding error. 

4.5.2 Comparison of programmes within demanding programmes 

Both types of demanding programmes demonstrated a s imi lar pattern . Within 

the category of demanding programmes, the difference between news and 

information type programmes was not significant (X2= 6.3747, df = 3 ,  P > 0.05) .  

On average, viewers tended to  be absent for about a quarter of  the t ime (26%) 
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and were not looking for about half the t ime (45%) .  Just over a quarter of the 

t ime (26% ) was spent attending to the screen. For both types of demanding 

programmes, when viewers were looking at the screen they tended to spend 

more t ime £OS only than EOS while concurrently doing something else. 

4.5.3 C o m pa ri s o n  of p ro g r a m mes w i t h i n  less-demanding 

programmes 

There were significant differences between the four programmes in the less

demanding programmes category (X2= 3 1 . 3000, df = 9 ,  p < 0.0 1 ) . Thus,  

grouping these programmes in a s ingle category is not appropriate. The 

behaviours during the ads for these four programme types were different .  For 

example, l ight entertainment and l ight drama programme types had much 

higher £OS only scores ( 1 4%) than fi lms and sports (4%).  I n  other words, 

people tended to spend more t ime in fu l l  EOS for l ight entertainment 

programmes ( 1 4%) and spent less t ime engaged i n  other act iv i t ies ( £OS + 

behaviour = 5%) .  In  comparison, during sports programmes, there was less ful l  

attention (4%) and more time spent doing something else during the ad viewing 

(£05 + behaviour = 20%).  

I n  terms of s imilarities between these four programme types, films and sports 

programmes seemed to be different from l ight entertainment and l ight drama. 

Light entertainment and l ight drama programmes appeared to be more l i ke 

demanding information and news programmes. I n  other words, within the range 

of entertainment programmes, some were more alike than others. 
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4.5.4 Comparison of visual attention levels during demanding and 

less-demanding programmes 

According to Barwise, Ehrenberg and Goodhardt ( 1 979), audience size did not 

influence viewers' appreciation of programmes. They reported that the audience 

size for information programmes (demanding) was on average smaller than for 

entertainment programmes ( less-demanding) .  But  in  spite of their smal ler 

audiences, dem.anding programmes had higher appreciation scores on average. 

Table 9 :  Ratios of visual attention to  actual presence 

Total £OS Presence 

(£OS only (£OS only + 

+ £OS + £OS only Total 

Programme lype No. of ads £OS £OS + behaviour + £OS : 

observed only behaviour) No £OS) Presence Presence 

% % % % % 

Demanding 

I nformation 1 067 1 7  32 8 1  2 1  40 

News 1 1 35 1 5  25 66 23 37 

Average 1 6  29 74 22 39 

Less-demanding 

Light Enl 6 1 9  1 4  1 9  73 1 9  26 

Lighl Drama 2 1 22 1 4  24 84 1 7  29 

Fi lms 752 4 1 0  77 5 1 3  

Sports 23 1 4 24 84 5 29 

Average 9 1 9  80 1 1  24 

Overal l  average 1 1  22 78 1 5  29 

Note: Viewer must be preselll 30 seconds before the ad breaks. % is subject 10 rounding error. 

X2 for EOS I Presence was calculated by using EOS only % by presence % minus EOS only % 

X2 for Total EOS I Presence was calcu lated by using Total EOS % by presence % minus total EOS 
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A s imi lar observation can be made in  the present study. I t  i s  apparent from 

Table 9 that on average, ad breaks during demanding programmes had fewer 

viewers than those in less-demanding programmes (Presence = 74% versus 

80%) .  But the proportion of time ful l  attention was paid (EOS only) was h igher 

for demanding than for less-demanding programmes (22% versus 1 1  %). Thus 

viewers spent more time watching the ads during demanding programmes even 

though less t ime was spent present during the ads for these programmes. 

There was a c lose to s ignificant difference between demanding and less

demanding programmes (X2 =3.0409, df = 1 ,  P = 0.08 1 2) at the 5% level for the 

rat io, EOS only : Presence . Also, on average, the ratio of Total EOS:Presence, 

was also significantly higher for the more demanding programmes than less

demanding programmes (39% versus 24%) (X2 =4. 27 1 1 ,  df = 1 ,  P < 0.05 ) .  

Results in the present study i ndicate that the ads screened during demanding 

programmes were watched by a smaller audience but from those present, there 

were generally higher levels  of attention paid to them than to less-demanding 

programmes. 

4.5.5 Comparing viewing behaviour within demanding programmes 

I t  can also be seen from Table 9 that ad-viewing behaviour during both news 

and information programmes were simjlar. Neither EOS onLy nor TotaL EOS 

within demanding programmes differed significantly (X2 = 0.0646, df = 1 ,  P > 

0.05 , and X 2 =0.0406, P > 0.05) .  Thus i t  makes sense to combine the two 

programmes into a single category. 
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4.5.6 C o m p a r i n g  v ie w i n g  b e h a v i o u r  w i t h i n  less-demanding 

programmes 

I n  analysing v isual attention behaviour in t ime present during the ad break for 

less-demanding programmes (see Table 9) ,  there was significant difference i n  

terms of  the ratio  of  £OS only : Presence (X2 = 1 3 .3583 ,  df  = 3 ,  P < 0.05) but not 

so in terms of Total £OS. The statistic for the ratio of Total £OS:Presence, 

however, was just sl ightly greater than 0.05 (X2 = 7 . 1 580, df = 1 ,  P =0.0670) . 

This means there were differences between the two categories of programme 

types w ithin the less-demanding programmes only in terms of the proportion of 

time viewers were looking ful ly at the screen (£OS only).  These results suggest 

it i s  not sensible to combine these programmes when considering v lewmg 

behaviour. 

According to Bm"wise, Ehrenberg and Goodhardt ( 1 979), within the categories 

of demanding and less-demanding programmes, the correlation between ad 

ratings and appreciation scores was posit ive. Higher rating shows tended also to 

be given higher appreciation scores by their viewers. The present study did not 

measure appreciation scores and cannot make direct compari sons, but it i s  

possible to  compare viewing behaviour with presence. Ad-viewing behaviour 

and ad rat ings for less-demanding programmes appear to have an i nverse 

relationship. For example, Sports shows had the highest proportion of viewers 

present (84%) of the four less-demanding programme types, but the proportion 

of t ime where ad viewers had their eyes ful ly on the screen was lowest (5%) .  In 

contrast, Light entertainment programmes, which had the lowest proportion of 

t ime where viewers were present (73%), had the highest EOS score ( 1 9%).  
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4.5.7 Summary 

The differ nces in  the programme types as per Barwise and Ehrenberg's ( 1 988 )  

classification were sometimes s ignificant and sometimes not, depending on  

which index was  used. There was no  significant difference between the two 

programme categories by v iewing behaviours (X2= 5 .5677, df = 3, P > 0.05 ) .  

However, by the ratio of  Total EOS:Presence, there was sign ificant difference 

at the 5 %  leve l  (X 2 =4 . 27 1 1 , df = 1 ,  p < 0.05 ) .  By the ratio  of E O  S 

only : Presence, the difference between the two programme types was s l ightly 

higher than the 5% confidence level (X2 =3 .0409 , df = 1 ,  P = 0.08) .  

Wi th in  demanding programmes, i nformation programmes and news were 

close ly  associated in terms of v isual attention: both had high EOS only and 

Total EOS scores. But  their difference was not significant. In  contrast ,  within 

the less-demanding category, d ifferent programmes varied differently in  terms 

of attention paid to the screen and presence in the room. And the difference 

between the less-demanding programmes was significant. Moreover, some less

demanding programmes appeared to be s imi lar to demanding programmes.  

Using EOS only scores, l ight entertainment and l ight drama (less-demanding) 

resembled information and news (demanding) programmes. 

In conclus ion, this study found no significant d ifference between demanding 

and less-demanding programmes, when the overall viewing patterns ( including 

not present) were considered, but d ifferences were almost significant at the 5 %  

level by EOS only and signi ficant for Total EOS, when behaviour during 

presence was considered. Thus there i s  some support for B arwise and 

Ehrenberg ' s  ( 1 988 )  d ist inctions of these two categories of programme types. 

Both types of demanding programmes demonstrated a s imi lar pattern (no 

s ignificant difference between them) and could be categorised as a s ingle 

category . But the non-significant d i fference between the less-demanding 

programmes suggests they should not be classified together. Furthermore, an 
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inspection of the viewing behaviour patterns showed some of the so-called less

demanding programmes had patterns very s imi lar to those in the demanding 

category. Thus the two categories may apply for measures of l iking and repeat 

viewing of programmes (proposed by Barwise and Ehrenberg, 1 988) ,  but the 

resu l ts reported here suggest that the categories are not appropriate for ad

viewing behaviour. 
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4.6 Ad-break Behaviour by Genres 

In the previous section, different programmes were first grouped into genres 

and classified as demanding or less-demanding. This section examines viewing 

behaviours for programmes categorised into broad genre types commonly used 

in  the television industry . Seven of the eleven programme types l isted in  this 

table were repl icated from Danaher ( 1 995 ) .  Danaher's ( 1 995 ) study was 

concerned only with prime time programmes, so did not present data for non

prime t ime programme types. In  the present study, i t  was necessary to develop 

addit ional categories to inc lude non-prime t ime viewing. The four categories 

not found in Danaher ( 1 995 ) were adapted from the NZOnAir (2000) report on 

local televis ion .  These programmes were chat shows, informati ve i nterest 

shows, competit ive entertainment shows, and musicals .  The results for the four 

viewing behaviour categories (£05 only, £05 + behaviour, No E05 and Not 

present) are shown in Table 1 0. 
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The data presented in Table 1 0  were ordered by percentage of time spent EOS 

only. 

Table 10:  Viewing behaviour by genre categories 

Presel71 NOI presetJI Total 

% % % 

E05 E05 + 

No. of ads only behaviour No E05 

Programme types observed % % % 

Chat shows* 1 38 35 8 27 30 1 00 

Comedy 524 2 1  1 3  50 1 6  1 00 

Game shows 209 20 6 60 1 4  1 00 

NewslDocu/Current All 1 984 1 7  1 2  45 26 1 00 

Drama 968 1 7  1 0  60 1 3  1 00 

Informat ive I n terest* 2 1 8  1 2  1 7  6 1  1 0  1 00 

Musical * 202 7 1 0  54 29 1 00 

Soap/mini  series 630 7 6 6 1  26 1 00 

Competi t i ve enterta in*  70 5 59 24 1 2  1 00 

Sports 23 1 4 20 60 1 6  1 00 

Mov ies 752 4 6 67 23 1 00 

Average 1 4  1 5  52 20 1 00 

Note. Viewer must be present for 30 seconds before the ad breaks. % is subject to rounding error. 

,', reters to programmes not originally found in Danaher ( 1 995 ) 

It is apparent from Table 1 0  that, as might be suspected from the resul ts  

presented earl ier, programme types varied consistently in  terms of the four 

viewing behaviours (X2 = 366.28 1 1 2 , df = 33 ,  P <0.0 1 )  particularly with regard 

to the intensity of the visual attention paid to them ( i .e .  EOS only or EOS + 

behaviour). 
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The spread of the variation of the programme was rather w ide, regardless of 

which visual attention measure (£05 only or £05 + behaviour) was used. For 

example, the variation between the programmes, for the £05 only score, was 

between 4% and 35% (a  six-fold difference) .  The scores for £05 + behaviour 

range between 6% and 59% (a ten-fold difference) .  For No £05, the range was 

from 24% and 67% (a three-fold di fference) .  In addit ion, the ordering of the 

genres d iffers according to the attention measures. These resul ts show viewers 

paid vary ing degrees of attention to the d ifferent programmes, and these 

differences between the programme types were quite large. 

4.6. 1 Quality of viewing across different genres 

This  sect ion presents resu l ts on the qua l i ty of v iewing across d i fferen t  

programmes, while present. The analysis examines particularly the relationship 

between attention paid to the screen (as measured by £05 only and Total £OS) 

and presence. 
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Table 1 1 :  Visual attention and presence 

Presence 

Total EOS (EOS only 

(EOS only + + EOS 

EOS EOS +behaviour EOS only Total EOS : 

Programme types No. of ads only +behaviour) + No EOS) : Presence Presence 

observed % % % % % 

Chat shows 1 3 8 35 43 70 50 6 1  

Comedy 524 2 1  34 84 25 40 

Game shows 209 20 26 86 24 30 

News/Docu/Current AIT 1 984 1 7  29 74 23 39 

Drama 968 1 7  27 87 20 3 1  

Informati ve Interest 2 1 8  1 2  29 90 1 3  3 2  

M usical 202 7 1 7  7 1  1 0  24 

Soap I mini series 630 7 1 3  74 1 0  1 8  

Competit ive entertain 70 5 64 88 6 73 

Movies 752 4 9 76 5 1 2  

Spons 23 1 4 24 84 4 28 

Average 1 4  29 80 1 7  35 

NOle. V iewer mUSI be presenl for 30 seconds before lhe ad breaks. % is subjecl IQ rounding error. 

X2 for EOS / Presence was calculated by using EOS only by Presence minus EOS only 

X2 for Total EOS / Presence was calculated by using Total EOS by Presence minus TOlal EOS 

Table I I also shows the proport ion of t ime viewers were oriented to the screen 

during their time present in the room. Overall there were significant differences 

between all the programmes types in terms of EOS only: Presence (X 2 = 

1 1 1 .4255 ,  df = 1 1 , P < 0.0 1 )  and Total EOS:Presence (X2 = 1 45 . 1 223,  df = 1 1 , P 

< 0.0 1 ) . 

Table 1 0  demonstrates that programme types differed in their measures of EOS 

only and EOS + beha viour. Table 1 1  compares EOS only with Total EOS ( i .e .  
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any visual attention to the screen). It has been shown that the range of variation 

in the scores for Total EOS was also large across the programme types (9% to 

64%) .  This means there are c lear dist inctions between some programmes. 

Using EOS as a indicator of v iewers' involvement, programmes that have high 

Total EOS scores are therefore better able to hold the attention of viewers than 

programmes with lower Total EOS scores. An inspection of the results shows 

the competitive entertainment genre has the highest Total EOS score (64%) and 

is therefore best able to hold the attention of ad v iewers. In contrast, movies and 

sports (4%) had the lowest Total EOS scores and one might conclude these 

genres are least able to hold the attention of ad viewers. 

Another notable finding is that the two measures of attention do not vary in a 

s imi lar way. Whi le some programmes (e .g .  chat shows)  have relatively high 

results for both measures (EOS only and Total EOS), others (e.g. game shows)  

have h igh EOS only but  low Total EOS, some have low EOS only and high 

Total EOS (e .g .  informative interest programmes) ,  yet others have low EOS 

only and low Total EOS (e.g. movies). While viewers paid highest Total EOS to 

competit ive entertainment type programmes (64%), they actually  looked at the 

screen ful ly ( EOS only) 5% of the t ime. I n  contrast ,  some programmes had both 

high EOS only and high Total EOS scores. Chat shows had EOS only and Total 

EOS scores of 35% and 43% respect ively.  Movies, on the other hand, had the 

lowest EOS only score (4%) and the lowest Total EOS score (9%) .  These 

results suggest viewers pay varying degrees of attention to d ifferent ads i n  

d ifferent programme types. However, because the relationship  between the 

proposed measures and recepti vity to ad messages i s  unknown, the measures 

must be considered separately in relation to different programme type. 

A s imilar finding is evident when viewing behaviours are considered in the 

context of presence (see the last two columns in  Table 1 1 ) .  This i s  shown by 

two sets of ratios; EOS only:Presence and Total EOS: Presence. The first ratio 

represents the proportion of t ime viewers were looking at the screen during the 
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t ime they were present during the ad break, and not engaged in  any other 

act ivi ty .  The second ratio shows the proport ion of total t ime viewers had their 

eyes on screen, whether they were looking only at  the screen or looking and 

doing something else simultaneously .  

The range in the £05 onLy scores (4% to 35%) was much greater than the 

range in the presence scores (70% to 90%).  If fu ll " looking" (£05 onLy) was 

used as the cri terion for programme select ion,  programmes would ran k  

differently from when "presence" was used as the measurement. Even more 

important, the conclusion one might reach about viewing behaviour is that it i s  

affected, not on ly by also by whether one uses £05 onLy or TotaL E05, but 

whether these are considered as a proportion of the total t ime the ads were 

playing ( i .e .  includes non-presence in the room) as in Table 1 0  or considered as 

a percentage of t ime present. For example, the programme types with the first 

three highest £OS onLy scores were chat shows (35%) ,  comedies (2 1 %) and 

game shows (20%) (see column 2 in Table I L ) . But the three programme types 

with the highest percentage of viewers "present" were informative interest 

(90%), competi t ive entertainment (88%) and drama (87%) (see column 4 in 

Table 1 1 ) . This demonstrates how programme types can be ranked in d ifferent 

ways depending on which measure i s  used. Thus measures of attention ( i .e .  

£05 onLy or  TotaL £OS) and measures of  presence are not equivalent .  

Programmes high in  presence did not necessari ly have high attention scores,  

whether attention was measured as £OS onLy, or as TotaL EOS (any visual 

attent ion ) .  This is further i l lustrated by the data from Table 1 1 . For example, 

dur ing informative interest programmes, viewers were present for about 90% of 

the t ime ( the highest presence score) yet only around 1 2% of viewers were 

actually pay ing ful l  attention to the screen (£OS onLy) .  I n  contrast, chat shows 

tended to have the lowest number of people "present" but had higher E05 onLy 

than most other programme types .  Viewers present dur ing chat shows, 

therefore, tended to pay "fu l ler attention" to the screen than viewers of most 
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other programme types, despite having a lower proportion of audience present 

than most other programmes.  Yet other programmes had high attention and 

high presence scores (e.g. chat shows and comedies) .  It is c lear presence does 

not necessari ly mean attention, and their relationship varied across differen t  

programme types . 

The relationship between attention and presence is summarised by the ratios of 

EOS only: Presence and Total EOS: Presence. In considering this relationship, 

programme types varied d i fferen t ly  again .  For example ,  across  the 

programmes, viewers were most attentive (measured by EOS only:Presence) 

during ads in chat shows (50%) and least during ads in compet i t ive 

entertainment programmes and movies (5%) .  Bu t  when considering Total 

EOS: Presence, viewers spent the largest proport ion of t ime looking at ads in  

competit ive entertainment (73%) programmes and the least proport ion of t ime 

on ads in movies ( 1 2%) .  These variations occurred because viewers were 

involved in  different act ivi t ies duri ng different programmes and paid varying 

degrees of attention to the screen. The differences in  the amount of attention 

paid to the screen showed the qual ity of the viewing and could be used to 

supplement information suppl ied by presence data. If presence data were used 

as a s ingle variate measurement for "v iewing" ,  this information would be 

missed. 

The measure of "presence" ,  therefore, may not be a suitable surrogate measure 

for attention unless programme type is taken into account .  I f  presence was a 

good indicator of attention, there would be a high correlat ion between attention 

and presence across the programme types. This was not the case. 

This lack of consistency in the relationship suggests the two measures should 

always be considered separately in the context of the programme types. If there 

was a constant relat ionship between presence and attention for a l l  the 
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programme types, it would be possible to weight presence data (or those 

obtained via ratings data) for each programme type. This was not the case. 

There is also the poss ib i l i ty that even within each programme type, the 

re l at ionship between attention and presence may vary across indiv idual  

programmes. Just  as viewing behaviour changes during different programme 

types, the quality of viewing may vary from programme to programme, even in  

the same genre category . To test out  th is  possibi l i ty the ad-viewing patterns 

displayed by the audience during the programme category "comedy" were 

analysed. Table 1 2  demonstrates the four types of viewing behaviour of a range 

of comedy programmes. As expected the results show the ad viewers reacted 

differently in di fferent ad s i tuations. The same conc lus ions made about 

different genres can also be made about these individual programmes.  The 

variation in terms of attention paid to the screen (EOS only), being involved in 

s imultaneous activities (EOS + behaviour) and presence was as inconsistent as 

that found in the results for differen t  genres (as in  Table 1 0) .  These 

inconsi stencies suggest that i t  may not be appropriate to assume that a l l  

programmes within the same programme type category make s imi lar impacts 

on the ad viewer. 
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Table 12 :  Viewing behaviour during comedy programmes 

Present Not present Total 

% % % 

EOS EOS + 

No. of ads only behaviour No EOS 

Comedy programmes observed % % % 

South Park 26 46 6 48 0 1 00 

Fresh Prince of Bel  Aire 1 4  43 2 33 22 1 00 

Friends 63 38 1 5  44 3 1 00 

3rd Rock 3 1  34 23 30 1 3  1 00 

Drew Carey S how 3 1  32 5 1  1 6  1 00 

Sabrina 27 29 43 1 4  1 4  1 00 

W i l l  & Grace 32 2 1  1 8  36 25 1 00 

The S impsons 1 05 1 9  9 62 1 0  1 00 

Pio 1 6  1 6  1 0  56 1 8  1 00 

Newstlash 3 1  1 5  45 7 33 1 00 

Dharma & Greg 57 1 2  7 53 28 1 00 

Chalk 1 7  9 3 88 0 1 00 

Wings 2 1  9 87 3 1 00 

Keeping Up Appearances 8 7 4 89 0 1 00 

Men Behav ing Badly 1 8  7 3 83 7 1 00 

Only Fools  and Horses 8 7 29 64 0 1 00 

Party of Five 1 6  7 5 87 1 00 

Average 2 1  1 3  50 1 6  
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4.6.2 Summary 

There were significant differences between the eleven programme genres in  

viewing behaviours (Xl = 366.28 1 1 2 ,  df  = 33,  P <0.0 1 ) . These differences were 

also observed for the rat io of attention:presence (X2 = 1 4S . l 223 ,  df = 1 1 , P < 

0.0 1 ) . Programme types di ffered widely in  the type of attention paid to ads in  

them. The rank order of the programme types also changed depending on the 

visual attention cri teria used. One programme type might be high on E05 only 

and low in Total £05, another might be high in £05 only and high in Total 

E05 suggesting that each programme type shou ld be considered separately in 

relation to each attent ion criterion. 

However, regardless of which visual attention measure (i .e. £05 only , £05 + 

behaviour or Total £05) was used, the spread of the variation was rather wide.  

This suggests programme types could be separated by the amount of attention 

viewers paid to advertisements in  each programme type. For instance, using 

Total £OS as a criterion, ads during programmes such as compet i t ive 

entertainment programmes were better at "attract ing" attent ion than others 

because they had the highest Total £OS scores. Advert isements during Movies, 

on the other hand, were the least able to attract attention. 

When the measures of attention (£05 only and Total £05) and the measure of 

presence were analysed together, there was also a wide variation between 

programme types.  In particular, some programmes, which had high presence 

scores, did not necessarily have high attention (both £05 only and Total £05) 

scores .  An increase in presence in the room did not necessari ly  lead to an 

increase i n  attent ion to the screen.  Furthermore , the rel at ionship between 

attention and presence was not constant, as these measures varied in  different 

ways for different types of programme. 
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As the relationship between attention and presence varied across different 

programme types, presence is not necessari ly a sui table surrogate measure for 

attention or involvement, unless programme type is taken into account. This has 

impl icat ions for providers and users of rat ings data ( Peoplemeter) s i nce 

presence data are often used to represent "v iewing " (attent ion) or v iewers' 

commitment to television programmes .  

However, the proposed solution of weighting measures of presence to account 

for di fferences in ad-viewing behaviour seems suspect,  s ince ind iv idual 

programmes within a genre seem to be subject to considerable variation, as 

evidenced by Table 1 2 . 
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4.7 Viewing Behaviour by I mpact Categories Developed by  

Hoffman and Batra ( 1991 )  

This sect ion examines viewer behaviour associated with programme types 

defined in terms of programme impact scores. These scores were derived from 

viewer rat ings on the scales developed by Hoffman and B atra ( 1 99 1 ) . 

According to Hoffman and B atra ( 1 99 1 ) , programmes could be classified by 

their affect ive and cogni t ive effects on v iewers. Another d imension was 

whether the i mpact was " high"  or " low " .  On the basis that programme 

involvement was mult i -d imensional , Hoffman and B atra ( 1 99 1 )  proposed 

programmes could be grouped i nto three categories,  "H igh Affect ive " ,  " High 

Cognitive" or "Low Impact" .  

I n  this study, a new category, H igh I mpact was added to the three i mpact 

categories to include a programme category where v iewers were involved both 

cognit ively and affectively (see p 77-79 for ful l  explanat ion ) .  These four  

categories-High Impact, High Affective, H igh Cogni t ive and Low Impact-were 

Llsed i n  this study. The four i mpact categories were derived from whether 

viewers agreed that they had " learned" (cognitively) from the programme and 

whether their feel ings were "touched" (affectively) by the programmes. 

The core dimensions of these categories are summarised below : 

• High i mpact programmes affect viewers both cogni tively and affectively 

• High  cogn i t i ve programmes affect v iewers cogn i ti ve ly  but not  

affectively 

• High  affect ive programmes affect vIewers affec t i ve ly  but not  

cognit ively 

• Low I mpact programmes did not affect v Iewers cogn i t ive ly  or 

affectively. 
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The sect ions that fol low report resul ts  of viewing behaviour by these four  

categories of  programmes. Spec ifically, an examination i s  made of  whether 

there were clear di fferences in  ad-viewing behaviour for each programme type, 

and the value of class ifying programmes in  this way . 

4.7. 1 Viewing behaviour associated with programme impact scores 

There were significant differences in ad-viewing behaviour between the four  

categories of  programmes (X2 = 23 .5963, df  = 9, p < 0.0 1 )  ( see Table 1 3 ) .  This 

suggests that programmes with different  impacts resul t  in  d ifferent viewing 

behaviour. 

Table 13 :  Viewing behaviour by impact scores 

Present Not present Total 

% % % 

EOS EOS + 

Programme No of ads only behaviour No EOS 

impact types observed % % % 

High I m pact 775 1 0  1 5  44 3 1  1 00 

High Affect ive 566 8 6 7 1  1 5  1 00 

H igh Cogni tive 1 2 1 3  1 6  1 3  45 26 1 00 

Low Impact 28 1 9  1 4  1 5  55 1 6  1 00 

Average 1 2  1 2  5 3  2 3  1 00 

NOIe: Viewer must be present 30 seconds before the ad breaks. % is subject to rounding error. 
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Three of the programme categories, H igh Cogn i t ive, Low Impact and H igh 

Impact ,  had almost simi lar EOS + behaviour scores .  Ad viewers were " fu l ly  

looking at the screen" for about 1 6% of their t ime.  Viewers in this category 

could be considered as "most attentive " .  For another 1 3% of their t ime, they 

were engaged in simultaneous act ivities, as they looked at the screen (measured 

by EOS + behaviour) .  In contrast, H igh Affective programmes had the lowest 

EOS only and EOS + behaviour scores (8% and 6% respectively) .  Ad viewers 

of this programme type hardly looked at the screen (No EOS = 7 1  %) .  They 

were the least "attentive " .  Bu t  the resu l ts  of the High Cogni t ive impact 

programmes were not very different from Low I mpact and H igh I mpact 

programmes.  For example, the scores for EOS only and EOS + behaviour of 

Low Impact programmes were 1 4% and 1 5% respectively. These scores were 

different from those of the High Cognit ive impact programmes by no more than 

2%.  High Impact programmes had a sl ightly lower EOS only score ( 1 0%) but 

the EOS + behaviour score ( 1 5%) was not very different from High Cogniti ve 

impact programmes ( 1 3%) .  Thus, programmes in the H igh Cogn it ive i mpact 

category were better at "capturing" the attention of ad viewers than High 

Affective programmes and actually indicated a very similar pattern of viewing 

behaviour to both Low Impact and High I mpact categories .  That programme 

types of high and low impacts involved ad viewers in similar ways, suggests the 

categories are not particularly usefu l  for separating their viewing behaviour. 

Moreover, con trary to expectations, programmes c lassified as H igh I mpact 

(high in cognitive and affect ive impact) did not obtain the highest ad-attention 

scores .  Viewers looked ful ly  at the screen 1 0% of the t ime (EOS only) and 

looked and did something else 1 5% (EOS + behaviour) of the t ime.  This shows 

that attention was low suggesting that only some parts of these programmes 

may have "attracted" some attention from their audience. 
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4.7.2 Visual attention during presence 

So far the results have shown variations in the proportion of attent ion paid to 

the screen during the ad breaks for each programme impact type. Two other 

variables in the analysis were the proportion of t ime viewers were "out of the 

room" (not present) during the ad breaks and the total amount of attention paid 

to the screen during the ads .  T t  was also possible to find the quali ty of the 

v iewing ( us ing ratios of attent ion : presence) for each programme impact 

category . 

As shown in Table 1 4, the range of scores for the four  categories in  terms of 

presence varied by 1 6% (69% to 85%) .  Each of the categories gave rise to 

different expectations about viewing behaviour. For example, one would expect 

High Impact programmes to be the most " i nvolving " .  Thus, if  presence was 

Llsed as a surrogate measure, H igh Impact programmes would have the highest 

"present" score and Low impact programmes the lowest score . These results ,  

however, show this  was not the case : the highest " presence " score was 

assoc iated with the H igh Affective programmes (85%);  the next highest was for 

Low impact programmes (84%).  The difference was only I %. H igh I mpact 

programmes, in contrast, had the lowe t proport ion of viewers present ( 69%) .  

The expectat ions for the d ifferent  categories are not  confirmed by the 

observations. 
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Table 14: Viewing behaviour by impact scores during time present 

Presence 

Total EOS (EOS only + EOS only Total 

(EOS only EOS + EOS : 

Programme No of EOS + EOS + behaviour + Presence Presence 

i mpact types ads only behaviour) No EOS) 

observed % % % % % 

High Impact 775 1 0  25 69 1 5  36 

High Affective 566 8 1 4  85 9 1 7  

High Cognit ive 1 2 1 3  1 6  29 74 22 39 

Low impact 28 1 9  1 4  29 84 1 7  35 

Average 1 2  24 77 1 6  3 1  

Note: V iewer must be present for 30 seconds before the ad breaks. % is  subject lO rounding error. 

X2 for EOS I Presence was calcu lated by using EOS ol/Iy by presence minus EOS ol/Iy 

X2 for Towl EOS I Presence was calculated by using Towl EOS by presence minus Total EOS 

The relationship between the measures of attention and presence for the four  

categories is also interesting. The difference acros the four  programme types 

using EOS only: Presence was not s ignificant (X2 = 4 .6889, df = 3, P > 0.05 ) .  

Nonetheless, a s  seen from Table 1 4, o n  average, across the four  i mpac t  

c lass ificat ions, viewers ful l  attent ion ( as measured by the ratio of EO S 

only:Presence) was a low 1 6%. Viewers i n  High Cogni t ive programmes tended 

to be most attentive (22%), while v iewers of High Affective programmes were 

least attentive (9%) .  

By comparing this attention measure to presence, the results suggest that for 

some programme types, presence again did not guarantee attent ion .  For 

instance during H igh Affective programmes, viewers were in  the room for 85% 

of the t ime, yet EOS only : Presence was only around 9%.  By contrast, v iewers 

during High Cogni t ive programmes were present for 74% of the t ime yet were 
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more attentive during that time (22%) .  Viewers of High I mpact programmes 

were present for 69% yet were only moderately attentive ( 1 5%) .  These resul ts 

highlight that presence, as a measurement on its own does not provide a rel iable 

measure of ad viewers' behaviour. 

In comparing the ratio of Total EOS:Presence, the same trend was observed. 

Here the d ifference across the programme type categories for Total EOS 

: Presence was significant (X2 = 1 2 .0592, df = 3, P < 0.0 1 ) . Speci fical ly, this 

means the impact categories could be differentiated by the aggregate of total 

t ime spent look ing at the screen .  As indicated in Table 1 4, us ing Total  

EOS: Presence, H igh Affective programmes seemed very different from the 

other three types. This programme type had viewers who paid the lowest 

amount of attention to the set ( 1 7%) and differed widely from the other three; 

programme scores were twice as h igh as that for H igh Affective. The scores for 

the other three programme types were relatively close (35% for Low Impact, 

36% for High I mpact and 39% for High Cognitive) .  

I t  i s  apparent from the resul ts  that H igh Affective type programmes are 

di fferent from the other three categories, all of w h ic h  have s imi lar EOS 

only:Presence and Total EOS:Presence scores. There seemed only weak support 

for di fferentiating the programme categories by impact .  The next section 

examines this relationship further by comparing the results of the present study 

with those obtained by Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 ) . 

4.7.3 Comparing results on impact categories 

The present study repl icated the l abels used in the classifications by Hoffman 

and Batra ( 1 99 1 )  and added a fourth, H igh I mpact, category. As this was a new 

category, there was no direct comparison for this impact type and i t  was not 

possible to derive direct expectations for these H igh I mpact programmes. A 
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sl ightly modified method was also used here to derive the results for the four  

categories. As  s l ightly different variables and measurements were used, the 

expected results may be different from those of Hoffman and B atra ( 1 99 1 ) . 

Tables 1 5  and 1 6  provide a comparison between the findings by Hoffman and 

Batra ( 1 99 1 )  and those of the present study. Table 1 5  shows the summarised 

resul ts  of attention and presence in Hoffman and B atra ( 1 99 1 ) . No speci fic 

percentage for the measures was provided in  that study . Only rough indications 

such as "all attention" ,  some attention" and "hardly any attention" were given.  

Table 1 6  shows resul ts of the percentages of attention and presence for each 

programme type in  the present study . I t  also provides a rough indication of how 

programme types rank in  relation to each measure.  The two tables only appear 

to have direct comparative references at face value and are presented here to 

show broad differences. Moreover, only the first three classifications of Table 

1 5  could be used to make comparisons with the viewing behaviour shown i n  

Table 1 6. 
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Table 1 5 :  Viewing behaviour by 

Hoffman and Batra (199 1 )  

Viewing behaviour 

Hoffman's and Batra 

( 1 99 1 )  

Programme 

Programme Attention Presence impact 

impact type type 

High All High-do not High 

cognitive attention leave room cognitive 

High Some Low-Leave High 

affective attention room during affective 

ads 

Low impact Some to Low-More Low impact 

hardly l ikely to leave 

any room 

attention 

High 

impact 

Table 16 :  Viewing behaviour 

in  the present study 

Viewing behaviour (this study) 

Attention Presence 

EOS olliy EOS + Total EOS 

behaviour 

Highest Moderate Highest Moderate 

1 6% high 29% high 

1 3% 74% 

Lowest Lowest Lowest Highest 

8% 6% 1 4 %  85% 

Moderate Highest Highest H igh 

high 1 5%% 29% 84% 

1 4% 

Moderate Highest Moderate Lowest 

high 1 5% high 69% 

1 0% 25% 

Hoffman and B atra ( 1 99 1 )  c la imed that H igh Cognitive and High Affective 

programmes involved v iewers highly and their v iewers reacted to these 

programmes di fferently in  terms of attention and presence . There were also 

differences in  behaviour during the programme versus during the ad breaks .  

Nonethe less, al though the authors d id  not measure the proportion of t ime 

viewers spent on d ifferent activities during the ad break, they generali sed that 

during H igh Cognit ive programmes, viewers tended to give ful l  attention to the 

programmes, did not talk and did not leave. This was supported in the present 

study as viewers paid the highest proportion of attention measured by EOS only 

( 1 6%)  and Total EOS (29%) to ads in  these programmes too. V iewers were also 

present during the ad break for a moderately  high proportion of the t ime (74%) .  
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Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 )  also suggested advert ising would be most effective 

during H igh Cogni ti ve i mpact programmes because there would be more 

opportunit ies for v iewers to be visually " involved" and to be thinking about the 

ads duri ng these programmes. Again ,  there was support for this in the present 

study as H igh Cognit ive programmes had the highest proportion of Total 

EOS:Presence (39%) as well as EOS only:Presence ( 1 7%) .  

Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 )  regarded viewers of High Affective programmes as 

not very attentive : viewers would give some attention to these programmes but 

during the ad break, presence was low. In  the present study, however, whi le 

attention to ads in  such programmes was lowest among the four programme 

types-EOS only (8%)  and Total EOS ( 1 4% )-they had the h ighest presence 

score (85%) .  Therefore, i t  was necessary to examine the results of High 

Affective programmes further by looking at  their attention:presence ratio. 

During H igh Affective programmes, viewers tended to display the lowest visual 

attention when they were in the room. B oth Total EOS:Presence (22%) and 

EOS only: Presence (9%) were lowest among the four programme types . 

Hoffman and B atra ( 1 991 ) conc luded that the probabi l i ty of the viewer staying 

in  the room and watching the ad was not very high. In  the present study, 

al though H igh Affective programmes had the highest presence score (85%),  of 

the v iewers who stayed in the room, they were not often attentive to the screen. 

For Low Impact programmes, the authors argued that viewing behaviour was 

more or less "random" and viewers were therefore unl ikely to process c losely 

e i ther the programme or the advert isement suggesting that advertisements 

p laced during such programmes might not be seen or wou ld  be poorly 

"received". In  this study, in contrast, Low Impact programmes had relatively 

higher EOS only: Presence ( 1 7%)  and Total EOS:Presence (35%)  compared 

with the other three-meaning attent ive levels were h igher during these 

programmes. Using attention as a measure, there was l ittle support for the c lai m  
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that advertising would be less effect ive during Low Impact programmes, as 

suggested by Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 ) . 

4.7.4 Relationship between programme types by genres and impact 

categories 

The previous sect ions showed that ad v iewing differed from programme to 

programme and arrived at d ifferent conclusions from Hoffman and Batra 

( 1 99 I ) . However, in  both studies, respondents were required to state, via a 

programmed impact rating scale, how the programmes had affected them. This 

method posed many problems. One major problem was viewers perceived 

programmes as having di fferent levels of impact ,  making it d ifficu l t  to 

categori se them by this factor, which raised questions of validity. To show 

these complications, Table 1 7  presents detai ls  of how viewers rated programme 

genres by each of the four impact categories. 

For some programmes, the relationship between genres (programme types) and 

impact categories was straightforward and obv ious .  Programmes such as 

comedies, soaps, chat shows and movies could be grouped as Low I mpact type 

(see Table 1 7) .  They all have percentage ratings as a Low Impact programme of 

above 80%. In other words, most viewers fel t  that these programmes did not 

impact on them cogn it ively or affectively even when between 7% to 1 6% gave 

impact ratings which would have class ified the genre as High Affecti ve. For 

some other programmes, however, the d ist i nction was less c lear. Sports 

programmes, for example, could be termed as both High Affecti ve (4 1 %) or as 

Low Impact (46%) as they had almost equivalent scores for both. And for 1 3% 

the sports programmes were class ified as H igh Cogni t ive on the basis of the 

viewer ratings. 
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Table 17 :  Impact scores by  programme types 

Impact c lassifications ( Mean % )  

High High High Low 

No. of Impact Affective Cognit ive Impact Total 

Programme type raters % % % % % 

Soap 26 7 93 1 00 

Chat 5 1 5  85 1 00 

Movie 23 5 7 87 1 00 

Comedy 43 3 1 6  8 1  1 00 

Sports 1 9  4 1  1 3  46 1 00 

Drama 54 1 3  23 63 1 00 

News 1 1 6 3 1  52 1 7  1 00 

I n formative In terest 1 7  33 7 26 34 1 00 

M usical 1 3  1 2  25 64 1 00 

Game 1 2  32 40 28 1 00 

Competit ion enterta in 6 72 28 1 00 

% is subjccl 10 rounding error 

Other programmes were even more widely spread across the categories. Drama 

was c lassified as e i ther Low I mpact (630/0),  High Affective (240/0) or H igh 

Impact ( 1 3 0/0) by relat ively high proportions of viewers. News and informative 

interest programmes were equal ly  problematic, with ratings of High I mpact 

(3 1 0/0) ,  High Cognitive (520/0) and Low Impact ( 1 70/0).  Many programmes could 

not be c lassified as belonging only to one fixed category thus ca l l ing in to 

question the validity of the classification scheme. 
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4.7.5 Summary 

There was some stati stical evidence that the four impact categories di ffered 

s ignificantly across the four viewing behaviours (X2 = 23 .5963 , df = 9, p < 0.0 1 )  

and for Total EOS:Presence, (X2 = 1 2 .0592, df = 3 ,  P < 0.05 ), but not for EOS 

only : Presence eX 2  = 4.68 89, df = 3, p > 0.05 ) .  An i nspect ion of these 

dist inctions, however, suggested that three of the four categories provided very 

similar results . 

Low Impact programmes (such as those that did not impact ei ther cognit ively 

or affectively) were rather similar to High Cognit ive programmes in terms of 

viewing behaviour and also to High Impact programmes. The scores for EOS 

only varied sl ightly (by 2%), while for Total EOS, they were equivalent (both at 

29%). Even in terms of the ratios of attention to presence, the variation was 

smal l .  High Impact programmes, on the other hand, had moderately high 

attent ion scores suggesting some parts of these programmes attracted more 

attention than other parts .  Low Impact programmes were able to sustain high 

attention and were similar to programmes that cognit ively impact on viewers. 

While H igh Affect ive programmes had the highest presence scores, they had 

the lowest EOS only :Presence and Total EOS: Presence scores-there was an 

inverse relation between attention and presence. Presence did not guarantee 

attention, and in this case, impact scores were not related to the measure of 

presence. 

There were both simi larities and di fferences in  the scores for viewing behaviour 

between this study and that of Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 ) . As in Hoffman and 

Batra ( 1 99 1 ) , while viewers paid higher attention and were present longer for 

advert isements in H igh Cognit ive type programmes, they paid lower attention 

to advert isements in  H igh Affect i ve programmes. Contrary to their findings,  

however, presence was highest during advertisement breaks in  High Affective 
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programmes. Furthermore, the present study found viewers to be h ighly 

involved in advert i sement breaks duri ng Low [mpact programmes rather than 

least involved, as suggested by Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 ) . I n  terms of viewing 

behaviour, therefore, this study contends that advert i s ing would work better i n  

H igh Cogn i t ive programmes than i n  H igh Affect i ve and Low I mpact 

programmes. 

I t  should also be noted that programme genres did not fi t neat ly into clear-cut 

impact categories. Some programme genres fel l  i nto more than one impact 

category , somet imes even into opposite i mpact types and intens i ty .  The 

imp l icat ion is that e i ther ind ividual programmes varied w ith in  genres ,  or 

individual v iewers' perceptions are qui te different for the same programmes-an 

impl ication that could make it difficult ,  if not impossible, to match individual 

programmes and genres to impact categories. 

This chapter has presented the major resul ts of the study and pointed out the 

val idity of us ing attention measures (eyes-on-screen behaviour) to show the 

level of viewer involvement and to provide valuable information about what 

actual ly happened during the ad break. The next chapter d iscusses the main 

i ssues rai sed by the findings. It points out the i mpl ications of the results for 

media practit ioners and also discusses the l imi tations of the study . 
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5 . 1  Introduction 

CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION 

Advertisers i nvest large sums on television advertising in  the hope that the 

masses of v iewers who watch televis ion w i l l  be posi t ively affected by their 

advertisements. Advertisers commonly use the "ratings" of a TV programme to 

indicate the size of the viewing population "present" and therefore "exposed" to 

their ads. But it has been suggested that the information provided by ratings i s  

misleading, inaccurate and superficial .  

The advertiser's interest i s  obviously in  the effect iveness of a part icu lar 

advertising spot. However, even when ad ratings are provided for an advertising 

spot, they indicate only the size of the audience present during the screen ing -

but fai l  to distinguish "attentive" ad viewers from non-viewers . Rather than 

being a dichotomous dist inction of attentive and non-viewers, during an ad 

break viewers may engage in many different act ivit ies, all of which can be 

performed while the viewers are in the room and recorded as being present. 

This suggests that there are serious methodological problems in  Lls ing presence 

as a measurement of advertising effectiveness. 

In addition, the effect of different programmes on ad-viewing behaviours has 

been the subject of speculation. The problems introduced by a potential bias in 

ratings data are severely compounded if different programmes have different 

effects on the ad-viewing behaviour. 
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However, if ad-viewing behaviour does not differ for different programmes, 

then the potential bias in  estimating ad-viewing audience size i s  much less of a 

problem to advert isers. This i s  clearly the case for decis ions about which 

programme to advertise in ;  a programme with twice the audience size compared 

with another programme would have twice the ad-viewing audience of the other 

programme and thus any media-planning deci sions would be unbiased. For 

comparisons of different media,  any overstatement of audience s izes for 

te levision viewing might mean that other media are disadvantaged i n  terms of 

media decisions. Thus, for example, if television audience sizes are overstated, 

then this may mean that print media wi l l  be disadvantaged in media buying 

dec isions, presuming of course that the audience size for print media are not 

s imilarly overstated. An approach to this problem might simply be to discount 

the audience size estimates obtained from ratings data. 

If different programmes do have different effects on ad-viewing behaviour then 

an obvious solution is to provide an adjustment to the size of the audience 

est imated from rat ings data. This may be done qual i tative ly for each 

programme; in fact i t  might be necessary that this be done for each episode, or 

at a more m i nute level ,  each segment of the programme precedi ng the 

advertisement. 

Alternatively,  a more tractable solution might be to test whether this adjustment 

could be done at a more aggregate level ,  say for each programme type. It would 

obviously be easier for media planners i f  these adjustments could be done for 

whole programme categories .  I n  fact ,  media planners might make these 

adjustments qualitatively already . In this case, this study would be valuable for 

examining whether these qualitative judgments are correctly cal ibrated. 

Programmes can of course be grouped in a variety of ways.  The present study 

investigated three programme classification systems used in  earl ier studies of 

telev ision viewing behaviour. I f  a rel i able relationship between the programme 
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classification and ad-viewing behaviour could be found, that is i f  programmes 

of a g iven type have small audiences, but much more favourable ad-viewing 

behaviour, then this might lead to a different media decis ion than if audience 

size alone was used. 

The purpose of this study was to research viewing behaviour, speci fical ly by 

examining v iewing behaviour during advertisements. In addit ion, the s tudy 

sought to explore the relationship between the programme that preceded the 

advertisement and ad-viewing behaviour. 

In the present study , an approach of trying to gauge quantitative e lements of 

audience behaviour during ad breaks i s  used. This was done by cataloguing at 

3-second intervals, v iewer behaviour during ad breaks into four possible states :  

• Eyes on screen (£05 only) 

• Eyes on screen and doing something simultaneously (£05 + behaviour) 

• Eyes not on screen (no £05) 

• Not present 

However, it must be recognised that such measurements are surrogates for the 

advert iser's ultimate interest in the effectiveness of a particular advertisement. 

While the advert iser's interest i s  obviously in comparing the effectiveness of 

two or more presentations of an advertisement, ( i . e .  i s  i t  better to adverti se i n  

Programme A rather than Programme B ? ) ,  the measurement of  advert is ing 

effectiveness i s  the subject of intense debate . Effectiveness could be measured 

in terms of a sales effect, or a myriad of surrogate indicators, such a change i n  

attitudes, buying intentions, recal l ,  recognition o r  in fact any of  the measures of  

advertising effectiveness that have been proposed in  the advertising l i terature. 
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The major findings in  this research can be summarised as fol lows: 

Visual attention to the screen was genera]]y low, despite v iewers being present 

for a high proportion of the t ime during the ad breaks. V iewers were present, on 

average, during the ad breaks for 78% of the t ime,  but were only pay ing 

attention to the screen ful ly 1 4%, and looking as  we l l  as  doing something e lse 

simultaneously 1 1  % of the time. On average, 52% of the t ime, no v iewers were 

looking at the screen. 

Not only was the proportion of high quality ad viewing low, as represented by 

only a quarter of observations of ad viewing being coded as v isual  attention 

being directed to the screen ,  this proportion differed by programme type. For 

example,  some programmes could command as much as ten t imes the 

proportion of eyes-on-screen than other programmes. 

However in examining three specific methods of classifying programmes i nto 

types, none of them provided workable descriptions of ad-viewing behaviour. 

This problem manifests i tself in  a number of ways.  Primarily,  any substanti ve 

conclusions differ accord i ng to the way that the ad-viewing behaviours are 

summarised. In addition, aggregations of programmes in to categories mask 

considerable within-group variation . 

For example, programmes c lass i fied as demanding and less-demanding 

programmes did not differ s ignificantly i n  ad-viewing behaviour. However, 

when considering the amount of vi sual attention given to the screen during the 

time v iewers were present in  the room, demanding and less -demanding 

programmes did differ significantly .  Furthermore, the viewing behaviour in  the 

less-demanding category varied across different programmes wi th in  that 

category in a statistically significant way . Some even had very similar patterns 

of visual attention to demanding programmes. 
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When classifying programmes by genres,  again d ifferent conclus ions are 

reached depending on which measure of ad-viewing behaviour is being 

considered. Genres ranked differently when attention measures were used rather 

than presence. Furthermore, genres that ranked highly in terms of presence may 

not contain very attentive ad viewers, in terms of the proportion of viewing 

classified as £OS. 

Using impact categories to di fferentiate between programmes, viewers in High 

Cognit ive impact programmes were most "attent i ve "  to ads while viewers in 

High Affective impact programmes were " least attentive " .  

The sections that fol low discuss these major findings explored i n  this thesis .  

Fol lowing this ,  the l imitations, and the implications for future research ,  are 

identified and discussed. 
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5.2 Presence Versus Attention 

When viewers turn on the TV, there is a high probabi l i ty that they wi l l  also stay 

in the viewing room. In the 1 960s, Ehrenberg and Twyman ( 1 967) c laimed 

viewers were present 80% of the t ime the TV was turned on. In the 1 980s, 

using video recording research, Col lett ( 1 986) reported similar results ( i .e .  80% 

presence when the TV was on).  Another study by Svennevig ( 1 987) ,  also using 

video observation, reported viewers were present for 70% of the t ime the TV 

was on. Resul ts in  the present study found a similar level , although sl ightly 

higher level of presence, with a viewer being present 85% of the t ime the TV 

was on. 

However, these studies have aggregated results for viewing of programmes and 

viewing of advert i sements. Advocates of Peoplemeter rat ing systems have 

consis tent ly c la imed a h igh proportion of v iewers watch ads .  Us i ng  

Peoplemeter data, Danaher ( 1 995)  claimed 90% of  programme viewers were 

also present during ad breaks. Cook ( 1 995)  also reported viewers were present 

95% of the t ime during commercials ,  but acknowledged that v iewers were 

involved in  many different  act ivit ies such as talking, reading, playing,  doing 

chores ,  and even s leeping. However, the methods used in obtain ing these 

figures are subject to considerable criticism, on the grounds that they, at best 

use people' s self reports of behaviour. 

Results in the present study, albeit using a different methodology than that used 

in obtaining the typical Peoplemeter estimates, indicated the proportion of t ime 

viewers were present during the ad breaks, was on average, 78%.  Thus,  

Peoplemeter derived estimates appear to claim higher estimates of the audience 

size for ad viewing than those obtained from this study's observations of actual 

ad-viewing behaviour. 
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One interpretation of these two separate estimates might, in  fact be, that they 

are not that s ignificantly d ifferent, although this is an arguable point i n  

considering the efficiency of a multi-mi l l ion dol lar media plan. However, any 

interpretation of these estimates has to consider that the viewers who are 

recorded as present may , in real i ty ,  be doing things that accompany the 

v iewIng,  or they may be involved in act ivi ties that completely take the ir  

attention away from the screen. I f  the measurement of presence alone i s  used, 

much of this information is overlooked. 

The resu l t s  from the present study indicate that ad V IeWI ng is often 

accompanied by other activities (as noted by Cook, 1 995 ;  Zwaga 1 992a; Collett 

1 986;  Svennevig, 1 987) .  The viewer watching the screen with total undivided 

attent ion,  tota l ly  attentive to the screen was not the norm in  this study . 

Uninterrupted attention to the television screen during the commerc ial break 

was rare. Most people did something else during the majority of the time they 

were in the room during commercial breaks. On average, across all the ad 

breaks, £OS only was around 1 4%;  for a further 1 1  % of the time, viewers were 

simultaneously involved with other activities while looking at the screen (£OS 

+ behaviour). This gives a maximum actual " looking" time of j ust 25%. 

This i s  much lower than the findings of Collett ( 1 986) who reported that 

viewers were actual ly " looking" at the screen 65% of the time. Svennevig 

( 1 987) reported viewers were partially attentive to the screen for around 20% of 

the time, and ful ly attentive 27% of the t ime, which means their total " looking" 

t ime was 47%-again much higher than the present study . However, Col lett 

( 1 986) and Svennevig ( 1 987) ,  however, were reporting results on the attention 

paid to programmes and not specifically to ads. 

Using a measure similar to the present study, that of EOS , Krugman, Cameron 

and White ( 1 995) found viewers had their eyes-on-screen 33% of the t ime ads 
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were on.  But of those visual ly  attending, less than 50% had eyes-on-screen of 

more than 50% of the time. 

The findings of the present study were also more consistent w ith another study 

conducted in New Zealand in 1 992. A lthough not measuring t ime spent on ads, 

Col mar Brunton Research ( 1 992) found that only 8% of ad v iewers reported 

actual ly watching and l istening to the advertisements. During the ad break, 47% 

of v iewers had physically left the room, 30% were talking or doing something 

else, and 1 2% had switched channels .  

These findings show attention to advertisements was generally  not high. When 

viewers were looking at the screen,  their v isual attention was often d ivided 

equal ly  between looking and being engaged in some other s imu l taneous 

act ivi ty .  These incidences of "divided attention" may include reading a book 

and occasional ly looking up to glance at the televis ion, or watching part of the 

time and keeping an eye on the children, the rest of the t ime.  
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5.3 Viewing Behaviour and Programme Classification Systems 

As previously mentioned, the findings discussed in the preceding sect ion are 

probably fami l i ar to most media planners; in fact few media planners would 

be l ieve that the ir  ad was actual ly being exposed to the ent i re audience 

suggested by ratings data. 

A spec ific concern of this thesis was to invest igate whether the proportion of 

t ime viewers spent visually attending to advertisements varies with the type of 

programme being screened. There may be certain types of programmes that 

appear to hold viewers' attention better than others, and, in  the context of 

advertis ing there may be some residual effect, which carries over in to the ad 

break. Al ternatively, a programme, which does hold viewers' attention, might 

have a residual effect such that v iewers take a cognit ive break thus negati vely 

impact ing  on ad-viewing behaviour .  Such suggest ions are obv ious ly  

speculative, pointing to  the need for empirical work to  resolve such debates. 

Thus if ad-viewing behaviour di ffers by different programme types, then this 

presents a need for media-planning dec i s ions to be made i n  l ight of this 

observation 

Three programme classification systems were examined in the present research. 

The first programme c lass i fication method was developed by B m'wise and 

Ehrenberg ( 1 988) ,  the second by Danaher ( 1 995) and the third by Hoffman and 

Batra ( 1 99 1 ) . When the present study compared these d ifferent programme 

classification methods in terms of the behaviour of ad viewers, it was found that 

attention to advertisements varied for different programmes in a way that was 

not consistent with the ways programmes were classified. Thus, whi le  the 

classification methods may have been based on consistent relationships with 

certain aspects of viewing behaviour, th is  study could not find consistent 

relationships between these classifications and ad-viewing behaviour. 
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The sections that fol low discuss the i mpl ications of the results derived from 

each approach and conclude by highl ighting the main i ssues common to a l l  

three. 

5.3. 1 Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988) classification 

Barwise, Ehrenberg and Goodhardt ( 1 979) and Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988 )  

found consistent results i n  the appreciation scores viewers gave to programmes 

for many standard programme types, and decided to group them i nto two l arger 

groups :  Information and Entertainment .  Information programmes were 

considered to be demanding. I t  was felt  viewers put more effort into watching 

them than into Enterta inment programmes, which v iewers watched for 

relaxation. Entertainment programmes were considered to be less-demanding. 

The present study investigated how ad viewing related to the programme types 

categorised in this way. Thus the i ntention was to test whether v iewers who 

were more involved in demanding programmes paid more attention to the ads 

in them. 

The present study found no significant differences between the categories of 

demanding and less-demanding programmes when comparisons were made 

Llsing the four viewing behaviours (EOS only, EOS + behaviour, No EOS and 

not present) .  However, demanding programmes did differ significantly with 

regard to the amount of t ime viewers spent attending to the screen as a 

proportion of  t ime present dur ing the ad break from less-demanding 

programmes. In  other words, the two categories could be differentiated by the 

index Total EOS:Presence but not by the four ad-viewing behaviours. 

However, the observation that there is no difference between the two categories 

(demanding and less-demanding) in terms of the pattern of the four viewing 
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behaviours, was not observed for programmes wi th in  the less-demanding 

category . In  addit ion, al though there was considerable variation in the less

demanding programmes, this pattern was not evident for the programmes in the 

demanding category . 

The two categories of programmes within demanding programmes; news and 

documentary differed l i ttle in the patterns of ad-viewing behaviour. In contrast, 

across the four less-demanding programmes there were significant differences 

in  the patterns of viewing. For example, l ight entertainment and l ight drama 

programmes had EOS only: Presence of 1 9% and 1 7% respect ively .  These 

scores were very much higher than those of fi lms and sports (each at 5%) .  

Thus, i t  might be  concluded that l ight entertainment and l ight drama were 

accorded patterns of ad-viewing behaviour much more s imi lar to demanding 

programmes than to fi lms and sports. 

However, such a conclusion d iffers according to the measure of ad-viewing 

behaviour used. This could be because of variations i n  content, which made 

vary ing impacts on the viewers. This was not surpri s ing, as according to 

Barwi se and Ehrenberg ( 1 98 8 ) , some less -demanding programmes have 

characteristics that were more demanding than those programmes, which might 

be more properly identified as demanding ones. 

Moreover,  B arwi se and Ehrenberg ( 1 98 8 )  a lso stated that d i fferent 

entertainment programmes have di fferent purposes and affected v iewers 

differently . While some programmes may only entertain,  others both entertain 

and inform. In  Barwise and Ehrenberg ' s  ( 1 988)  study, the level of demand 

placed on each programme was subjectively determined (by the viewer) and 

depended on the viewer's perception of the demands put to them. In the present 

study this was also evidenced by the variations in  the degrees of attention paid 

to the four less-demanding programmes. 
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In  summary the c l ass ifications of programmes i nto demanding and less 

demanding ( as defi ned by B arwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988 ) )  do not seem 

appropriate in  describing the attention viewers pay to ads. The implication for 

te levis ion adverti sers i s  the need to look beyond these two ( rather broad) 

categorisations of programmes and assess how i ndividual programmes make 

demands on the v iewer. 

5.3.2 Genre classification 

The previous section discussed how researchers grouped programmes by the 

presumed level of effort demanded of viewers in watching programmes .  An 

alternative approach is  to  expand the c lassification from two categories and to 

examine how ad-viewing behaviour differs by genre. This section discusses the 

findings on the viewing behaviour for programmes classified in this way. 

In analysing ad-viewing behaviour across different genres, results showed there 

was a large variation, and this d ifference was statistically s ignificant. Thus i t  

can b e  concluded that v iewers paid vary ing degrees o f  attention (£OS only or 

£OS + behaviour or Total £OS) to different genres and the difference in  the 

computed attention indices was wide.  

However, again different conclus ions would be reached as to which genre 

would be best to advertise i n ,  depending on the measure of ad-viewing 

behaviour used . Al though on average, a genre may have high presence 

percentage, v iewers may not have paid high visual attention to the screen .  For 

example,  i nformati ve in terest type programmes have a high number of ad 

v iewers present (90% of the time) but viewers only paid 1 2% attention (£OS 

only : Presence) to the ads in them. One might conclude that the competitive 

entertainment programme is the best genre to capture the attention of v iewers as 

it has the h ighest score for Total £OS:Presence among the programme types .  
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only ,  this highest score was c laimed by chat shows. In  other words, when 

separating programmes by genre, it i s  important to consider which attention 

measure to use. 

These conc lusions have to be contrasted with those reached, for example, by 

Danaher and Lawrie ( 1 998) who reported that viewers' commitment scores to 

programmes were as high as 78% (measured by PMV) and 60% ( measured by 

P80+) .  PMV is  the proportion of advert is ing minutes v iewed of the total ad 

t ime viewers could have watched. P80+ is the criterion that the viewer must be 

present for at least 80% of the t ime the ads were on. 

The present study found ad-attention rates to be comparatively low measured 

by Total EOS: Presence (30%) and EOS only : Presence ( 1 5 %) .  In fact the 

attent ion scores (measured by Total EOS: Presence) for four programme 

genres-(news, soap, game show and dram a)-were only half as high as the 

commitment scores of Danaher and Lawrie ( 1 998 )  for the same four  

programme genres. Danaher and Lawrie ( 1 998) also suggested that information 

type programmes such as news showed the most committed v iewers . B y  

contrast, us ing attention measures (by both Total EOS: Presence and EOS 

only:Presence), the present study found entertainment type programmes such as 

chat shows and game shows had the most attentive ad audiences. 

The re lat ionship between presence and attention may also not be constant 

within each genre category . Although not explicitly tested for al l  genres, i t  was 

found there were large variations in  v iewing behaviour across di fferent 

programmes within the comedy genre. I t  is possible that similar results could be 

obtained when other genre categories are analysed. In other words, the 

infl uence of i ndividual programmes on viewers should not be d iscounted. 

Within a group of similar type programmes, different impacts are made by the 

individual programmes and the ad-v iewing behaviour i s  quite different. 
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5.3.3 Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 )  classification 

In the previous sections, programmes were grouped by programme genres, 

namely by using subjective judgments to assign a particular programme to a 

genre ,  and in  the case of Barwise and Ehrenberg's ( 1 988 )  method, further 

assigning genres of programmes to two hierarchical categories ;  demanding and 

less-demanding. In contrast ,  the programme classification system developed by 

Hoffman and B atra ( 1 99 1 )  re l ies on v iewers' subjective ratings of the 

programmes. 

Three impact categories were identified by Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 )  in  terms 

of whether the programme was classified as low intensity or whether the 

intensity was high-affective or high-cognitive. In the present study, it was not 

possible to utilise these categories because a different methodology was used to 

classify participants' responses. Instead of using their three categories ( High 

Affective, High Cognitive and Low I mpact) ,  four s imilar categories ( High 

Impact, High Affective, High Cognitive and Low Impact) were developed. 

Programmes that viewers "learned from" and "touched their feel ings were 

classified as being High I mpact programmes. Those programmes that viewers 

" learned from" were classified as High Cognitive programmes, while those 

programmes that " touched (their) feel ings " were c lassified High Affective 

programmes.  The programmes that neither " touched (v iewers) feel ings" nor 

those they " learned from" were classified as Low Impact programmes. 

The resul ts  of the present study demonstrated significant differences in the 

viewing behaviour within the four impact categories .  V iewers in H i gh 

Cognit ive impact programmes were most "attentive" to ads, while viewers i n  

High Affective impact programmes were " less attentive" .  During the ad  break, 

viewers in High Cognitive and Low I mpact programmes spent almost one-third 

of the t ime (29%) " looking" at the screen. In  comparison, in  High Affective 
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programmes, only sl ightly more than one tenth ( 1 4%) of that t ime was spent 

looking at the screen.  

The results of the present study support Hoffman and Batra's ( 1 99 1 )  resul ts for 

High Cognitive programmes but found differences from their resul ts  for H igh 

Affective programmes. In the present study, v iewers were present during H igh 

Cognitive programmes for about three-quarters of the time (74%) and spent a 

high proportion of the time attending to the screen.  Using total visual attention 

over presence ( Total EOS: Presence), ad viewing during H igh Cogni t i ve 

programmes (39%) was also much higher than the other three categories. These 

results support Hoffman and Batra's ( 1 99 1 )  description that v iewers of High 

impact programmes tended to give all  their attention to the programmes and ads 

during viewing. 

During H igh Affective programmes, in  contrast,  viewers in  the present study 

paid the least v isual attention but were less incl ined to leave the room during 

the ad break (not present = 1 5%).  When using presence to represent "viewing" ,  

High Affective programmes had the highest rating score. Again, th is  i s  a good 

example of a case when presence does not equate with attention. Al though 

viewers in H igh Affective impact programmes were present for the ads for 

around 75% of the t ime, they paid l i ttle attention to the screen ( 1 7% of the 

t ime ) .  The act ivi t ies the viewers were engaged in were perhaps those that 

Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 )  described as "compet ing"  wi th  the v iewing 

experience : where attention was low and there were other distractive behaviours 

dur i ng the viewing. This suggests that perhaps advertisers would be short

changed if rat ings alone were u sed as the main measure for advertis ing 

effectiveness during High Affective programme types. 

Hoffman and B atra ( L  99 1 )  also suggested that their high impact programmes 

are high in intensity of feel ings and cognitions. For example, v iewers' intensity 

could be so high during H igh Affective programmes; they might leave the room 
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during the ads to release their pent-up "emotions" .  This however was not shown 

in the present study. Viewers of H igh Affect ive programmes tended to stay on 

during the ads .  

Contrary to Hoffman and Bau'a's ( 1 99 1 )  c laims that Low Impact programmes 

were least effective for advertising, in the present study, programmes evaluated 

as Low Impact secured around 30% of total visual attention to the screen (Total 

£OS). Whi le viewers of this type of programme were not present in the room 

for 84% of the t ime, those who did stay spent 35% of that t ime looking at the 

ads. The impl ication is that even Low Impact programmes were able to " hold" 

the attention of the viewers for at least one-thi rd of the t ime they were present. 

Therefore, despite those programmes classified as having the least impact, ads 

screened during these programmes were being sti l l  "watched" often .  In fact ,  

using Total £OS:Presence, the score for Low Impact programmes (35%) was as  

h igh as that of High Impact programmes (36%) .  Therefore ad-v iewing 

behaviour does not seem to correlate with the expectations suggested by the 

impact categories. 

Whi le these are promising early results ,  the measurement of impact-scores 

introduces considerable problems in implementation,  s ince it would require 

separate viewer rat ings of impact for each programme. If  there were a high 

correspondence between impact categories and genres, it would be possible to 

use genres to d ifferentiate between the four types of impacts. But  the present 

study did not find support ing evidence for this .  Some genres were found to 

belong to more than one impact category, which negates the purpose and 

undermines the value of classi fying programmes into larger groupi ngs. 

Each programme should rather be treated by i ts own impact score or 

involvement criterion. Instead of grouping programmes according to fixed 

impact categories, programmes should be rated separately ,  based on their own 

merit. One way to do this i s  to conduct random (next-day) evaluat ion of each 
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separate programme screened using a large sample base of viewers. In this way, 

advertisers would be able to know the direct value each programme has for the 

viewers. Once that is known, advertisers could then select combinations of 

programmes most l ikely to be v iewed by their targeted market segment or 

product users. Media buyers would be able to select individual programmes (or 

groups ) based on the type of i mpact and response they wanted from their 

viewers, and adverti sers would feel confident about their buying choice and be 

able to justify their  media decisions. 
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5.4 Conclusion and Contribution 

Overal l ,  the results in this study demonstrate that whi le presence was high 

(78%) during the ad breaks, average v isual attention to the advert isements on 

television in most programmes was low (never more than 25%) .  During the 

adverti sement breaks, viewers were often engaged in  many activities other than 

only looking at the screen. However, since no media-planner seriously bel ieves 

that the audience size is exactly the number indicated by rat ings data, the 

contribution of this thesis i s  in providing a basis for cal ibrating media planners' 

own subjective and qualitative j udgments regarding this i ssue. 

While the overstatement of audience sizes need not be alarming to those who 

make advertising decisions the indication that ad-viewing behaviour should be 

considered in  the context of the programmes that del ivered the advert isements 

is more problematic .  In  other words the finding that two or more programmes 

with the same audience size could del iver radically different proportions of ad

viewing behaviours classed as being e i ther eyes-on-screen, eyes-on-screen + 

behaviour, no eyes-on-screen,  or not present suggest that programme ratings 

may be poor surrogate measures of advertising effect. 

Lealand ( 1 998) suggested that ratings have erroneously been used to make 

qualitative judgments about the "success or fai lure of single programmes, series 

(most specifical ly local ly-made series) ,  televis ion channels  and careers . . .  " 

(p .47 ) .  He argued that " . . .  there i s  much to uggest that adverti sers are being 

short-changed, part icularly in  respect of part icu lars abou t  the te lev ision  

audience" (p.  4 1 ) . He contended that " . . .  watching television i s  accompanied by 

act ivi ties such as constant talk, eating, reading, household chores, quarre l l ing, 

c lipping toe-nai ls ,  snoozing . . .  and so on. "  (p .  45 ) .  Ratings data therefore only 

presents part of the picture about ad viewing. 
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This presents the media planner with the need to adjust ratings data, in a way 

that accounts for these differences in  viewing behav iour. The present study 

examined three methods by which this might be accomplished . However, the 

present study found viewing behaviour i s  not wel l  predicted by programme 

categorisation . In some cases, the programme categories analysed in  th is  

research were found not to be different in  terms of viewing behaviour. In  other 

cases, the behaviour of the ad viewers was entirely contrary to those suggested 

by the programme categories .  For example ,  wh i le  the categories of 

"demandingness" (developed by Barwi se and Ehrenberg, 1 988)  were usefu l  i n  

showing the types of  programmes viewers l iked and watched repeatedly,  this 

type of categorisation did not predict ad-viewing behaviour. 

A major conclusion drawn from the analysis of programmes by genre is that 

presence is not a suitable and accurate surrogate measure for attention as there 

were wide variations in ad-viewing behaviour across the programmes. Relying 

solely on Peoplemeter or ratings data in  media buying or as a measure of 

commjtment to programmes and advertisements is not adequate . 

Ad-viewing behaviour also tended to be different from how viewers rated the 

way programmes had an impact on them. Contrary to expectations, Low Impact 

programmes attracted as much attention as High Impact and H igh Cognit ive 

programmes. These variations show the weaknesses of using subjective rating 

criteria to group programmes.  I n  addition, there was also a low correspondence 

between programme genre and impact category suggesting considerable 

difficulties in  developing an implementable solution . 

For a l l  three methods of classifying programmes, there were s imi larities and 

differences about how viewers behaved in  different programmes. But three 

conclusions are common for al l results .  First, ad-viewing behaviour differs by 

programme type and thus needs to be considered separately for each particular 

programme type. In addition, the particular ad-viewing behaviour differs in an 
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unpredictable way for different programmes. Thus different concl usions might 

be reached i f, for example, an adverti ser sought to optimise in terms of EOS 

only than i f  the choice was made to optimise another characteristic of ad 

viewing, say EOS + behavior. 

The last conclusion, and perhaps the underlying factor in  the fai lure of the 

programme classifications, is that there may be many additional influences on 

ad-viewing behav iours that are not explicit ly examined. These might reflect 

intrinsic programme or episode features, t ime of day, week, or in fact a number 

of highly specific situational influences. 

This thesis has provided important information about how viewers behaved in  

the ir  natural  home environment, watching advert isements as they were 

screened, and highl ighted some major considerations about the relationsh ip 

between programmes and the actual attention paid to advert isements. Many of 

the conc l usions out l ined shoul d  be of concern to media p lan ners,  the 

advertising business in  general , programme schedulers, programme funders and 

makers, and even those involved in providing programme ratings data. 

This  research has raised quest ions about tradi t ional measures such as 

programme rat ings and demonstrated that the s ize of an audience may not 

reflect how attentive that audience is .  Even programmes of small audience s izes 

may have a h igh proport ion of atten t ive ad v iewers and therefore 

advert isements placed within such programmes may be equally ( if not more) 

effective than programmes with a larger audience size. 

As the television industry becomes more and more fragmented, advertisers who 

chose to segment their markets may need more and more specific information 

about the effectiveness of particular ad placements. Traditional TV rati ngs i n  

use today cannot convey all  the information needed b y  advertisers to know how 

audiences react to programmes and to their advert isements. In  this respect, this 
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thesis has increased knowledge about general ad-viewing behaviour and the 

validity of using programme ratings in media schedul ing decisions. 
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5.5 Limitations and Implications for Future Research 

5.5.1 Limitations of the research 

In any research, there are l imitations. The major l imitations of this research 

were associated with data col lection and the possibi l i ty that moderating factors 

may have affected the viewing behav iour of the part icipants. Although this 

research col lected data on the spontaneous responses of participants watching 

te levis ion in their own homes, i t  was dependent on how participants interacted 

with the record ing devices. For example, whi le data collection depended on 

participants who agreed to watch television from the C-box, there was no way 

to moni tor whether they always d id .  The research re l ied tota l ly  on the 

participants' goodwi l l .  

Another factor is the question of  audio attention versus visual attention during 

the viewing process. Viewers who rely on audio signals may reduce the amount 

of eyes-on-screen t ime they wou ld spend looking at the te levision. A viewer 

may " learn" from the ad by l istening without the watching. Such l istening may 

already be famil iar to viewers via repeated l istening elsewhere .  In other words, 

audio monitoring could diminish eyes-on-screen attention, especial ly when the 

advert isement was already famil iar to the v iewer, which would reduce the need 

to look at the screen .  

This  research did not measure whether v isual attention was affected or assisted 

by audio sounds. However, unl ike visual attention, which could be measured 

by eyes-on-screen, there was no simple analogous measurement for sound. This 

l imi tation may be el iminated if i t  later becomes possible to analyse audio data. 

As different viewers watch televis ion differently, the amount of t ime people 

spent watch ing telev is ion and the type of programme watched varied from 
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fami ly  to fami ly .  This meant, there may be variations in  the data col lected 

across all famil ies .  But the large number of ad-viewing opportunities recorded 

from each family, however, compensated for this l imitation. In this research, 

analysis of these ad-viewing opportuni ties included how ad viewers behaved 

during "complete" ad pods over a consistent 8-day viewing period. The ideal 

s i tuation wou ld be to have many viewers (e .g .  50 participants) watching the 

same programmes at the same time. This would be possible i f  there were fifty 

C-Boxes operating at the same t ime in each of the 50 partic ipants' homes. That 

would be highly expensive and perhaps probably impossible. Even if  the cost 

could be j ustified and more data col lected, there is no guarantee the results 

obtained would be significantly different from those col lected in the present 

research .  

In  summary, the main l imitations of th is  research resul ted from difficulties 

associated with natural observational research .  However, steps were taken 

where possible to el iminate or minimise the impact of any such l imitation. 

5.5.2 Implications for future research 

Following the in itial analysis of ad-viewing behaviour from this research, future 

work by thi s researcher wi l l  focus on collat ing information on the spec i fic  

behaviour displayed during ad breaks-the proport ion of t ime viewers were 

eating, playing games, talking, doing household chores, minding chi ldren,  etc . 

This type of detai l  would supplement the exist ing information on the level of 

attention paid to ads, and more work could be done in  studying the correlation 

between attention and other non-eyes-on-screen act iv i ties and how they d iffer 

in different programmes. 

It is also important for adverti sers to know the strategies viewers use to avoid 

looking at their ads. A detai led summary of these sorts of behaviour would 
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show any possible corre lation with audience factors such as age, gender and 

other demographic characteristics .  For example, gender has been found to be a 

fac tor in  channel switching ( Heeter & Greenberg, 1 985 ;  Oanaher, 1 995) .  

Kneale ( 1 988 )  a l so  suggested there was  a rel at ionship between channel 

switching and income levels .  More work in  this area wil l  provide up-to-date 

evidence to support these findings. 

To know the direct effect of programming on commercial viewing, this study 

included only viewers who were watching the programme at least 30 seconds 

before the start of the ad breaks. It is highly l ikely that viewer's behaviour may 

change during the ad break from what they were doing during the programmes. 

But due to t ime and financial constraints, the behaviours dur ing the programme 

segments prior to the start of the ad breaks or after were not analysed in this 

study . Earl ier research such as Krugman et a l .  ( 1 995)  had found that the 

average mean attention to the screen was lower during commercials than during 

programmes. It may be worthwhile to investigate this further. 

Furthermore, the v lewmg behav iour in di fferent segments of a programme 

could be compared with that during the advert isement break i mmediately 

fol lowing the programme. For example, the behaviour of viewers watching the 

beginning section of the programme before the first ad break could be studied 

alongside the first ad break fol lowing it ;  programme viewing during the second 

segment of the programme Uust preceding the ad break) could be studied in  

conjunction with ad behaviour for the second ad break; viewi ng behaviour 

during the third segment of the programme with the third ad break, and so on. 

Other areas of future investigation could include studying viewing behaviour 

during d ifferent segments of the ad break. Questions to investigate might 

include, "Do viewers display different types of behaviour for first-position ads, 

ads in  the middle or ads at the end?" and "Do viewing behav iour differ by the 
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position of the ad pod within a programme?" Such information would provide 

spec ific and detailed information about the actual "performance" of the ad. 

Future research could also include study ing the viewing behaviours of specific 

target audience groups such as chi ldren and teenagers. The effects of te levision 

on ch i ldren have been of interest  to psychologists for a long t ime, and 

academics have been worried about the adverse effects advertisements have on 

chi ldren .  Work carried out by Anderson et al . ( 1 985)  has shown that parents 

underestimate the amount of t ime chi ldren spend watching television.  They 

found parents reported that their chi ldren (age 2-5 years old) spent about 1 3 .4 

hours per week watching television, while the national ratings figure averaged 

27 . 8  hours per week.  In addit ion,  l i t t le research has been carried out  to 

investigate children's viewing behaviour during ad breaks. 

Teenagers are an increasingly lucrative market for many advertisers. The New 

Zealand teenager has been dazzled by American popular dramas, such as 

Beverly Hills 902 1 0, Dawson Creek and Popular that are specifical ly targeted 

at them. Other popu lar New Zealand dramas and youth programming include 

Shortland Street , A ll about Eve, Havoc and Juice. I nternational youth-speci fic 

channels such as MTV, the international counterpart of New Zealand's Channel 

4, have "relentlessly pursued the same audience" (Lealand & Mart in ,  200 1 ) . A 

study by Pol lay ( 1 996) suggested that teenagers were also more sensi t ive to 

advert ising than adults and were susceptible to the i mage-based advert is ing 

often used in alcohol and tobacco products (S trasburger, 1 995) .  On the other 

hand, the general public is mostly concerned with how commercials appeal to 

audiences " vu lnerable "  to their advertising messages, particularly messages i n  

alcohol ads. Further research into teenage and child's responses to advertis ing 

could provide information on how best to use advertising to satisfy both the 

consumer and the public conscience. 
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In-depth invest igat ive work on ad-v iewing behaviour during ind iv idual  

programmes (not categorised in any particular programme groupings) could 

further the knowledge already obtained in  this study . This could,  however, be 

more time-consuming, and many different individual programmes might have 

to be studied separately .  The methodology could include a random sample of 

daily programmes rated by individual viewers whose ad-viewing behaviour 

during these programmes could then be contrasted. In this way, there would be 

a more real ist ic corre lation between the impact of the programme on the 

viewers and their actual ad-viewing behaviour during specific programmes. 

Good advertising i s  a combinat ion of the functions of the attributes of the ad, 

the attributes of the environment in  which the ad appears, and the many 

variables that encompass the viewing experience. Although the set of variables 

surrounding the viewing environment is varied, i t  i s  not unlimited. Future work 

init iated by this research could look at extending the sample size, testing the 

correlat ion of eyes-on-screen and other dependent variables of v iewing,  

studying the ad-viewing behaviour of specific target groups during spec ific ads 

and within specific programme segments. 
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Appendix B :  Participant's Programme Evaluation Questionnaire 

Date : __ _ 

Name of programme: __________________ _ 

I .  Did you look forward to the programme ? 

Yes No 

2. How did this programme compare with the best of its kind ? 

2 3 

worse better than most 

3 .  How much did you enjoy this programme ? 

2 3 

not much very much 

4 .  Did th is  programme match up to your expectations ? 

2 

better than expected 

3 

not so good 

5 .  Did the programme touch your feel ings ? 

Yes No 

6. Did you watch this programme as a way to pass time ? 

Yes No 
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7 .  How would you grade this programme ? 

Bad 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Good 

8 .  Did you learn anything from the programme ? 

Yes No 

9. Was the programme unusual or different ? 

Yes No 

1 0. Did you plan ahead to watch this programme ? 

Yes No 

1 1 . Would you be upset i f, given that the programme is on tomorrow, it 

was missed ? 

Yes No 

1 2 . I usually give my ful l  attention to the programme so that I could get 

more out of it .  

agree 

2 3 4 5  

disagree 
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1 3 .  I really get involved in the programme and wished it had lasted 

longer. 

agree 

2 3 4 5  

disagree 

1 4. At t imes,  the programme made me feel  the same things as the 

characters in  i t .  

agree 

2 3 4 5  

disagree 

1 5 . There were parts of the show that really touched my feel ings. 

2 3 4 5  

agree disagree 

1 6 . The programme contained valuable and v i tal information I am 

interested in and means a lot to me. 

agree 

2 3 4 5  

disagree 

1 7 . The funny parts of the programme were very humorous and enjoyable. 

agree 

2 3 4 5  

disagree 

1 8 . I watched this programme mainly to be entertained. 

2 3 4 5  

agree disagree 
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Appendix C:  Participant's Information Sheet 

MASSEY UNIVERSITY 

DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING 

PALMERSTON NORlli 

TELEVISION VIEWING RESEARCH 

INFORMATION SHEET 

The research project "Televis ion Viewing Research" is designed to study the 

ways in which famil ies use television in the context of their everyday l ife,  with 

a particular emphasis on viewing behaviour during TV commercials .  While we 

know, for instance, that most New Zealand fami l ies own one or several 

te levis ion sets, we have presently l ittle information about the role of television 

within the family .  The present study i s  designed to provide information on this 

topic, paying particular attention to viewing behaviour and to what people do 

during television programmes and commercials . 

The researchers i nvolved in  this project are Dr Mike Brennan, Dr Graeme 

Bassett and Ms Maureen Syn .  Mike Brennan is  a Senior Lecturer in the 

Department of Marketing at Massey University . Graeme Bassett i s  Director of 

Media Studies at Massey University .  Maureen Syn is a Lecturer at International 

Paci fic Col lege, currently undertaking this research for her PhD. If you have 

any questions about the project, or the consent forms, please feel free to contact 

Dr Mike Brennan 359 0705 (Home ) or 350 5576 (Work) or Ms Maureen Syn 

357 1 786 (Home) or 354 0922 (Work) for further information. 

Should you agree to take part i n  the research the following procedures wi l l  be 

involved. First ly, a cabinet consisting of a television set, two video recorders 

and a video camera wil l  be placed in your home for fourteen days. This cabinet 

w i l l  be wired up so that when the televi sion set is switched on, the video 

recorders, through the camera, will start recording the activit ies of whoever i s  

present in the l i v ing room as  wel l  a s  the programme be ing watched. An 
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additional v ideo recorder wi l l  be included in the cabinet for those famil ies who 

normally use a video recorder. 

Secondly,  in the event of your agreeing to take part, one or two interview 

sessions wi l l  take place with you and your fami ly .  These interviews wi l l  be 

sound recorded. Both stages in the research wi l l  be arranged at times mutual ly 

agreed to by the participants and the researchers, with the understanding that 

the interviews ideally should take place no later than one week after the cabinet 

has been removed from your home . Thirdly ,  a nominated member of your 

household may be asked to keep a diary of their TV viewing activity. 

Participation in the "Television Viewing Research" project i s  entirely voluntary. 

Participants are free to withdraw from the research at any time without threat of 

reprisal or recrimination from the researchers . Practical ly, this means that when 

one family member wants to withdraw from the research, the family as a whole 

will discontinue participation . Partic ipants have the right to have any recorded 

material erased, if they feel that nobody should have access to what has been 

recorded on tape . If this shou ld occur, part icipants consent would be re

canvassed for further involvement. The names of the partic ipants wi l l  not be 

released and no identifiable material shall be shown publicly nor published in  

whatever possible form, except wi th  the expl ici t  written permiss ion of the 

partic ipants involved. 

I f  you agree to take part, please read this Information Sheet again carefu l ly  

before signing the consent form. (Please note that the consent form should be 

signed by all family members aged ten and over.) It may be a good idea to read 

this sheet together and discuss it with al l members of your family .  

I t  would al 0 be important to inform visi tors of the nature of the cabinet and say 

that you are taking part in a Massey University research project. If vis i tors 

arrive during the recording of the video, the machine should be turned off, the 
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research project explained to them and their agreement to being included in the 

project sought, before the machine is turned on again. Training wil l  be provided 

in the use of the equipment, to enable you to stop the recording, or erase tapes, 

if  required. 

All information wi l l  be treated in strictest confidence . The v ideo and audio 

recordings will be identified by a code number only, not by family name. They 

wi l l  be securely stored during the course of the research and w i l l  only be 

viewed for research purposes by Or Mike Brennan, Dr Graeme Bassett or Ms 

Maureen Syn and their research assistants who wi l l  s ign an agreement that they 

w i l l  maintain the strictest level of confidentiality. At the completion of the 

study, the recordings wi l l  be securely stored in an archive that can only be 

accessed by Or Brennan, Or Bassett or Ms Syn. The researchers may wish to 

use the recordings for further analysis at some later date, involving other 

researchers in their team. Should this si tuation arise, they would first explain to 

you, both verbal ly and in wri ting, exactly what they want to do, and wi l l  not 

proceed without your written consent. 

The cabinet with the te levision set, the video recorders and the video camera are 

the property of Massey Universi ty .  The cabinet w i l l  be insured by Massey 

Uni versity for the period the cabinet is in t he partic i pants ' res idence. The 

partic ipants shall not be l i able for any breakdown or accidental damage that 

may eventuate. 

We would greatly appreciate your assistance with this project. Please feel free 

to ask at any t ime i f  you have any further questions. 

Or Mike Brennan 
Principal Researcher 
359 0705 (home) 
350 5576 (work) 

Or Graeme Bassett Maureen Syn 
Associate Researcher Researcher 
357 3584 (home) 357 1 786 (home) 
350 5356 (work) 354 0922 (work) 
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Appendix D: Participant's Consent Form 

TELEVISION VIEWING RESEARCH 

CONSENT FORM 

I have read and understood the TELEVI S ION VIEWING RESEARCH 

INFORMA nON SHEET and have had the detai ls  of  the study explained to me. 

My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I understand I may 

ask further questions at any time .  

I agree to allow the video and audio recording of my television viewing on the 

understanding that the recordings wi l l  be stored securely and treated in strictest 

confidence and will not be used for purposes other than this study without my 

pernusslOn. 

I understand I have the right to withdraw from the study at any t ime, and have 

the right to stop the recording at any t ime and to request that recorded material 

be erased. 

I agree to part icipate In this study under the condit ions set out in the 

I NFORMA nON S HEET and g ive my permission for the recordings and 

information gathered to be used for the purposes of this research then archived. 

Name : Signature 

Name : Signature 

Name : S ignature 

Name : S ignature 

Date : 
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Appendix E :  Summary of participant families 

Fami ly members Age Occupation Ethnicity Household income 
Family & position 

I Father 36 Marketing M anager European $SO,OOO to $59,999 

Mother 33 Home executive European 
Son 1 1  Child European 
Son 8 Child European 
Daughter S Child European 
Son I Child European 

2 Father 4 1  Land valuer European $90,000+ 

Mother 38 Home executive European 
Daughter 7 Child European 
Son S Child European 
Son 3 Child European 

3 Father 4 1  Teacher European $SO,OOO to $S9,999 

Mother 40 Teacher European 
Son 1 2  Child European 
Son 9 Child European 
Daughter 7 Child European 

4 Father S I  Surveyor European Unknown 
Mother SO Bank teller European 
Son 23 Student European 
Boarder 23 Student Japanese 

S Flatmate ( female) 32 Bank ofticer European $80,000 to $89.999 
Flatmate ( female) 26 Bank teller European 

6 Husband SO Developer European $90,000+ 

W i fe 49 Receptionist (pal1 -time) European 

7 Father 4S Lecturer European Unknown 
Mother 39 Part-time youth worker European 
Son 1 6  Student European 
Son 1 3  Child European 
Daughter 1 1  Child European 

8 Husband Unknown Sales executive European Unknown 
W i fe 26 Bank officer European 
Boarder 25 Bank teller Eu ropean 

9 Husband 4 1  Lecturer European $90,000+ 
W i fe SO Activity Manager European 

1 0  Single female 37 Part-time caregiver European Less than $20,000 

1 1  Father S I  Community worker European $90,000+ 
Mother 44 Admini strator European 
Son 1 3  Child European 
Daughter 9 Child European 

1 2  Father 36 Lecturer European $70.000 to $79,999 

Mother 3S Administrative assistant European 
Son S Child European 
Daughter 2 Child European 

1 3  Father 39 Technical Manager European Unknown 
Mother 36 Cosmetics Distributor European 
Daughter S Child European 
Son 2 Child European 

1 4  Father Unknown Lecturer I ndian U n known 
Mother Unknown Teacher I ndian 
Daughter Unknown Child I ndian 
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Appendix F :  Rationale for 30-second criterion for ad pod selection 

This section explains the rat ionale for select ing that the viewer must be 

continuously tuned in to the programme 30 seconds before the start of the ad 

break. 

Involvement with programmes 

The viewing behaviour during the ad breaks was used to study the relationship 

between programme and v iewer i nvolvement w i th the ads dur ing the 

programmes. To make sure that the programme was relevant to the commerc ial 

break being studied, i t  was important to be sure that the viewer had spent 

suffic ient t ime "watching" the programme to be judged as " involved" with it .  I t  

was poss ible that v iewers could have returned from being away from the 

programme or had j ust tuned in to the ad break from surfing between channels .  

Thi s  s i tuation would d imin ish the value of the analysis of the ad-v iewing 

behaviours. In  other words, there must be proof that the v iewer was in  the room 

and tu ned to the programme so that comparison between programme 

involvement and ad involvement could be meaningfu l .  

However, there are severa l  di fferent criteria perta in ing to  the length of  

programme watched that cou ld be  used to  select the ad breaks. Three cri teria 

were chosen. The first was that the viewer was tuned in  to the programme for at 

least 4 minutes before the start of the ad break. The second was that the viewer 

was there for at least 80% of the 4 minutes preceding the ad break. The third 

criterion was that the viewer was there continuously for 30 seconds or more 

before the start of the ad break. 
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Programme type comparison 

Different researchers have used different methods to class ify programmes i n  

terms of " i nvolvement " .  The methods u sed i n  three different studies on  

evaluating programme types have been adapted in this study. Firstly ,  B arwise 

and Ehrenberg ( 1 988)  developed two major types of programme based on the 

level of content the programme contained. They termed them as "demanding " 

or "less-demanding " (Entertainment programmes). 

Secondly, Danaher ( 1 995) and Danaher and Lawrie ( 1 998) measured viewers ' 

"commitment " by the length of t ime viewers were present in  the room during 

the different programmes.  According to them, "commi tment"  refers to the 

proportion of t ime their viewers were present for the ads out of the potential 

t ime the ads were screened. Their c lass ifications i nclude broad general isations 

based on common genre themes. 

Lastly ,  Hoffman and Batra ( 1 99 1 )  used three measures of "programme i mpact" 

that according to the researchers measures cognit i  ve and affective reactions to 

the programmes.  They grouped programmes into :  high cogn i t ive i mpact 

programmes; high affective programmes and low impact programmes. 

Behavioural measures by each criterion 

fn the present study, the respondents' viewing behav iours during the ad break 

were examined for the above three different ways of c lassifying programme 

types to determine whether there are rel i able ways to group programmes 

according to their involvement or impact value on the v iewers. For each 

programme type, the data was aggregated according to the selected criteria and 

means percent scores for four behavioural measures were obtained. The 

measures were eyes-on-screen only (£05 only),  meaning the person was seen 

looking at the screen ; eyes-on-screen and engaging in one or more simultaneous 
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activit ies (£05 + behaviour) ; not looking at the screen (No £05) ; and left the 

room (not present) . To test whether the three criteria used produced differen t  

resul ts ,  the overal l  total means of the four categories of  v iewing behaviours 

were compared. 

As the number of observations for the programme types using Barwise and 

Ehrenberg ( 1 988 )  c lassification ( i .e .  all programme recorded) is exact ly the 

same as that using Danaher ( 1 995)  c lassification, both classification methods 

have s imi lar overal l means .  For this reason,  only a s i ngle analys is  was 

performed (see Table A I )  

Table A I :  Comparison of ad-viewing behaviour 

NOI 

Present present Total 

% % % 

£os £OS + No 

No. of ads only behaviour £OS 

Criteria 
observed % % % 

30 sec preceding 60 1 7  Mean 1 4  1 1  52 23 1 00 

4 min  preceding 466 1 Mean 1 5  1 2  53 20 1 00 

80% of 4 min present 52 1 2  Mean 1 4  1 2  53 2 1  1 00 

Average 5297 1 4  1 2  53 2 1  

Table A 2  presents the findings of the viewing behaviours using Hoffman and 

Batra ( 1 99 J )  classification. The number of ad observations ( i .e . all programmes 

rated ) d i ffered from Barwise and Ehrenberg ( 1 988 )  and Danaher ( 1 995 )  

because the  two methods used d i fferent measures to  rate programme 
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involvement. Some programmes did not receive any ratings as there were 

instances where viewers could not recall the programmes watched and could 

not therefore comment on how those programmes had impacted them. In other 

words, Table A2 describes a s lightly smaller sub-set of those ads described in  

Table A l .  

Table A2: 

Criteria 

30 sec preceding 

4 min preceding 

80% of 4 min present  

Average 

Comparison of ad-viewing behaviour using data from 

viewers' personal evaluation of programmes (Hoffman & 

Batra, 1 99 1 )  

Not 

Present present Total 

% % % 

EOS EOS + No 

No. of ads only behaviour EOS 

observed % % % 

5373 Mean 1 2 1 2 53 22 1 00 

4260 Mean 1 3 1 2 53 22 1 00 

4763 Mean 1 3 1 3 53 22 1 00 

4799 1 3 1 2 53 22 

From the above tables, it could easily be seen that the differences in  the mean 

scores for the three selection criteria used were quite smal l .  In  al l  cases the 

difference is  no larger than 1 %.  The difference between the three sets of results 

is not far from each other for the Ehrenberg and Danaher classifications (X2 
= 

0. 1 229, df = 6, P > 0.5) or the Hoffman & B atra classifications (X2 
= 0.0529, df 

= 6, P > 0.5) .  Rather than duplicating similar results, the criterion, the viewer 
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was present in the room 30 seconds before the start of the ad break, was used to 

select the observat ions that were analysed. 
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Appendix G :  Examples of ad-viewing behaviour 

EOS only 

o Looking at the screen only 

EOS + behaviour 

I I I  Eating / drinking with EOS 

1 1 3 Eating / drinking and other activity (with EOS) 

1 2 1  Feeding (baby or pet) with EOS 

1 23 Feeding and other activity (with EOS) 

1 3 1  Knitting / sewing with EOS 

1 33 Knitting / sewing and other activity (with EOS) 

1 4 1  Smoking with EOS 

1 43 Smoking and other activity (with EOS)  

2 1 1 Attending to baby or pet with EOS 

2 1 3  Attending to baby or pet and other activity (with EOS) 

22 1 Cleaning / tidying / walking around packing with EOS 

223 Cleaning / tidying / walking around packing and other activity (wi th 

EOS) 

24 1 Games / playing with EOS 

243 Games / playing and other activity (with EOS) 

25 1 Muting the sound but with EOS 

28 1 Talking with EOS 

283 Talking and other activity (with EOS) 
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No EOS 

1 1 2 Eating / drinking with no EOS 

1 1 4 Eating / drinking and other activity (with no EOS) 

1 22 Feeding (baby or pet) with no EOS 

1 24 Feeding and other activity (with no EOS) 

1 32 Knitting / sewing with no EOS 

1 34 Knitting / sewing and other activity (with no EOS) 

1 44 Smoking with no EOS 

1 46 Smoking and other activity (with no EOS)  

2 1 2  Attending to baby or pet with no EOS 

2 1 4 Attending to baby or pet and other activity (with no EOS) 

222 Cleaning / tidying / walking around packing with no EOS 

224 Cleaning / tidying / walking around packing and other activity (with 

no EOS) 

242 Games / playing with no EOS 

244 Games / playing and other acti vity (with no EOS )  

252 Muting the sound but with no EOS 

260 Reading 

270 S leeping 

282 Talking with no EOS 

284 Talking and other activi ty (with no EOS) 

290 Switching channel 

Not present 

3 1 0 Left / leaving the room 

320 Not in room / not in  view 
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ADRATIO 

Ad avoidance 

Ad break 

Ad-viewing behaviour 

Ad pod 

Ad position 

Ad pod position 

Audience ratings, Ratings 

C-Box 

Cable television 

Chat show, talk show 

Glossary 

The number of people who stayed for the 
ad break out of the number of people  
who were present for the programme. 

When viewers del iberately  choose not to 
watch the advert isements screened. 

When  programme broadcas t s  are 
interrupted and at least more than one 
paid advertisement i s  being screened. 

The viewing behaviour of viewers in the 
room with the television set on during the 
ad break. 

A set of adverti sements ( between two to 
fourteen) that interrupted the programme. 

This  refers to the pos i t ion of each  
individual advertisement found within an  
ad break. 

This refers to the position of the ad break 
as it was scheduled within a programme. 

The percentage of a particular population 
watc h i n g  a t e l ev i s ion  p rogramme,  
commercia l  or  channel at a part icu lar 
t ime.  Usual ly refers to the number of 
people  who are i n  the room wi th the 
television set switched on. 

A cabinet that housed a hidden camera 
and v ideo-recorders programmed and 
connected to a TV that s i ts on top of the 
cabinet. 

A system by which television signals are 
transmitted v ia  over or underground 
cables, rather than over the air. 

A show where a host and guests are 
chatting i n  front of a studio audience .  
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Children's programmes 

Coincidental surveys 

Comedy 

Competitive entertainment 

Current affairs programme 

Demandingness 

Diary methods 

Drama 

Eyes-on-screen (EOS) 

EOS only 

T h e  p rogramme I S  s o m e t i m e s  
interspersed with music and a variety 
show. 

Programmes such as cartoons which are 
targeted at younger audiences. 

Survey interviews (face-to-face or phone) 
asking v i ewers whether  and w hat  
channels the informant and / or others in  
the household are watch ing  at the 
moment the interviewer calls .  

Light hearted programmes designed for 
l ight entertainment, usually based on the 
humour of a character or situation. 

These  programmes  h a v e  b r o ad 
compet i  t i  ve formats and serve to 
entertain rather than provide information. 

Programmes that deal with topical i ssues 
of current and public concerns (polit ical, 
economic, social etc . )  

The degree i n  which a programme 
requires inte l lectual and / or emotional 
effort and demands h igher involvement 
from i ts viewers . 

People recording their viewing habits 
manually into a 7-day diary. 

These are programmes that follow drama 
product ion techn iques and have a 
cont inuous story l i ne .  They i nc lude 
stories based on legal , crime and l i festyle  
vignettes . They may contain humorous 
s tory l i ne o r  fu n ny id i o s y ncra t i c  
characters such as "Ally McBeal " .  

This refers t o  the action where viewers' 
eyes are fixated at the screen.  

Observat ions w here v i ewers w e re 
looking at the screen as a sole activity. 
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EOS + behaviours 

EOS onLy:Presence 

Game show / Quiz 

High Affecti ve programmes 

High Cognitive programmes 

High Impact programmes 

Information programmes 

Informative interest programmes 

Involvement 

Light drama 

Observations where viewers have eye
on-screen and also doing something else 
at the same time. 

The proport ion of t ime when viewers 
were looking at the screen during the 
t ime they were present in  the room. 

Programmes fol lowing a game format 
and usually involve celebrity or audience 
partic ipation . 

Programmes rated by viewers as those 
which had touched their feel ings. 

Programmes rated by v iewers as those 
they had learnt something from. 

Programmes rated by v iewers as those 
which had both touched their feel ings 
and which they had learnt something 
from. 

News  magaz ines ,  c u rre n t  a ffa i r s ,  
documentaries and feature programmes. 
A l s o  i n c l u d e d  g e n e ra l  i n te r e s t  
programmes such a s  rel igion, motoring, 
g a r d e n i n g ,  c o ok i n g ,  c o n s u me r  
programmes etc. 

These programmes fol low a magazine 
format with an information flavour. The 
content may serve special  interest topics 
such as fishing, gardening, religion, arts 
and cu l ture programmes, le i sure and 
l ifestyle series. 

B road l y ,  t he degree of v iewers '  
commitment or  attention to  what they are 
vlewmg. 

These are s ituation comedies, l ight plays 
and drama ( inc luding made for TV mini
series and one-off programmes) .  
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Light Entertainment 

Light viewers 

Low Impact programmes 

Movies 

Musicals 

News, documentaries 

Opportunities to see, OTS 

P80+ 

Panel 

Variety and music programmes. Includes 
quiz shows, panel games, chat shows and 
other "personality" programmes. 

People who tend to watch relatively l ittle 
television ( less than 1 0  or 1 5  hours 
weekly) .  

Programmes rated by viewers that neither 
touched their feel ings nor did they learnt 
anything. 

These are one-off drama programmes 
that fol low a movie production format. 

These programmes i nc l ude one-off 
special variety events or regular weekly 
music charts . 

Programmes that include New Zealand 
and overseas news current affairs and 
current  affairs programmes,  one-off 
advert ised events  or are regu lar ly  
screened. 

The number of t imes when a viewer is 
e s t imated to be p resent  w i th the 
te levis ion set tuned to the relevant  
channel whi le  the  commercia ls  of a 
particular advertising campaign are being 
shown. 

A measure that stipulated that a viewer 
was present for at least 80% of the 
proportion of time viewers were present 
during the ad break out of the total time 
the programme was aired. 

In audience research ,  th is  refers to a 
group of households who take part 
continuously (or over a set period of 
t ime)  in s urvey measurements  of 
television audiences. 
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Peak viewing 

Peoplemeters 

PMV 

Presence 

Propview 

Prime time 

Repeat viewing 

S itcom, si tuation comedy 

Soaps, mini series and serials 

S ports programmes 

The t ime of the day when the l argest 
number of people  tend to be v iewing 
telev is ion ;  from 6 .30p .m.  to 1 0  p . m. 
(prime time) in  most countries .  

Electronic push-button ways of recording 
the presence of v iewers i n  a household 
when the television set was switched on. 

The number of minutes v iewed (by being 
there) out of the number of minutes the 
programme was aired. 

This refers to the v iewer being in the 
room when the te lev i s ion  set was 
switched on regardless i f  v iewer w as 
watching ( looking at) the programme. 

The proportion of ad m inutes v iewed 
during the ad break out  of potential  
viewing t ime during the ad break. 

This  refers to the hours when the 
television ratings are highest. Used with 
very specific t ime l imits  in connection 
with costs of airtime for commercials .  

This  happens when a v iewer of one 
episode of a regular programme watches 
a following episode. 

Comedies based on the humour of 
character and s ituation and where the plot 
usually gets resolved at the end of the 
episode. 

Narrative drama programmes that fol low 
a continuous story l ine over successive 
weeks and sequence episodes . They 
usual ly contain a cont i nu i ng h uman 
interest and topical i ssues. 

These are mainly New Zealand produced 
sporting programmes but may contain a 
high level of overseas content .  
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Time-shift 

Total EOS 

Total EOS: Presence 

U s i ng a v ideo recorder to tape a 
programme off-air for playback at a time 
convenient to the viewer at a later time. 

The proportion of total t ime viewers had 
their eyes on the screen ( the sum of EOS 
only and EOS + behaviour) . 

The proport ion of total eyes-on-screen 
t ime out of the t ime viewers were present 
during the ad break. 
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